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Seen&Heard 'Clopton Named President Local Coupl
Around
Of Calloway Country Club Wins Honor
Murray

Miss Janey Kelso and Randy
James Dale Clopton, a charter and operator of Boone Cleaners,
Lee of Calloway County were
member and for the past year with ,
which he has been first place runners-up in Division
vice president, has been named associated since 1957.
Two of the Talent Contest held at
Over to Hugh Fly's place in president of the Calloway
He is the son of the late O.B. the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Fulton yesterday evening to try Country Club for 1972 by the Boone, Sr., and Mrs. Dorothy Convention in Louisville last
Boone of Murray, and is married weekend.
his lobster. Real fine. These were club's board of directors.
whole lobsters and it takes Named vice president at the to the former Shirley Cross of The couple who presented a
engineering skill to get at all the board's November meeting Murray. They have three musical number was the winner
goodies. They supplied us with Monday night was Jimmy Boone, children: Tony, 13; Tammy, 11, of the First District Talent
nutcrackers to reach the more a member of the club for the past and Howard, 10.
Contest held at Kentucky Dam
As vice president of the club, he Village last month Miss Kelso is
difficult parts. Quite an ex- six years and for the past year its
membership
chairman.
perience eating whole lobsters.
will be in charge of all activites, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clopton, who will take office at including golf, tennis, swimOnce you get the hang of it, it's
Glen Kelso and Lee is the son of
real fun. Sort of messy, like the board's January meeting, ming,social activites and others, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lee. They
succeed
ChadaStewart,
will
Dr.
chairmen of which are members are both students at Callow.
eating watermelon, but well
chairman of the Department of of the board. These will be named
worth all the trouble.
County High School.
Health, Physical Education and at the board's January meeting.
Also attending the state
Recreation at Murray State
A sidewalk badly needed on
vention from Calloway C,oun
In
other
action
Monday
University,
and will become the
Doran Road from Magnolia to the
were Mr. and Mrs. Gra
15th president in its 16-year night, the board,
new high school, or even all the club's
— Approved
membership Feltner, Mr. and Mrs.
history.
way to the corner of Main Street.
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Pa
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES OL"rENG—Toula WS-lien, of
Although a native of Oklahoma, applications for • Rob and Kay
Girl Scout Council which is made up of troops from the Purchase
The Road is narrow and kids
Thompson, Mrs. Glen Kelso, Mrs
Ray,
1603
Kirkwood
1619 1-1 W. Main in Murray, has overcome her blind handicap to
Drive
Jack
Clopton has lived in Murray most
area
of west Kentucky. This fall over 1,200 girls from the Bear
walk on both sides which calls for
Edward Lee. Ray Broach, a
become a girl scout leader in the local community. Here she (reek Council participated in the
of his life and for the past 26 years G. and Ardith Persall, Sherwood
annual hike festivities in
slow driving and careful obNoble
Cox
poses icenter l with her Troop 65 on a recent hike day outing in 11 A's Land Between the
has been in the sheet metal and Forest, and James H. and Bess
Lakes.
servation.
Owen,
812
North
Land
20th
Between
Street.
the
Troop
Lakes.
a
part
65
of
is
the
Bear
Creek
air conditioning business. He is
the owner and operator of the —Heard a report from Runt
The white line that is not there is
James D. Clopton Division of the Smock that the additional lights
still needed too.
Fred Cotham Co. on Chestnut ordered for the club's tennis
courts have arrived and will be
Street.
Something else the State HighTh, Alpha Department of
A member of the club's board installed in the near future.
way Department could do is to
of directors for the past 2/
1
2 years, —Designated December 5 as Murra‘ Woman's Club will
widen the turning radius where
The Murray Firetts have
he is married to the former the date for the club's annual its noon luncheon on Saturday;
Doran Road enters Main Street
issued a plea to the citizens
Charlyne Crass of Murray, and Christmas season Open House, Noveraiier 20, at the club house,
arid paint in an island so that
acorpdlog to Mrs Maurice! of Murray and Calloway
WASHINGTON (UPI) -4141 Chairman George H. Boldt consideration of "me-too" types
they have one son, Chris, a and
people turning into Doran Road
Pay Board made a freshi.said the board's staff also was of contracts—those where a
student at Murray High School. —Heard a progress report from Christopher, departmentj County for good used toys
from Main could have a definite
to be used as presents for
attempt today to resolve the studying the newly negotiated group would simply be gaining
A native of Murray, Boone is a Treasurer C. H. Shackleford on chairman
area in which to turn. As it is now
the annual Christmas party
Mrs Billie Downing, associa
sensitive question of how far to soft coal industry contract belatedly higher wages that
1962 graduate of Murray State the construction of the club's new
you have to watch your step or
for underprivileged
go in granting exceptions to its which was said to contain a similar workers already reUniversity and is the co-owne brick and landscaped entrance. professor in the department of
somebody will take the front end
children.
special education, Murray State
rule against permitting retroac- wage increase of nearly 40 per ceived prior to the freeze.
Any person
of your car off as they cut short
wishing to donate toys
University, will be the guest
tive collection of wage in- cent. The board has set a
The chairmen of both the Pay
Into Doran Road.
speaker. Her subject will be
should take them to one of
creases that were blocked by general guideline of 5.5 per cent Board, Boldt, and the Price
"Children With Learning
the Murray fire _stations,
the recent freeze.
for annual pay raises, but made Commission. C. Jackson GrayThe workers in a large factory '
Disabilities."
either on South 16th Street
The 15-member board con- clear exceptions would be son, will appear before a joint
were making secret plans to
Hostesses for the meeting win
or at the main station on
vened at midmorning to pick up considered.
(Continued on Page Twelve(
stage a big office party for the 70be Mrs. G..C. Ashcraft, Mrs. 1Ft,
Maple Street at South 5 th
where it left off in a long
Also newly before the board
year-old cleaning woman who
A. Johnston, Mrs. Sylva A '
Street.
session Tuesday which pro- is a contract announced Tueshad spent the better part of her
and Mrs. Rolf F P King.
duced no decision—except a day
nation's
between
the
life with the company. Somehow
refusal to go along with labor railroads and the Signalmen's
the secret leaked out and the
imembers' insistence on permit- union which was said to call for
woman got wind of it. Much
ting full retroactive payments. a pay raise of around 42 per
perturbed, she rushed to the
By BRUCE W. MUNN
"Yesterday's inaugural adThe board is under pressure cent.
office manager
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) — dress of the representative-4
groups to permit While the rail settlement
"Please sir," she cried, "Don't U.S. Ambassador George Bush the People's Republic of China
payment of higher salaries would far exceed the board's
A country musical show will be
let them do it! Don't let them do. showed official anger over was a disappointment for all Miss Betty J. Hinz, first vice- state finance chairman, state teachers were due
at the start. general guidelines, it could gain held at the Faxon Elementary
president
of
it!"
Kentucky
Communist China's
maiden those who wish to see the
membership chairman, and of the new term, but which an exception. This might come School on Saturday, November
"Oh, come
now, Mrs. United Nations speech Tuesday. United Nations promote the Federation of Business and second vice-president. At the were blocked in most cases
part
as
of
the
board's 20, sponsored by the Faxon
Macintosh, you mustn't be so He said China's attitude was goals of peace and progress,' Professional Women's Club, wW national level Miss Hinz has when the freeze was
Mothers Club.
imposed
be the speaker at the 44th birmodest. After all, they simply disappointing, surprising and Bush said. .
by President Nixon Aug. 15.
Bands to appear at the show
thday
meeting
of
the
Murray
want to show the great esteem in disturbing and the speech fired "There was nothing new in
prior to opening of the fall
include The Turner Brothers of
which you are held."
"empty cannons of rhetoric." the intemperate language —the B&PW Club at the Murray
term
Symsonia, The Outsiders,
Bush, a former congressman phrases are familiar to those Woman's Club house, on Friday,
"Esteem, my eye," exclaimed
Eugene Kirk and the Country
November
19,
at
7:00
p.m.
the woman. "I'm not goin' to from Houston named to the who have seen the standard
The Senior Citizens luncheon Gentlemen, and The Rhythm
The
guest
speaker is facilities
clean up after a mess like that!" U.N. post almost one year ago, propaganda of the People's
will be held by the Baptist Ramblers. The show will start at
made the reply in a formal Republic of China. What was administrator with South Central
Women of the Elm Grove Baptist seven p.m.
Bell
Telephone
Company.
Fellow says his golf game has statement handed out to delega- surprising —and disturbing —
Church on Friday, November 19, Supper will be served at the
gone from bad to worse. The tes.
was the decision to launch Louisville,. She has been a
at eleven a.m, at the church.
school starting at 6:30 p.m. The
The
Carter
Elementary
School
other day he lost three balls, and
China's top man at the U.N., participation in this world body member of the St. Matthew's
P.T.A. will meet Thursday, Mrs. Harlan Hodges, well menu will include hot dogs, chili,
he was putting at the time.
Deputy Foreign Minister Chiao by firing these empty cannons B&PW Club since 1960, has
November 18, at 7:00 p.m. in the known area speaker and cup cakes, pie, and coffee.
served as club president, and has
Kuan-hua made a surprising of rhetoric," Bush said.
dramatist, will be the special To climax the evening's enschool
cafeteria.
attack on the United States and Chiao, a smiling, low-key, been active in all other phases of
guest speaker.
tertainment will be the anBarry
Polston,
Park
director,
the Soviet Union Monday in a veteran diplomat,_ surprised the local club. At state level she
All persons over sixty-five nouncement of the winner of the
will present plans for an overall
is
now
serving
as
vicefirst30-minute speech accepting his most observers with his initial
recreation program for the city of years of age including members fishing boat and rod and reel for
president. She has also served as
country's seat in the world (Castinued
on Page Twelves
Murray for both adults and and non-members of the Elm which tickets have been on sale
state health and safety chairman.
body. His talk followed 51
/
2
Grove Church are invited to for several weeks.
children.
The Memorial Baptist Church hours of speeches welcoming
The public is urged to attend
Babysitters, under adult attend. A potluck luncheon will
will have a church wide book the new delegation.
this special event on Saturday.
supervision, will be provided in be served.
study on the mission work in East
the library.
and Central Africa on Thursday,
All parents are urged to attend.
November 18, from seven to 8:30
Miss Betty J. Hinz
p.m. at the church.
served as credential and floor
"New Drums Over Africa" is
teller and chairman of the
the book to be studied which deals
Microphone committee.
with the effective use of mass
Miss Hinz was state winner of
media to proclaim the Gospel,
the Kentucky Federation Inaccording to Mrs. Margaret
dividual Development speak off
Wilkins, mission study chairman,
cans hoped to defeat it.
By MIKE FEINSILBER
The personnel of the Murray
at the state convention conducted
who will conduct the study.
The Democrats' idea was to
WASHINGTON (UPI) —
Police Department and the
in
Lexington last May. In order
The film, "African Witness", Calloway
Democrats pushed
in
the attach their plan to legislation
By Willie Ir. Jackson
County Sheriff's
to win first place Miss Hinz had to
will also be shown at the Thur- Department
Senate today for enactment of a President Nixon considers vital
Pupil Personnel Director
were still searching
compete with five other speakers
sday meet.
Murray Independent Schools plan under which the American and would be loath to veto —his
the southeast part of the county
from through out the state. After
taxpayer would provide each bill to cut taxes by $15.5 billion
at 11:30 a.m. today for the third
she gave her prepared speech she
The Murray Independent major party with $20.4 million over the next
FREE PUPPIES
three years to
motorcycle stolen in the breakin
had to give an extemporaneous Schools have been transporting to finance
next year's presiden- stimulate economic recovery.
Seven black and white puppies at the Thomas Honda Shop on
talk on 'The Feasibility of an All students for about VI months tial campaigns
The Democrats enjoy a 55 to 45
are free to persons for pets. For South 4th Street last night.
Volunteer Army". Miss Hinz now and we are very pleased with The
outnumbered Republi- edge over Republicans and
further information call 7534520. Two other motorcycles stolen
said, "I guess the judges liked the way Murray has accepted
expected 'party unity to allow
in the breakin have been found
what I said because they gave me and cooperated with our limited
them to push the plan through.
ylmeir
and one juvenile is in the custody
first place."
transportation program. One
Although both major parties
of the law officials regarding the
The telephone administrator is problem that persists however is
could collect up to 620.4 million
theft.
involved in many other civic that a few citizens continue to
—and $6.3 million would be
Also taken in the
robbery
organizations. She is a member pass the school bus while it is
available to George Wallace if
black
pair
were
top
of
high
a
of Louisville's Fire Prevention stopped, loading and unloading
The Murray Police DepartKentucky Weather Forecast;
he chooses to run—the benefit
leather motor cross boots with
Council, Louisville's Safety children. The state law clearly ment investigated a two car
Generally fair today and straps, two black leather jackets,
would fall mainly to the
Council, Telephone Pioneers of states that no one shall pass a collision on Thursday at 12:40
tonight. Partly cloudy Thursday. one pair oil treated black pants,
American and many others. She school bus while it is loading or p.m. at the intersection of South (Continued on Page Twelve)
Little change in temperatures. and four helmets, according to
8th and Poplar Streets. No inis a member of the First unloading children.
Considerable fog mainly east the list released to the City Police
juries were posted on the report.
Methodist Church. She is also
We
are
loading
and
unloading
portion Orly today dissipating. Department by Ken Thomas,
listed in the 4th edition of Who's children on property owned by
Cars involved were a 1
Highs today and Thursday upper owner of the firm.
Who of American Women.
the Murray Board of Education Oldsmobile four door driven by
60s and low 70s. Lows tonight mid One of the motorcycles was
The Murray Club has invited at all schools in order to make it Flem
Stubblefield
of
40s to low 50s.
found near the Sam Overcast
all B&PW Clubs in District I to safer for children and more Mayfield,ind a 1951 Chevrolet The Murray Fire Department
home at 11150 p.m., Tuesday and
help them celebrate their 44th convenient for parents We make two door driven by John David answered a call to a car fire and
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
the other was found near the
anniversary.
numerous stops on our routes to Smotherman of 406 South 16th another to a grass fire on
Kentucky
The
extended Old Salem Cemetery this morThis meeting will also be the and frotnjchool. The driver turns Street, Murray.
Tuesday morning.
weather outlook Friday through ning when the vehicle was
annual display of their "Arts & on the buses' flashing lights as he
Police said Stubblefield, going At 9:35 .m. the firemen were
spotted by a school bus driver,
Sunday:
NEW ASSISTANT DEAN OF WOMEN Mary Russell sill Crafts". All members are urged approaches
a stop and extends south on South Ilth Street, failed called to Walnut and North 3rd
Chance of showers mainly west according to law officials
assume the Murray State University post Nov. 22. Miss Russell to attend. Make your reser- the stop arm
just
before stopping. to stop at the stop sign at Poplar Streets to extinguish the flames
Entry to the Honda Shop was has been secretary in the guidance department since 1969. She vations with Mrs.
portions Friday and mier much of
Laura Jen- Please do not pass the bus when Street, and collided with the on a car owned by Arthur Kenbreaking
a rear win- was graduated from MSU in 1970 with a RS in home economics nings, birthday chairman.
the state Saturday iffid Sunday. gained by
the stop arm is extended and the Srnotherman car going east on dall. The booster was used to put
ow. A coat, shoes and belt were and is now doing graduate study In elementary education. A
Not much temperature change
bus is stopped. It would be un- Poplar Street.
out the flames under the hood of
Lows mostly in the 40s Friday found in different places in the member of Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority, she Is the
Damage to the Oldsmobile was the car.
fortunate indeed if a Murray
JAYCE1TES
MURRAY
investigation.
morning and Saturday morning shop during the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A W Russell of 321 North 7th In
child was injured or killed by a on the right rear door, fender, The second call was at 10 35
and mainly in the low and mid The thief or thieves left by way of Murray. Miss Russell replaces Mrs. Jackie Pool as assistant
The Murray Jaycettes will person that
did not have time for and bumper,and to the Chevrolet a.m. to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
—
front
and
doors,
side
the
acat
November
18,
meet
4Is Sunday morning. Highs in the
Thursday,
dam
a child to load or unload from a on the right front fender and on South 12th Street. This was a
cording to the police report.
603 each day.
seven p.m. at the Triangle Inn. school
(Photo by Wilson Woolley
bumper.
bus
grass fire.

Alpha Department

To Meet Saturday

U.S. Ambassador
Bush Shows Anger
Over China Speech

Used Toys
Requested

Pay Board Renews Attempt To
Resolve Wage Increase Issue

Musical Show Will
Be Held Saturday
At Faxon School

Miss Hinz, State Officer, Will

k, B8irti 44th Birthday Meet

Senior Citizens
Luncheon Is Friday

Polston Speaker At
Carter PTA Meet

Church Wide Book
Study Is Thursday

Two Of Three
Missing Cycles
Recovered Today

Drivers Urged
Not To Pass
School Buses

Democrats Push For Plan That
Would Let Taxpayer Subsidize
Presidential Election Campaign

Two Car collision
Investigated Here

The Weather

Fire Department
Called Out Twice

•,
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Good Training
Several City Policemen as well as Buel Stalls,
Council Chairman of the Police Committee, have
completed a law enforcement training school held
here last week with qualified instructors conducting
the course.
We appreciate these officials taking this course
because it means they will be able:to perform their
jobs better.
One of the principal complaints of police in the
smaller cities is that they-are not properly trained
for their jobs, do not know how to handle the
weapons they are supposed to use in emergencies,
and lack the know-how of proper investigation
procedures.
This school was designed to correct these
deficiencies. Local police in the past have attended
fire arms training schools conducted by the FBI.
The better trained our local policemen are, the
more capable will they be able to handle the matters
that are thrust upon them. A good knowledge of law
is a must for a good police officer.
More of our City Police Officers would have attended this school had not their regular work
schedules conflicted with the school hours, but we
are pleased that as many as possible did have the
opportunity to attend the Kentucky Law Enforcement Council training school.

Outstanding Young Farmer
James Stahler has been named as the Outstanding
Young Farmer of the Year by the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
We extend our congratulations to Mr Stahler and
with our knowledge of him, we know that it was an
honor that was well deserved.
Hard work goes unnoticed many times and often
credit is not given when it should be, so we,are
doubly pleased that a young man of Mr. Stahler's
caliber was selected for this signal honor.
He is a successful young man and it came about
because of hard work and singleness of purpose,
prime ingredients of success in any field.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER as TIMES FILE

Curt Jones, age 77, retired owner-manager of the Ben Franklin
Store here,died November 16 at the Murray Hospital.
The Murray Jaycee Radio Auction raised over $1,000 in the two
nights held over Radio Station WNBS. Items were donated by
local merchants for the auction.
Charles G. Warner, Jr., DVM, has an ad announcing the
opening of his Veterinary Hospital on Wiswell Road here.
The Murray State College Theatre is presenting "Blithe Spirit",
a three act play under the direction ol Prof. ELF. Johnson, three
evenings this week.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIM ES WILE

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service

sto_s
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PEACELOVING'
U.N.
klEp4gf/e5

L

I TI-IINV I'LL

ECOME A 12EVISIONICT!

QUESTION BEFORE THE U.N.

Can Red China Relate to Peace?
The blow to the integrity of the

United Nations- by its ouster of Nationalist China is only one side of a
badly minted coin. The other side is
the —effect wilik.11 -this dipittmaticbreakthrough by Communist China,
in which a permanent seat on the
U.N. Security Council is part of the
prize, may have on efforts toward
peaceful settlement of internationaldisputes festering around the world.
It now is problematical whether negotiators trying to bring Egypt and
Israel to an understanding that would
lessen tension in the Middle East can
count on United Nations' continuing
support of a peace formula.
It is plain to -an Chid tf0 Coenritunist
Chinese have given ,looth sympathy
and military hardware to Arab extremists who believe any political settlement with Israel is a betrayal of
their cause. With its veto power on
the Security Council, the Peking delegation is now in a position to scuttle
any plan that would give the U.N. responsibility for implementing an
Egyptian-Israeli compromise agreement.
This is a likely scenario because
the Chinese Communists have a stake
in the Middle East that is far different from that of the Soviet Union, or,
for that matter, most of the Western
powers as well. The Soviets appear ,to
Steeagtr-RS-the
es ei ii ila
-avoid a flare-up of Arab-Israeli warfare. To the Red Chinese, on the other

effectiveness in the India-Pakistan
crisis_ While both the political and human problems represented in the
plight ot Pakistani refugees in India
-cry -out for-the kind- of gurldingliantt
that the U.N. could provide, that hand
will now be subject to periodic
spasms or outright paralysis as a
product of the presence on the Security Council of the Chinese Communists. It is a dim prospect that the
intense contest between the Soviet
Union and Communist China to gain
footholds on. the Indian subcontinent

could be overcome tor the sake of furthering a U.N.-sponsored compromise
between India and Pakistan, whose
oPPosittli. ca4Itrys.,thsgif,81RODOrt..

The entire 'Third World" now finds
a new constellation overhead — two
Communist giants bidding for influence and favor in a changed relationship. With the stature and respectability
which
automatically
flows from U.N. membership, Communist China can be expected to be
more bold in her efforts to export
Maoist doctrine to the formative nations of Asia and Africa and into the
unstable republics of Latin America.
The Chinese potential for- mischiefmaking has thus taken a great leap
forward.
It was in the cause of world peace
that the United States of America
sottg I to crack the door that had shut
off the mainland Chinese from contact with the world. It was a worthy
aim. However, we may welt now find
that it is not a door that has been
cracked but a vast curtain that has

hand, the potential for a U.S.-Soviet.
confrontation in the Middle East roust
certainly look attractive.
Rivalry between Peking and Mos- been raised to disclose to the world a
cow, transferred to the arena of the
menacing figure which casts a dark
United Nations, has to degrade V.N. shadow over the cause of peace.

Pfc. Rexie 0. T. Stalls, son ot Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Stalls, has
entered the airplane and engine mechanical school at Sheppard
Air Force Base, Texas.
Harry J. Fenton, president of the Murray Hosiery Mills, was
reelected director of Associated Industries of Kentucky at the
meeting held at Louisville.
John Tom Taylor has sold the Allis-Chalmers dealership to
Walter Conner, it was announced today.
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman attended the meeting of the
HAWESVILLE, KY.—The
General .Association of Kentucky Baptists held at Bowling Green. paper this is printed on—and
most
of
the
other
paper
products you
use
everyday-started out as trees.
your daily use
When my soul fainted within me 1 remembered the Lord: and Multiply
my prayer came In unto thee. into thine holy temple--Joanah
2:7. of paper by 205 million, the
Jonah—in the belly of the fish—you and I swallowed up in the number of people in the United
'depths of a metropolis—are as close to God and His help as any States, and you'll have some idea
'man anywhere on earth,even in the most beautiful "temple made of the demand on the nation's
:with hands "
forest resources.
One way to help remedy this
situation is being tried out here in
County
Hancock
by the
University of Kentucky College of
By Carl Riblet Jr.
Agriculture's Department of
It is reasonable to sound off crossly against Forestry and two local wood pulp
bureaucracy, especially when we note that govern- companies1 Western Kraft and
•iment employees protected by Civil Service appear WesCor Corporation.'
This method—fast growing
to be more interested in keeping the job than in
"mini-trees" on land that can't
'doing the job--like the agent of the Internal Revenue be used for other purposes-could
Service who backs down when you tell him to go to help reforest land in western
Kentucky and, at the same time,
!I hell.
meet the need for paper
Bureaucracy—Too many parasites living on the help
And it could turn
products.
labor of the industrious."
owners of Ohio River "bottom
—Thomas Jefferson
land" into tree farmers.
The secret is the sycamore
New
You
Know
ABA MEETING
tree,
according to Dr. Donal D.
Uaited
Press International
; DALLAS (UPI) —The club
Hook, associate professor in the
Los
Angeles
County
has
about
the
of
trustees
and
owners
UK Department of Forestry. The
American Basketball Associa- 14,200 doctors which is more sycamore grows well on land that
than
in
the
states
of
Arkansas,
tion will hold their annual fall
is too wet for agricultural crops,
meeting Wednesday and Thurs- Idaho, Maine, Montana, Ne- and many acres of this kind pf
braska,
Nevada,
New
Hampwill
Chaparrals
day The 'Dallas
shire, New Mexico, North soil lie idle along the Ohio River
host the meeting, which will
Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, in western Kentucky.
Include discussions on the
Wyoming and Vermont com- This flat, fertile river bottom
NBA.
the
with
proposed merger
land was once covered with trees
bined.

Anyone who has a balanced
checkbook or budget — or tried
— can sympathize with
schoolmen coping with the billion on public education last
problems of paying for public fiscal Aar and another $25
billion on private schools.
education.
Once again the cry of fiscal Unfortunately, there is little
crisis is heard in the nation's evidence that the billions
have
provided
schools. The scope of the already
problem was dramatized by produced results, while there is
Mrs. Catherine Barrett, considerable evidence to the
president-elect of the National contrary.
Financial problems are
Education Association, during
recent testimony before the forcing schoolmen and school
Senate Select Committee on boards to make difficult
Equal
Educational
Op- decisions about the kind of
education their schools will
portunity.
A telegram survey for the provide. Some of the biggest
committee of 103 school cuts are being made in art,
systems of 50,000 pupils or music, drama, industrial arts
more disclosed claims from 41 and physical education, once
that they were in a state of regarded as fringe programs.
Various
extracurricular
fiscal crisis Dayton, Ohio,
threatened to close schools Oct. activities are being reduced,
15 until January; Philadelphia too, primarily recreational
promised to end the school year ones that serve more to keep
five weeks early, and Chicago children off their parents'
school staff members were told hands than to provide
educational
to expect a 12-clay layoff for demonstrable
benefits. There are fewer
Christmas.
nurses, psychologists,
In some cases, such
predictions were made more guidance counselors, adfor political than educational ministrators, supervisors,
and
reasons in an attempt to con-*i*principals, clerical
vince state legislators 'to in- maintenance workers.
Mrs. Barrett told the Senate
crease expenditures.
More than half the requests committee that loss of art,
for increased local school funds music, drama, industrial arts
are being voted down by and physical education is
overburdened taxpayers-ti--t-erucial. Although she offered
whom the fiscal crisis alarm no evidence, Mrs. Barrett said,
.. We really get through to
sounds hollow. State capitals,
too, are feeling public pressure. many of our so-called slow
Legislators no longer accept learners through special
the dictum that more mone,is programs . . Pupils who do
the only answer to educational not achieve quickly in basic
subjects frequently achieve
problems.
The NEA's Mrs. Barrett told remarkably well here and this
success is a key to faster
learning in other subjects."
The Almanac
This is a tacit admission of
By United Press International the schools' failure to overToday is Wednesday, Novem- come obstacles to teaching
ber 17th, the 321st day of 1971. basic skills. It also could inThe moon is new
dicate that children are being
The morning star is Saturn. denied the full benefit of inThe evening stars are Mercu- struction in music, art and so
forth.
ry, Mars, Venus and Jupiter.
Mrs. Jean M. Flanigan, one
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
of the NE As fiscal experts,
Britiah Field Marshal Lord notes that a system's fusiuicia
Montgomery was born Nov. 17, situation is subject to daily
fluctuation.
1887.
She said pupils did not learn
On this day in history:
In 1800 Congress convened in in Prince Edward County, Va.,
Washington for the first time. some years ago when the public
In 1869 the Suez Canal in schools closed during an inEgypt was opened, joining the tegration confrontation. While
Red Sea and the Mediter- pupils may not have learned in
the public schools, many
ranean.
In 1881 Samuel Gompers children did learn in private
organized the Federation of institutions opened by black
and white parents during that
Organized Trades and Labor
period.
Unions, forerunner of the
They provided one of the
American Federation of Labor. most important
rebuttals to
In 1969 the Strategic Arms date to the claim of universal
Talks between the United damnation should public
States and Russia began in schools close. They showed that
Helsinki.
A thought for today:
elm poet Ella Wheeler
said, "Talk health. The
never-ending tale of
maladies is more than

Tree Farming On Bad Land Has Potential

Bible Thought for Today

Isn't It The Truth!

4

and, even without the help of
man, will someday return to
forests, Hook says. The idea
behind this new method, being
tried here for the first time in
Kentucky, is to hurry up this
orocess.
This spring, UK and the pulp
companies planted about eight
acres of Hancock County bottom
land with sycamore seedlings.
The seedlings are in rows 3 feet
apart and are spaced as close as 1
foot apart within the rows.
Careful fertilizing and cultivation
the first year after planting are
also part of this tree-growing
method.
"Since sycamores should grow
fast in this fertile land, we expect
the trees to reach 15 to 20 feet in
height in three to five years,"
Hook points out. "At that time,
they'll be cut and chipped by a
mechanical harvester, similar to
that used for corn silage. and
taken directly to the pulp mill for
processing into paper."
A major advantage of this kind
of tree-farming is that a new
stand of "mini-trees" will sprout
and grow, without any help from
man, from the stumps left after
cutting. In another three to five
years, the trees can be cut again.
And the stumps should reforest
the area by sprouts for 5 to 10
suceessive cuttings.
If this system works and
results this year look very

Congress the federal government should increase its share
of education funding to at least
a third of the public schools'
cost. Uncle Sam spent $60

favorable, farmers of Ohio River
bottom land may have a new *
money crop. Hook says. Those
idle acres that are too wet for
other agricultural uses can be
planted in sycamores.
And
regular farm equipment will
handle much of the "mini-tree"
care and harvesting.
Close-spacing of trees and
intensive care should make these
good bottom soils produce nearly
ten times as much as the forested
land in the surrounding hills,
Hook points out
Thus, more trees to help meet
the need for paper products can
be grown on less land—and on
land that is much less valuable
for agricultural crow, recreation
and watersheds than the
surrounding rolling hills.

AmeriWilcox
dreary
mortal
stale."

parents, regardless of race or
socioeconomic status, want
their children to have the
benefits of formal education,
and that they will do whatever
is required to insure it.
inquiry
recent
More
questions whether children
learn more in school or out.
Considering the custodial care
provided by most major city
school systems, it probably
make
not
much
.does
educational difference whether
they attend.
This period could provide
incisive investigators a golden
opportunity to study major
school systems claiming crisis.
They could determine what
was eliminated, how and why,
and its effect on the performance of teachers and
pupils and the amount of
knowledge gained or lost
Results could be compared to
similar systems that did not
make the same changes.
Then, perhaps schoolmen
will be able to answer questions
such as: What is an adequate
education, what is required to
provide it. how much does it
cost and what should a pupil
know and be able to do when
the system finishes with him')
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Wall Street
Chatter

Baptist V
Elm Grov
The West

NEW YORK UPI , —Discouraged and u-rational selling has
set In now that the market's 825
support level has been decisively penetrated, E.F Hutton
says. It is impossible at this
point to forecast how far down
emotionalism and tax-loss selling will carry the market,
Avoid further commitments
until there is clear evidence
this declining phase is terminating, the firm suggests
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The stock market has made
considerable allowance for uncertainties, but the confusion
surrounding Phase II has been
only partially resolved, Standard & Poor's says The firm
says the averge investor should
avoid precipitate buying at this
time.
The present Wall Street
gloom may clear as awareness
grows that the Price Commission medicine is just what's
needed to kill "the vu-us of
inflation," Spear and Staff says.
Current Phase II fears may
give way to cheers that "
don't have to suffer through
endless months of jawboning by
toothless review boards," the
firm says
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Mrs. Bryan Tolley
Hostess For Bessie
Tucker Circle Meet
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian
Servire of the First United
Methodist Church held its
November meeting in the home
of Mrs. Bryan Tolley, 1326 Main
Street.
A
special
Thanksgiving
program was presented by Mrs.
Morrison C. Galloway.
She
opened by reading the twentythird Psalm, and followed by a
commentary on the Psalm by Dr.
Joseph Fort Newton in his book,
"Everyday Religion".
She
closed the program with the
reading of several selected
verses with the Thanksgiving
theme.
Mrs. W. E. Moffett,'chairman,
opened the business with a
prayer. The minutes were read
and roll was called by Mrs. A. M.
Alexander, secretary
Mrs.
Moffett gave the treasurer's
report. She also announced the
need for workers at the clothing
bank. Anyone interested should
call Mrs. Charles Moore or Mrs.
Nell Eaton.
The December meeting will be
held jointly with the Bessie
'Ricker and Maryleona Frost
Circles in the Home of Mrs. Sam
Dodson on December 14. There
will be no general meeting in
December.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess to the fifteen members present.

Seven Members Are Mrs. B. H. Cooper
Given Ritual At
Hostess For Club
Mrs. B. H. Cooper was hostess
The Alls Home
to the November meeting of the

1972 OFFICERS of the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club were Installed at the meeting held
Thursday. They are, amending, left to right, Mn. Teckla Farrell. Mrs. Ruth Futrell. and Mrs. Barbara Brandon. seated. Mrs Sophie Sagrera, Mrs lInda Venza, Mrs. Mary Jo Johnson, and Mrs.
Priscilla Schanbacher

04440444)\
Mrs. David Duncan of Monticello was the guest the past
weekend of her parents, Mr and
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, 1610 Main
Street, Murray.

Mrs. Linda Venza Installed President
Of Newcomers Club At Regular Meeting
An installation of officers for
1972 was held at the regular
monthly meeting of the Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club held on
Thursday, November 11, at the
First Christian Church on North
Fifth Street.
Mrs. Phyllis Miller, outgoing
president, and Mrs. Myrtle Mae
Grogan, Welcome
Wagon
representative, conducted the
candlelight ceremony installing
the following officers:
Mrs. Linda Venza, president;
Mrs. Mary Jo Johnson, first vice;

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi presented the
Sorority Pledge Ritual, a candlelight ceremony, to seven new
members
on
Tuesday.,
November 9, at seven-thirty
o'clock in the evening aLthe home
Of Mrs. Martha Ails, president.
The Ritual acknowledged
entrance into Beta Sigma Phi for
Toni Bohannon, Karen Bolls,
Julia Cain, Pat McClure, Phyllis
McCuiston, Mary Minnie, and
Melissa Overbey. These members received their pledge badges
and repeated the oath of membership.
The cultural program of the
evening was presented by Mrs.
Barbara Fleming, who discussed
the "History of Dress" and
displayed sketchings showing the
types of clothing worn in years
gone by.
Following the program, Mrs.
Ails explained the history of Beta
Sigma Phi and the traditions of
the Gamma Gamma Chapter
expressly for the benefit of the
nee members.
During the regular business
session, Mrs. Ails read a "thank
you" note received locally and
the officers and committee
reports were given. Mrs. Jerrie
Parkin
was hostess for the
evening.
Other members present for the
meeting were: Mesdames
Martha Ails, Rita Farris, Barbara Fleming, Beverly Herndon,
Pat Hopkins, Patricia Nesbitt,
Brenda Nix, Sue Overbey, Jerrie
Perkin, Anita Thomas, and Judy
Wall.

Arts and Crafts Club at the
Southside Restaurant.
Aaron Chapman,
Mrs.
president, presided. The roll was
taken with seventeen members
present. A new member, Mrs.
Edd Adams was recognized.
Report was made on members
who were ill and cards were
signed to send to them.
Plans were made for the
December meeting to be a
Christmas pot luck luncheon al
the home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
Refreshments were served
from a table decorated with a
lively center arrangement in gold
and green.

Officers Training
Day For WSCS To
Be Held Thursday
Officers Training Day for
members or the Women's Society
of Christian Service throughout
the Paris District will be held at
10:00 a.m. Thursday, Nov. 18, at
Greenfield United Methodist
Church, it was announced today
by Mrs. L. E. McCord, District
President.
The session will be followed by
a sack lunch and a program
planning workshop- in the afternoon.
"W e are combining our annual
officers training with program
planning this year in order to
have the one event rather than
having two separate sessions„'
Mrs. McCord said in urging all
officers of local societies to attend.
"Many changes have occurred
In the work of the Women's
Society," she said, "making it
even more important that every
officer in each society be present
or send a representative."
District officers will present
Information they received at a
Conference officers training
session last week in Milan, and
there will also be discussion of
the new p.agram resource book,
"Leap in Faith."

Mrs. Sophie Sagrera, second
vice; Mrs. Priscilla Schenbacker, recording secretary;
Farrell,
Mrs.
Teckla
corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Ruth Futrell, treasurer; Mrs.
Arlie Scott of Murray has been
Barbara Brandon, historian.
a patient at Western Baptist
Each officer was presented
Hospital, Paducah
with a lovely corsage. Mrs.
Miller was presented with a
Howard Payne, Jr., of 407
silver cake stand and an
North hid Street, Murray, was
honorary ticket to the Christmas
discharged November 13 from
dance in appreciation of her fine
the
Community
Hospital,
leadership for the past year.
Mayfield.
The program chairman, Mrs.
Pothe Kurz, introduced Mrs.
Ruth
Eversymeryer
who
presented a program on `Making
The home of Mrs. Wilbur
Christmas Decorations" and
Weston was the scene of the
Gifts". She used several items
meeting of the Baptist Women of
from Shirley's Florist, a
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Welcome Wagon sponsor, in her The Murray Open DupliCate
Bridge will meet tonight at seven
held on Thursday, November 11,
demonstration.
at one-thirty o'clock in the afMrs. Lou Ann Philpot reported p.m. at the Gleason Hall, St.
ternoon.
that plans were completed for the Leo's Catholic Church, North 12th
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was the
Christmas Dance to be held Street. This is open to any inleader for the program on the
December 10 at the Calloway terested person.
theme, "Unconventional WitCountry Club. The Ironstorie_s Winners for the November 10th
session were Duke and Betty
ness" Others participating in
will play.
the program were Mrs. Bessie
The door prize was won by Mrs. Wilder, first, and John Adams,
and Ron Cella, second
Colson, Mrs. Charles Burkeen,
Fran Platzer.
•dots
and Mrs. Hilda Maupin.
Hostesses for the evening were Wally Swan is in charge of the
Pictured are members of the Nu Phi Mu chapter of Beta Sigma
The call to prayer with
Mesdames Shirley Grasty, arrangements for the sessions.
scripture from I Samuel 2:1-1C Phi with the children which they took to the childrens matinee on
chairman, Fran Platzer, Pat
was read by Mrs. Alfred Keel Saturday. November 13 These children are from the Special
George, Barbara Brandon, Jean
followed with prayer by Mrs. Education class of the Benton High School under the supervision
Holloway, Cathryn Garrot,
of Mrs. Janice Hicks. The outside activities of these elsOdres are
Bessie Colson.
Melba Hatcher, and Judy
The president. Mrs. Charles very limited, therefore, the matinee was thoroughly enjoyed by
Muehleman.
The Brass Choir Concert will be
Wednesday, November 17
all
including
the
sorority
members
who
entertained
Burkeen, presided at the
them, a
The Nature's Palette `Garden held in the Recital Hall of the
sorority
spokesman
said
meeting. Mrs. Alvin Futrell,
Club will meet at the home of Fine Arts Annex, MSU, at eight
secretary, read the minutes, and
Mrs. Eunice Miller at 1:30 p.m. p.m. No admission charge.
Mrs. Harry Shekell, treasurer,
The lesson will be on "Landgave her report. The group voted
The Murray Sub-district United
scaping" by Mrs. Miller.
Methodist Youth Fellowship will
to send 825.00 to Western State
Hospital for the Christmas events
The executive board of the meet at Temple Hill Church at
Mrs. Robert G. Johnson was
for the patients.
Kirksey PTA will meet at the seven p.m.
Plans were made for the book hostess for the meeting of the
Mrs. Annie Bailey opened her home of Mrs. Jerry Kirkland at The Lynn Grove PTA will meet
study and week of prayer for committee for the Christmas The Nu Phi Mu chapter of Beta home at 1304 Farris Avenue for one p.m.
at the school at 7:30 p.m.
foreign missions. Mrs. Hardin dinner for the Women's Society of Sigma Phi held its regular the November meeting of Group
Morris led the closing prayer. Murray State University at her meeting at the home of Mrs. II of the Christian Women's The WSCS of the Coles Camp
The Home Department of the
Linda Fain on Thursday, Fellowship of the First Christian Ground
Other members present were home recently.
United Methodist Church Murray Woman's Club will meet
Mrs. Albert Crider, Mrs. Jessie Plans were completed for the November 11.
Church. Mrs. Lassie Pickard was will meet at the home of Mrs. at the club house at two p.m. with
The opening ritual was recited cohostess.
Roberts, Mrs. Earl Lee, Mrs. dinner for members and their
Rev. A.M. Thomas as the
tharlie Lassiter at 7:30 p.m.
George Cossey, Mrs. Luther husbands to be held on Friday, and the business meeting was
speaker.
.Hostesses will be
Hendon, Mrs. Marie Shekel, December 3, at 6 • 30 p.m. at the called to order by the vice- The special program on The Wadesboro Homemakers Mesdames A.M. Alexander, F.B.
acting
Mrs.
president,
Fain,
in
Mrs. Keys Keel, Mrs. Floy Student Union Building, Murray
"Thanksgiving" was presented Club will meet at the home of Crouch, R.A. Slinker, K.T.
the absence of the president. It by Mrs. Jack
Caldwell, and --Mrr.- Robert State University.
, and Quinton Gibson.
Bailey, special Mrs.-In Palmer at one p.m.
Weston. Four visitors were Mrs. Mrs. Johnson is social chair- was decided that a bake sale guest for the meeting. She read
The
Murray
State Home
be
Saturday,
held
would
on
Gladys Outland, Mrs. Sadie man for the MSU Women's
several poems and scriptures
The WSCS of the Russell's Economics Association will have
Other committee November 20, in front of the Say- during her interesting and inHarrell, Mrs. Earl Sommers, and Society.
Chapel United Methodist Church its fall banquet at the Murray
members for the dinner are Dr. Rite drug store with all proceeds spiring program.
Mrs. Z. Harris.
will meet at the church at 1:30 Woman's Club House at 6.30
Paducah
going
for
Lions
the
Club
Doris Mouser, Mrs. Roger Reichp.m.
p.m
muth, Mrs. Joe Prince, and Mrs. Telethon. The group also voted to
Mrs. Rupert Parks, chairman,
take the money for the telethon presided and Mrs. Ruth Clopton, International Reading Ass
Norris Gorrell.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
to Paducah themselves on that secretary-treasurer, gave her ciation will meet at the Austin Order of the Eastern Star is
night.
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. at
reports.
Mrs. Ruby Roberts School building at four p.m.
Plans for a Christmas food fund reported on the work and
all r()v ering
Mrs. Diane Davis of Murray
the Masonic Hall.
were made and discussed. It was visitation with the sick and
has been dismissed from Lourdes
Beginners bridge session for
The Zeta Department of the
also decided that the sorority shutins.
AKRON, Ohio (UPI)
Hospital, Paducah.
women of the Oaks Country Club
Vinyl wall covering sales will Christmas party would be held on
will be held at 12:30 at the club. Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the First United Methodist
Charles David Beaman of 1506 equal the sales of all other December 7, at the home of Arrangements of fall flowers
were used throughout the house.
Johnson Boulevard, Murray, was flexible wall coverings combin- Charlotte Lamb.
The Baptist Women of the Elm Church at 7:30 p.m. for an aucThe meeting was closed with Refreshments of homemade Grove Baptist Church will meet tion. Hostesses will be Mrs
lischarged November 13 from ed by the end of this decade,
he
Community
Hospital, according to James S. Fleuskin, all members joining in the cake, tea, coffee, nuts, and mints at the church for the mission James Converse, Miss Vivian
general manager of Goodyear's closing ritual and mizpah.
Hale, Miss Louise Lamb, Mrs,
were served by Mrs. Bailey and study
Mayfield.
program at seven p.m.
Films & Flooring Division.
Maurice Ryan, and Mrs. Baron
Refreshments were served by Mrs. Pickard to the twenty
Flexible wall coverings would the hostess to the following members and three visitors, Miss
West,
Lola Gates Hum of 1512 Dudley
The J.N. Williams chapter of
include
wallpaper, fabrics, members: Dot Barrow, Joyce Virginia Hay, Mrs. R M
Drive, Murray, has been a
the United Daughters of the
nonewovens and carpeting.
Women's Auxiliary Of the
Bergman,
Jan
k
Mrs
Jr.,
and
Houston, Charlotte Lamb, and
patient at Community Hospital,
Confederacy will meet at noon at
Bailey.
Connie Oliver.
Mayfield.
the Community Room of the Moose Lodge will meet at the
lodge hall at 7:30 p.m.
Federal Savings and Loan
Company, 7th and Main Streets,
with Mrs. W.Z. Carter, Miss The Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at the club
Mary Williams, Mrs. Hess
room at seven p.m.
Crossland, and Miss Cappie
Beale as hostesses.
The Memorial Baptist Church
will have a churchwide study of
Ladies Day Bridge will be held
3t the Oaks Country, Club at 9:30 the book, "New Drums Over
a.m. with Essie Caldwell, phone Africa" at the church at seven
753-4920, as hostess. Make P.m.

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meet At
The Weston Home

Duplicate Bridge
To Meet Tonight

Fellowship Group
Nu
Phi
Mu
Chapter
Women's Society Of
Hears Program By
MSU Plans Dinner Meets At Home Of Mrs. Jack
Bailey
Mrs. Linda Fain

-041311._
'Selfish' bachelor
has Abby's support
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am interested in the letter from the
bachelor who refused the request of his best friend and the
friend's wife who asked him to attempt to impregnate her.
It seems to me that the bachelor was inordinately selfish,
as is true of most bachelors.
Should the bachelor have agreed, the attealpt-might
have resulted in a conception and birth, making at least
three people happy, the husband, the wife, and the offspring.
A LOUISVILLE M. D.
Respectfully,
DEAR M. D.: Surely, you, jest! The possibilities of
multiple regrets in such a bizarre arrangement are endless.
Man is not I ke the May fly, whose only purpose in life is to
propagate, and having performed that function once, he
drops dead.
DEAR ABBY: I know you don't use names or locations,
so I'll be perfectly candid. I am in my late 30's and divorced.
No children. I am very well off financially because of my
divorce settlement. My husband wanted the divorce, not I
[Another woman.] I loved and trusted him and was disillusioned and hurt when he told me.
A few months ago I renewed my acquaintance with a
handsome, charming gentleman_ Gary (not his real name: is
intelligent, sensitive, kind and warm. He is talented and
self-supporting, and I love being with him. We've talked of
marriage and I am considering it.
Now the problem: Gary is a homosexual, which I knew
all along. He is satisfying in every way, and I am not jealous
of his male friends. I was so deeply hurt by my husband. I
never want that kind of love again. Give me your honest
opinion of marriage between Gary and me.
CONSIDERING IT
DEAR CONSIDERING: I have Often said, "All that is
necessary for a marriage to succeed is that the two people
really need each other."
Be sure you and Gary "need" each other for reasons
that will endure. It is possible that you were so deeply hurt
by • husband who replaced you with another woman that
you'd feel more secure in a marriage which is not likely to
be threatened by another woman. Enjoy Gary's company for
the time being. but don't marry him unless you are sure of
your own motivations
DEAR ABBY I recently became engaged. My fiance
lives with his widowed mother and wants to continue to
after we are married. He says his mother will let me take
over the house completely, and that we wouldn't be living
with HER—she would be living with US'
Furthermore, he says if we don't live with his mother,
she will have to sell her house and live in an apartment because she won't be able to run the house on her check alone.
Besides that, he has already bought his mother a washer,
dryer, television, etc. and he tlosain't want to have to buy
these things twice.
Abby. I don't think it is possible for me to live in her
home and "take it over" with her living there, too. It would
still be HER house, and I can't see starting married life with
my husband's mother living with us. (Or us with her, however you want to look at it.) Maybe your readers have had
experience with this type of set-up. Does it ever work? What
CONCERNED
do you think?
DEAR CONCERNED: I am sure it has worked for many.
But with very few who have the doubts you express. Tell
your (lance exactly bow you feel.

ik_Pvt.4cieuza,\_\
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Mother Goose Fashions

Hurry! Be the first and get very first choice of these Pre-Holiday Bargains'

Savings! /
1 3 to 1/2 Off!
•Dresses - Coats - Sportswear - Intimate Apparel - Shirts
•Pajamas - Robes

Bel Air Shopping Center

9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

reservations by Tuesday noon.

Friday, November 19
The Murray Business and
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge Professional Women's Club will
Club will meet at Gleason Hall at meet at the Woman's Club
House
seven p.m. For information call t 630 p.m.
Members note
Wally Swan.
change in date.
The Senior Citizens luncheon
Thursday, November IS
District 13 of the Kentucky will be held at the Elm Grove
Nurses Association will have its Baptist Church at eleven a.m.
annual meeting at Captain's
The Magazine Club will meet at
Kitchen at 6:30 p.m.
the home of Mrs. John Winter at
MSU Readers Theatre will 2-30 p.m.
present'The Prime of Miss Jean
The MSU'Readers Theatre will
Brodie" at 7.30 pm in the
present "The Prime of Miss Jean
University School Auditorium.
Brodie" at the University School
Admission is fifty cents
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

BUT REMEMBER THIS!
10 WEIGHTY STATISTICS
last month at SHAPIMAKERS 10 people completed
their program with a total weight loss of 207
pounds!(will they look great in hot pants!)

without
DRUGS, EXERCISE, PILLS OR CALORIE
COUNTING! HOW MUCH DID YOU LOSE?
emb
d from overweight? Coll today
(•,• • free consultation and figure analysis.
RESULTS GUARANTEED OR IT COSTS YOU NOTHING'

pernaker6
3 Mi.

East of Murray on Ifwy. 94
Murray, Ky.
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PACE FOUR

Concord Holds On For Win Over
Kirksey In County Play Tuesday

Racers To Close Out Football
Season With Western Saturday

By Joe Torn Erwin
and rushing attempts. Green- points.
in the stanza, Steve Cunningham of the game and the game ended
By MIKE BRANDON
field has 566 yards for the season Defensive star of the game was
picked up his fourth foul and with Concord winning 63-59.
MSU Sports Information
Both teams looked outstanding
which puts him in the top 5 in the safety Kevin Grady with an InThe New Concord Redbirds, headed for the beneh. Then
terception, 5 pass knockdowns, 6
after building a 31 point lead, Kirksey began to play like the at times. Cunningham was unState's
Murray
Racers, OVC.
stoppable on the boards and
held on by the skin of the teeth to ballclub that they are.
assured of a winning season after
Garnet Scott, playing his tackles, and 4 assists. Defensive
defeat the Kirksey Eagles last Kirksey whittled the lead down Eaker and Hendon turned in fine
last Saturday's 38-12 win over second good game in a row at backs Larry Brock and Ralph
to 22 points before Bobby Futrell rebounding performances.
night 63-59.
Evansville, will wrap up its quarterback, completed 6 of 9 Engel also had interceptions.
By JOE CARNICELLI
the AL Western Division title, season Saturday against archSteve Cunningham completely sank a 30 footer at the buzzer to Futrell and Pittman contributed
passes for 185 yards and 3 touch- Tackle Dale Willis and Fisher
UPI
Sports
Writer
is the first Athletics' player to rival Western Kentucky.
dominated the first quarter of the leave the Redbirds on the top side greatly to the Concord attack
downs
and rushed for 49 yards. graded highest for offensive
NEW
YORK
(UPI) -Vida win the MVP since Bobby
with some expert ball handling.
game by scoring 12 points and of a 56-32 score.
Evansville win gave the Sophomore tightend Bill Farrell efficiency. Both were successful
The
Blue today became the young- Shantz won with the then
sparking the fast breaking The Eagles came out flying
Racers a 5-3-1 record and kept caught 4 of Scott's passes for 159 on 85 percent of their assignCunningham led the Redbirds est player and only the fifth Philadelphia A's in 1952. He is alive their five-game winning
Redbirds to an 18-5 first quarter high in the final quarter and
yards. Two of his catches were ments. Roger Weidemann, who
pitcher
ever
to
win
the also only the fourth pitcher
lead. The host Eagles were never outscored Concord 6-2 in the first with 24 points while Bobby
are
Racers
streak.
unbeaten
The
TD's-one a 53-yarder and the played at both tackle and center,
for
American League's Most Valuaever to win both the MVP and 3-2-1 and in fourth place in the other a 23-yarder. Farrell was graded 80 percent, and Farrell
able to get in gear as the Concord minute to cut the gap to 20, 58-38. Futrell followed with 17. Hendon
ble
Player
award
when
he
was
Cy Young Award in the same
press forced several turnovers in Then Joseph hit under the basket and Eaker scored 12 and eight
named offensive player of the graded 75.
accorded that honor in balloting season, the others being Don Ohio Valley Conference.
for two points and Futrell and repectively.
the first quarters.
whopping
Racers
had
The
a
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
week for the Racers.
Kirksey had some outstanding by the Baseball Writers As- Newcombe (Brooklyn), Sandy offense of 625 yards in beating
New Concord kept playing Armstrong connected on single
Freshman fullback James praised the Evansville quarAmerica.
sociation
of
Koufax (Los Angeles), Bob
beautiful ball in the second free throws to make it 58-42. efforts also. Tommy Futrell
Blue, who earlier this year Gibson (St. Louis) and Dennis Evansville, 40 yards rushing and Stancil, playing only in the fourth terback Randy Mattingly who
quarter, scoring almost at will Tommy Futrell stole the ball and played a great ball game and
185 passing. Fullback George quarter of the game, had 83 yards completed 22 of 46 passes for 287
became the youngest player McLain Detroit.
against the rattled Kirksey team. drove for a layup and suddenly kept the Eagles in the game by
Greenfield was rushing leader in 11 rushes.
yards and a touchdown against
ever
to
win
the
Cy
Young
coming up with some big steals
The only other pitchers who with 160 yards in 12 tries inBy the time the Eagles had hit Concord lead by just 14.
Kicking specialist Stan Watts the Racers. "He's a fine player
Award
as
the
league's
outstandtwo
took MVP honors in the AL cluding touchdowns runs of 68 was 5 for 5 on extra points
double figures with 11 points, With 2:18 left to be played in the which were turned into
and 1 who could play for anybody,"
ing pitcher, received 14 of 24 were Hal Newhouser,
Spud and 66 yards. Tailback Rick for 3 on field goals
Concord had scored 34 and was game, Concord was dealt a Eagle points. Futrell scored 25
to
run
his Furgerson said. "I also think this
possible
first
place
votes
and
Chandler, McLain and Shantz. Fisher had 121 yards in 21 carries
well on the way to victory. The stunning blow as ace Steve points to top all scorers in the
season totals to 14-14 on extra was the best Evansville team
finished
268
points
with
to
Redbirds continued to increase Cunningham fouled out, much to game. Barry Joseph turned in
Blue had a sensational first and now has 981 yards for the points and 10
for 24 on field goals. we've been up against. They
the lead and held a 43-17 lead at the delight of the screaming another fine effort by scoring 13, easily outdistance teammate half of the season before season, tops in the OVC and only He holds season and
career OVC have a lot of good young players
Sal
Bando
(182).
Baltimore's
Kirksey fans.
all of which came in the second
tapering off after the All-Star 13 shy of the Murray season records
halftime.
for field goals.
His and their program is certain to
Frank
Robinson
was
third
with
Kirksey cut the gap down to 11 half rally. Armstrong and Isbell
It appeared in the third quarter
break. He finished with a 24-8 record. He already holds the career total
is
20.
He's
also
the improve even more in the
teammate record and a league-leading
that Concord would make a joke markers and with 1:34 in the each played good ball games and 170 points and
career records for both rushing leading Racer scorer with 44 future."
Brooks
Robinson
took
fourth
of the game but with the Redbirds game to be played, Roger scored-nine and six respectively.
1.82 earned run average. He
holding a 52-21 lead with 4:05 left Hendon seemingly iced the game Terry Beane rounded out the with 163.
completed 24 of his 39 starts
for Concord by sinking a seven scoring for Kirksey with six Mickey Lolich of Detroit, the with eight shutouts and 301
mly other player to get a first strikeouts.
foot jumper to put the Redbirds points.
up 61-48 but the hard driving New Concord is now nine wins place vote, was fifth at 155.
Bando, the Oakland third
Kirksey team was not to be against no losses while Kirksey Blue, 22, was the only player baseman, batted .271 with 24
named on every ballot and homers and 94 runs batted in.
denied.
has won six and lost three.
Tommy Futrell and Kevin In the preliminary game depoits Cincinnati's Johnny Frank Robinson hit .281 with n
Isbell hit baskets and the lead Concord coasted to a 49-20 win. Bench'', last year's MVP in the homers and 99 RBIs and
Colonels' very exciting player to watch."
play, the
his
By BOB wEgroN
was trimmed to nine, 61-52. With Steve Ferguson paced Concord National League, as the young- Brooks Robinson hit .272 with
management most emphatically
When Gilmore joined the
eat
player
to
win
the
honor.
Russel and
tilted Press International 54 seconds left in the contest with 15 while
20 homers and 92 runs batted
is not.
Colonels amid much ballyhoo
Blue,
who helped Oakland to in. Lolich's 25 victories were
Memphis knows it has a real Hendon canned a five footer and Garland scored eight and seven.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UP!)- "We knew what he could do on over one of the richest contracts
Concord was up 63-52. That was Concord's junior varsity is also
pro in Johnny Neumann.
tops in the major leagues.
Artis Gilmore says when the defense with his shot-blocking, ever offered a pro athlete, some
Neumann, who quit the the last Redbird point of the undefeated.
Rounding out the top 10 merger comes between the board play, and intimidating fans thought a jealous rivalry
campus for the greener pas- game.
Kirksey will be idle until
finishers were Fred Patek, National Basketball Association presence," said Joe Mullaney, might develop between the
Joseph hit a charity toss and November 30 when they travel to
tures of professionalism, scored
City (77);
Kansas
Bobby and the American Basketball who coached Wilt Chamberlain Jacksonville Giant and Dan Issel,
32 points Tuesday night in Armstrong scored from under the Lynn Grove to meet an improved
Murcer, New York (72.); Amos Association, he'll be ready to play with the Los Angeles Lakers who moved over to forward to
leading the Memphis pros to a basket to pull Kirksey to within Wildcat team.
Otis, Kansas City (67); Wilbur Kareern Jabber f formerly Lew before taking over the Colonels' make room for Gilmore in the
New Concord will face a stiff The Amateur Open Bird Dog Wood, Chicago (54); and Tony
119-109 victory over the Fiori- eight poNs with Z3 seconds left.
pivot.
Alcindor) on at least even terms. coaching job this year.
With nine seconds left Barry test Monday evening when they Field Trial will be held on the Oliva, Minnesota (38).
Coming from a rookie who has "What I didn't expect was how • Nothing could be farther from
recreational
Land
area
of
the
The Denver Rockets edged Joseph scored on a nice move meet the Murray eighth and ninth
played less than 20 professional much Artis would help us of- the truth, according to Colonels'
Ihe Indiana Pacers, 111-108, in under the basket and the score graders at the old Murray High Between the Lakes on Saturday VIKINGS SIGN LURTSEMA
basketball games, this smacks as fensively as the second leading officials.
November
and
Sunday,
20
and
21.
stood
had
63-57.
a chance School gym.
Hendon
only
other
scheduled
BLOOMINGTON,
Minn. the height of audacity.
scorer on the team," Mullaney They say Issel, the top scorer in
be
Drawings
held
at
will
the
[
mg
erican Basketball Associa- to ice the game but missed the Concord
18 25 13 7-63
(UPI) -Defensive lineman Bob
the ABA as a rookie last season,
But the 7-foot-2 pivotrnan of the added.
Avalon
Restaurant,
Paris,
Tenn.,
firat of a one and one free throw Kirksey
on action.
5 12 15 27-59
Lurtsema, who was cut by the Kentucky Colonels, the current "It's very unfair to compare has taken Gilmore under his
on
Thursday,
November
18,
at
situation
and
Kirksey
rebounded
. Neumann tallied 14 points
New York Giants last week, leading rebounder in the ABA, Artis with Alcindor at this wing, encouraging him at every
'
a nine-minute span in the ball. With only two seconds Concord (63)-Futrell 17, 7:30 p.m. Entries will be ac- was signed to a spot on the
says it matter-of-factly with no stage," said Mike Storen, turn and offering helpful tips
by
Paris,
P.
D.
cepted
Moore,
first half as Memphis showing on the clock, Tommy Pittman 2, Cunningham 24,
Minnesota Vikings' taxi squad trace of braggadocio.
Colonels' president and general gained from his own experience.
yecovered from a 35-25 first -Futrell scored on a beautiful six Hendon 12, Eaker 8, Herndon 0 Tenn., phone 901-642-5129.
Monday. Lurtsema was a
manager. "Alcindor came into "Dan knows what Artis can du
Boastfulness
is
not
in
the
be
The
recognized
Trial
will
by
quarter deficit to take a 63-51 foot hook shot for the last points and Garland 0.
regular in the Giants' defensive nature of the soft-spoken former pro basketball with a solid not only for the team, but also for
the
America
Amateur
and
Club
of
halftime lead. The victory
Kirksey (59)-Joseph 13, Armline until be lost his job to Jacksonville All-American.
If background gained from good Dan himself," Storen said. "With
'moved the pros into sole
strong 9,Isbell 6, Beane 6, Futrell the Field Dog Stud Book, a rookie Henry Reed.
anything, he tends to be hyper- coaching from grade school right Arts in the lineup, other teams
said
spokesman
possession of third place in the
25 and Tucker 0
on up through high school and in no longer can afford to coublecritical of himself.
West Division.
college at UCLA, ptair-Ine
team Dan, and this leaves him
"I
wish
I
could
say
I'm
Larry 3csiee led the Floridisatisfied with the way I'm va‘uable experience received freer now „to. take the shot".Tfle
iris with 27 points. The loss was
playing, but I'm not," he said frotn playing against the best on wants Alitlaiaving Aids artiUnd
the third straight and fifth in
recently following a game in the New York playground courts. saves Dan from taking as much
the last six games for the club.
BY DON CANN
which he had limited two rival "Arts had nothing to go on but physical beating in going after
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - NOVEMBER 1- 1971: .
Denver won its first game in
centers from the Dallas Chaps to his own raw talent until Joe rebounds."
the last seven starts against
• NEBRASKA
Williams got hold of him for In his only encounter with
11 - TENNESSEE
- 116.0
- 103.6
a grand total of two points.
2 - ALABAMA
12 - L. S. U.
- 116.4
- 102.0
Indiana as Ralph Simpson
Jacksonville in his junior year in Jabbar so far, a pre-season
"I'm
still
making
a
lot
of
A
OKLAHOMA
116.0
13 - HOUSTON
- 101.9
paced the Rockets with 31 By United Press International
4 - MICHIGAN
14 - STANEORD
simple mistakes," Gilmore college': You just don't make up exhibition with the Milwaukee
- 111.3
- 101.6
points. The loss dropped the
5
AUBURN
15 - ARIZONA STATE
- 110.2
The Montreal Canadiens don't
- 100.9
continued. "I'm not shooting that much difference in ex- Bucks that drew a sellout crowd
6 • PENN STATE
- 107.2
16 - ARKANSAS
- 100.8
Pacers out of a first place tie intend to let the New York
of 18.000 here, Gilmore came out
7 - GEORGIA
anywhere near the percentige of perience overnight."
- 107.1
17 - FLORIDA STATE
- 100.0
with Utah in the West. Mel Rangers get too far away.
Storen says the average at- second best. He was outscored.
e • COLORADO
. 98.5
- 106.0
18 - TOLEDO
accuracy I should be shooting
9 - NOTES DAME
Daniels tried to rally Indiana
19 - MISSISSIPPI
- 104.6
- 98.4
While the Rangers have taken
and I'm not always timing my tendance at Colonels' home 30-18, and outrebounded, 20-16
,O
TEXAS
- 104.2
20 - SOUTHERN CALIF.
97.6
with 17 of his 24 points in the the lead in the National Hockey
jumping right on defense when I games has climbed by nearly "I was real tense that night and
COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS'
iast quarter
- NOVEMBER 14. 1971.
3,000 this year-"Some pro clubs I got into quick foul trouble,"
League's Eastern Division with
go to block a shot."
I - TENNESSEE STATE
86.4
would settle just for the amount Gilmore explained. "But I thing
a long unbeaten string, the
11 - ARKANSAS STATE
78.8
If
Gilmore
is
dissatisfied
with
2 - McNEESE STATE
86.0
12 - WEBER STATE
78.6
Canadiens have been putting
of our increase for their average by the time the merger comes,
3 - DELAWARE
84.6
13 - NORTH DAKOTA STATE
78.1
crowds."
together a little streak of their
4 - WESTERN KENTUCKY
I'll be ready for him...
84.2
14 - LONG BEACH STATE
77.9
5 - LOUISIANA TECH
83.6
15 - BALDWIN WALLACE
"I can't say that it's all because "When those two guys start
own. Yvan Cournoyer scored a
77.3
6 - EASTERN MICHIGAN
83.0
16 - LIVINGSTON-ALABAMA
77.2
By United Press International of Artis, but certainly he has had playing each other on a regular
three goal "hat trick" Tuesday
7 - AKRON
82.5
17 - TRINITY-TEXAS
76.7
night to reach the 200-goal
8 • SOUTHWEST TEXAS
WEMBLEY, England (UPI) a tremendous impact," the season basis, it will be the kind of
81.9
18 - BOISE
76.3
9 - IMIPA
81.8
career mark as the Canadiens
76.1
LOUISIANA
-Jerry Quarry, 203, Bellflower, Colonels' boss said. "Another colossal match that will make
10- GRAMBLING
00.6
20 - HOWARD PAYNE
76.0
beat the California Golden
Calif., knocked out Jack Bodell thing, too, is that we have drawn people forget about the RussellFAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
MARGIN
OPPoNENT
Seals 7-2 to run their unbeaten
203%, England (1).
the largest crowds of any visiting Chamberlain duels," said Steve
MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF 11-20-71:
PRO FOOTBALL
11-22.71 .
streak to nine games.
teams in several ABA cities this Jones, veteran backcourt star of
ARIZONA STATE
10
SAN JOSE STATE
ATLANTA
7
GREEN
RAY
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. ( UPI) - The victory left Montreal just
ARKANSAS
17
TEXAS TECH
HONOLULU (UPI) - Jesus season. Let's face it. Artis is a the Dallas Chaps.
OTHER COLLEGE GAMES OF 11- 20- 71 .
i
BOSTON COLLEGE
A three-way race has developed a point behind New York in the
21
MASSACHUSETTS
AKRON
YOUNGSTOWN
28
Pimentel, 118%, Los Angeles,
BOWLING
GREEN
7
DAYTON
ALABAMA
A
M
MILES
7
behind
Ala- NHL Eastern race.
for the No. 2 spot
knocked
out
Dave
Pierson,
BRIGHAM YOUNG
7
UTAH
ARKANSAS A-MEN
3
ARKANSAS TECH
bama's Johnny Musso in the
CITADEL
1
DAVIDSON
Peter Mahovlich and Marc
1194, Phoenix, Ariz. (2); Ben
ASHLAND
1
BALDWIN WALLACE
CLEMSCH
Southeastern Conference scor- Tardif contributed two goals
10
NORTH CAROLINA ST. AUSTIN PEAY
3
EAST TENNESSEE
Villaflor, 128%, the Philippines,
OOLGATE
7
RUTGERS
BOISE
49
IDAHO COLLEGE
ing race as the football season apiece as the Canadiens cruised
stopped Raul Cruz, 127,1,
COLORADO
14
AIR FORCE
BRIDGEPORT
28
ADELFNI
beads into its final weeks.
COLUMBIA
7
BROWN
past overmatched California.
BUTLER
Mexico (8).
7
INDIANA CENTRAL
CORNELL-N.Y.
10
Statistics released today Cournoyer hit his first two
PENNSYLVANIA
CALIF. LUTHERAN
10
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
DRAKE
3
WEST TEXAS STATE
CALIF. POMONA
14
ST. MARYS CALIF.
showed Bill Davis, the Crim- goals in the second period and
FLYERS GET KEENAN
U. PASO
14
COLORADO STATE
CALIF. S.L.O.
10
FULLERTON STATE
son Tide's place kicker, with 68 reached the 200 mark with 2:30
FLORIDA STATE
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
28
TULSA
CARSON NEWMAN
FURMAN
3
HOUSTON
points on 32 PAT conversions left in the game.
17
MIAMI-FLORIDA
CHICO STATE
The Philadelphia Flyers acSONOMA STATE
28
IDAHO
7
UTAH STATE
DELAWARE
BULKO ELL
14
and 12 field goals to Musso's 88 California was able to get off
quired left wing Larry Keenan
ILLINOIS
.14
IOWA
EAST TEXAS
17
TARLETON STATE
points - 14 on touchdowns and only 18 shots at Montreal goalie
from the Buffalo Sabres for
IOWA STATE
10
OKLAHOMA STATE
EASTERN WASH.
OREGON TECH
28
KANSAS
7
two on a PAT run
MISSOURI
ELON
right wing
Larry
7
APPALACHIAN
Mickey
Ken Dryden and both Seals'
L. S. U.
3
NCTRE DAME
FAIRMONT
7
EASTERN ILLINOIS
However, Georgia's Andy goals were scored by Gerry
Tuesday and also recalled right
MARYLAND
10
VIRGINIA
FAYETTEVILLE
28
CHEYNEY STATE
Johnson and Auburn split end Finder.
wing Lew Morrison from their
MEMPHIS STATE
3
KANSAS STATE
FLORIDA A
M
10
BETHUNE 000KMAN
MIAMI -OHIO
Terry Beasley are a close third
3
CINCINNATI
GEORGETOWN
-KY.
Richmond, Va. farm club.
NORTHERN
3
OHIO
In the only other NHL games,
MICHIGAN
14
OHIO
STATE
GRAMBLING
SO. LOUISIANA
with 66 points apiece. Each has the Detroit Red
17
Keenan and Morrison are
Wings tied the
.ICHIGAN STATE
3
NORTHWESTERN
HAMPDEN SYDNEY
14
RANDOLPH MACON
_scored 11 touchdowns.
MINNESOTA
expected to join the Flyers in
3
WISCONSIN
St. Louis Blues 2-2 and the
HILLSDALE
WAYNE.MICHICAN
10
NEW MEXICO
: Leaders in the punting, kick Minnesota
10
WYOMING
HOWARD PAYNE
time for their Thursday night
17
McMURRY
North Stars ripped
NORTH CAROLINA
DUKE
I
ILLINOIS STATE
MILWAUKEE
14
:return and interception categor- the Pittsburgh
game with the Los Angeles
Penguins 5-1.
NORTH TEXAS
WICHITA
I
JACKSON STATE
14
MISSISSIPPI VALLLt
ies also remained unchanged
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 21
Kings.
XAVIER-OHIO
Mickey Redmond's goal with
JACKSONVILLE-ALA. 14
FLORENCE STATE
OHIO UNIVERSITY
21
:this week.
MARSHALL
KENTUCKY STATE
7
SAVANNAH
less than two minutes remainOREGON
3
OREGON
STATE
KINGS MIST
.1 Gregg Gantt of Alabama is ing gave
LT
MADMAN
BENTOON HARBOR MATCH
Detroit its tie with St.
--PENN szAtz
PITTSBURGH
21
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
ARLINGTON
3
: first in punting with 45 kicks Louis. Redmond deflected a
PRINCETON
CHICAGO (UPI) -The West1
DARTMOUTH
LEHIGH
LAFAYETTE
10
PURDUE
:for an average of 42 yards. shot by rookie Marcel Dionne
I
INDIANA
LENOIR RHYNE
ern Golf Association announced
CATAWBA
3
SAN
DIEGO
STATE
1
TobacL.o. as most Kentucki.ins knov% is the state's
ARIZONA
LINCOLN MISSOURI
'.;closely followed by John Schaf- past Jim
10
S. W. MISSOURI
Tuesday that the 1972 Western
McLeod to earn the
SOUTH CAROLINA
10
WAKE FOREST
LIVINGSTON STATE
7
MARTIN
leading
cash crop. Tobacco accounts for 32 perDer of Vanderbilt and Bobby tie. The goal came after
SOUTHERN CALIF.
Amateur Golf Tournament will
14
U. C. L. A.
LOUISIANA TECH
scores
N. E. LOUISIANA
14
S. M. U.
cent of farm income in our state, and is worth
:'Majors of Tennessee with aver- by Gary
3
BAYLOR
McNEESE STATE
3
S. W. LOUISIANA
be
held
at
Point
O'Woods
Club
Sabourin and Barclay
.,
STANFORD
14
CALIFORNIA
MCWTANA
PORTLAND STATE
$300 million annually to Kentucky's farm families.
- ages of 40.2 and 40.1 yards, re- Plager early in the final period
14
in Benton Harbor, Mich., July
TENNESSEE
14
KENTUCKY
MOREHEAD-KY.
3
EASTERN KOWTHCKY
Of equal importance is the fact that tobacco pro,. spectively.
T.
C.
U.
7
26-30.
RICE
N. M. HIGHLANDS
gave the Blues a 2-1 lead.
EASTERN NEW MEXICO
I
TOLEDO
15
1- Georgia's Buzy Rosenberg is Dean Prentice scored
KENT STATE
No. CARO, A
vides jobs and income for thousands of other
T
7
NO. CARO. CENTRAL
It
will
time
mark
in
the
first
the
VANDERBILT
I
TAMPA
N. E. MISSOURI
ROLLA
tops in punt return yardage 35(th and 351st goals of
14
Kentuckians engaged in its marketing, processthe 70-year history of the
VILLANOVA
his
i
TEMPLE
N. F. OKLAHOMA
S. E. OKLAHOMA
21
with 431 while Ken Phares of career in Minnesota's rout
V. M. I.
1
ing, and retail sale. Tobacco. it is estimated, genCHATTANOOGA
tournament that it will be held
N. W. LOCTSIANA
of
3
S. E. LOUISIANA
VIRGINIA TECH
Mississippi State has the best the Penguins.
J
SO. MISSISSIPPI
N. W. OKLAHOMA
LANGSTON
21
on the same course two
erates $1.5 billion each year within our economy.
Bob Nevin, J.P.
I.
WASHINGTON
10
WASHINGTON STATt
PRESBYTERIAN
average, 28.1 yards per try.
MARS HILL
21
consecutive years.
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Vida Blue Wins American
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Western Drops To 11th Place
In Small College Grid Ratings
By BILL MADDEN
was Howard Payne which
eked up 18 first-place votes
UPI Sports Writer
feated last
week's No. 14 from the 34 coaches participatNEW YORK (UPI) -The team, Texas A&I 20-14. Louisiaing in this week's balloting and
University of Delaware contin- na Tech, which lost 24-20 to
out-distanced McNeese State by
ues to lead the pack of the top major college Southern Missis28 points. The second-ranked
2 small college football teams sippi, fell from sixth to No. 10. Cowboys received six firstLeading
off
the second 10 was place nods.
third again this week with 241
Western
Kentucky
which
points.
Eastern
Michigan,
which
two places despite an completed its season at 7-0-2
Tennessee State, now 7-1
impressive
31-0
win
over with a 35-2 win over South
after thrashing Wisconsin-Superior 54-7, moved up a notch Butler. The Hilltoppers were Dakota State, was awarded
to fourth place and got two first urt by the influx of teams with four first-place votes and was
-place votes. Moving into fifth better records getting increased ratings at No. 14.
place this week was Gary upport from the coaches.
Akron, which got back on the
Wichard-led C.W. Post (11-1), Southwest Texas State re- winning road last week
after
which rolled 47-0 over Kings tained its No. 12 rank, Chico two straight
losses, improved a
State of California came from
Point.
notch to 15th and was followed
Arkansas Tech
advanced 17th to 13th and Livingston by St. John's 116th), unbeaten
from seventh to sixth after College of Alabama (7-11 made
Westminster of Pennsylvania
capturing its 10th straight and its first appearance in the (17th) and Alcorn
A&M (18th).
Samford College of Florida as the United Press Internation- Luther College of Iowa
and
came from 13th to seventh after al Board of Coaches ratings go Boise State completed the
top
upping its record to 7-1 with a down to the final week.
M. For the Broncos, the fall to
The Blue Hens, who crushed No. 20
21-0 win over Newberry.
was a long one. Before
Northern Colorado went from major college Boston Universi- losing Saturday to Idaho State,
10th to eighth and, climbing ty 54-0 last Saturday for their they were No. 4.
back into the top 20 at No. 9, eighth victory in nine games,

Small College
Grid Ratings

Standings

6 pm to 9 pm • Nov. 18-19
SANTA has a FREE GIFT for all the kiddies
and you g•t a

10% DISCOUNT
on your TOY* PURCHASE
on any ord•r of $25 or more from
Sears 1971 Christmas Book
during the 2 days Santa is in town.
AU by, from ow Depts. 49 ono 79 erre°, testni,teres

ooqes 4. 5.

GET THOSE CHRISTMAS TOYS NOW! The
during this time, the MORE YOU SAVE!

more you
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buy

SHOP IN PERSON OR BY PHONE
dial 753-2310
Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs.
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TEMPE, Ariz. - When you
play for an expansion team that
loses in two cities with equal
failure, it is a delight to be
traded to a club with a chance
at the pennant.
For Marty Pattin, being
traded by the Milwaukee Brewers to the Boston Red Sox is a
"real break." Not even the fact
that the right-handed pitcher
must contend
with the
notoriously short left field wall
in Fenway Park is causing him
concern at this stage.
"I have seen an awful lot of
losing in the last three years,"
said Pattin, a husky 5-foot-11
low-ball pitcher who was
drafted by the Seattle Pilots in
1969 from the California Angels
and moved from there to Milwaukee when the franchise was
shifted.

York edged Phoenix, 112-111;
Golden State defeated Detroit,
122-101; Chicago stopped Seattle, 975-87; Baltimore beat
Houston, 110-107, and Buffalo
surprised Cincinnati, 102-98.
Milwaukee, going after its
own NBA record of 20 straight
wins, also captured its ninth in
a row as Kareem Jabbar netted
33 points and Bob Dandridge
added 31. Oscar Robertson was
ejected
after
drawing
his
second technical foul with 4.10
remaining. A total of five such
fouls were levied by officials
against Milwaukee personnel.
The Bucks were leading 38-30
in the second period when they
turned on a 20-5 surge to gain a
62-43 halftime advantage. Sidney Wicks led Portland with 20
points.
Walt Frazier rallied New
York from a 19-point deficit in
the fourth quarter with 16 of his
game-high 39 points against
(Only games scheduled;
Phoenix. Jerry Lucas, who
Wednesday's Games
scored 23 points and collected
Los Angeles at Toronto
17 rebounds, put the Knicks in
Vancouver at Chicapo
(Only games scheduled)
front for good at 10e-107 with
2:17 remaining on a three-point
AHL Standings
By United Press International play. Dick Van Arsdale led
East
Phoenix with 26 points.
W. L. T. PTS
Boston
Golden State shot a sensation12
1
2 26
Springfield
8 3 3 19 al 74 per cent while scoring 40
Nova Scotia
7 6 3 17
Rochester
6 8 3 15 points in the third quarter to
Providence
4 9 5 13 make up an 11-point deficit and
West
beat Detroit. The Warriors
W L T Pts
Hershey
10 1
2 22 were led by Jeff Mullins' 33
Cincinnati
6 4 6 18 points and Nate Thurman's 29
Cleveland
5 7 5 15
Baltimore
4 10 4 12 tallies. Jimmy Walker, trying
Richard
4 7 2 10 to hold together a sagging back
Tidewater
3 13 3 9 court, netted
30 for the Pistons.
Tuesday's Results
Chicago had a six of eight
Cincinnati 3 Cleveland 3
Boston 4 Nova Scotia 2
players in double figures as the
(Only games scheduled)
Bulls dropp,d Seattle from
Wednesday's Games
Springfield at Hershey
second place in the Pacific
Cincinnati at Richmond
Division. Bob Love scored 10
(Only games scheduled)
points for the Bulls in the first
ABA Standings
period and wound up the
By United Press International
game'e high man with 23
East
W. L. Pct. GB points. Don Kojis led Seattle
Virginia
11
5 688
with 22 points.
Kentucky
10
5 667
Rookie Phil Chenier's free
Newyork
8 8 SOO 3
Floridian
7 9 438 1
throw with 11 seconds left and
Pittsburgh
7 10
412 .11
/
2 Wes Unseld's two charity tosses
Carolina
5 9 357 5
at the buzzer boosted Baltimore
West
W. L. Pct. GB past Houston. Chenier paced
Utah
10
7 588
the Bullets with 26 points.
Indiana
9
7 563
2
Memphis
8 9 471
Houston, holding a 107-103 lead
2
Dallas
7 9 438 2/
1
2 with 1:08 to go, was led by
Denver
5 9 357 3/
1
2
Elvin Hayes' 31 points.
Tuesday's Results
Memphis 119 Floridians 109
Walt Hazzard and Elmore
Denver 111 Indiana 108
Smith paced Buffalo's victory
(Only games scheduled)
Wednesday's Games)
over Cincinnati. Hazzard scored
Pittsburgh at New York
V points and Smith hauled in
Virginia at Kentucky
18 rebounds. Nate Williams
Indiana at Utah
Denver vs. Carolina at Charlot- netted 27 points for the Royals,
te, N.C.
who are tied with Baltimore for
the Central Division lead.
NBA Standings
non&
By United Press Int

Thursday & Friday

fng

By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

NEW YORK (UPI) -The
United Press International top By United Press International 'led Cleveland with 16 points.
20 small college football teams
Jerry West's earlier sick In other National Basketball
with first place votes and won- leave was just the medicine Los Association games, Milwaukee
lost records in parentheses:
Angeles needed to become one beat Portland, 125-105; New
Tenth Week
of the most improved teams in
Team
Points the National Basketball As- >=-=-=••=42•=e=rieriii=•Cir=i0C7C
I. Delaware 1 181(8-1)
303. sociation.
2.McNeese State (8) (84-1) 275
Since West's return
the
3. Eastern Michigan (4) (7-0-2) Lakers have
been
almost
241 unstoppable. Their 108-90 victo4.Tennessee State (2) (7-1) 196 ry over Cleveland Tuesday
NHL Standings
5. C.W. Post.(8-1)
133 night was the ninth straight for By United Press International
East
6. Arkansas Tech (104)
126 Los Angeles, two short of the
W. L. T. Pts
7. Samford f74
New York
96 club record.
12 1 4 28
Montreal
12 2 3 27
8. Northern Colorado (74-1) 73 West scored 25 points against
Boston
10 5 1 21
9. Howard Payne (8-1-1) - 56 Cleveland. The Cavs held an Toronto
4 6 7 15
Vancouver
5 11
3 13
10. Louisiana Tech ( 7-2)
47 early eight point lead, but
4 9 5 13
Buffalo
11. Western Kentucky (7-2) 42 couldn't contain the raging Detroit
5 10
3 13
12. Southwest Texas State ( 7-1- Pacific Division leaders who
West
W L T Pts
13.ChicoStatei8-li
28 raised their record to 15-3 to Chicago
13 4 0 26
14. Livingston ( Abs.) ( 7-1 ) 26 maintain a three game lead Minnesota
11
4 2 24
Pittsburgh
8 9 2 18
over
Golden
15. Akron (7-2)
State.
Austin Carr
25
Philadelphia
6 8 2 14
16. S. John's (Minn.) ( 8-1) 72 made his pro debut for the California
5 10 3 13
10 2 10
17. Westminster Pa.) ( 8-0) 20 Cavs after being sidelined by a St. Louis
1
7
Los Angeles
3 13
18. Alcorn A&M ( 1) (&-2i
18 broken foot since summer
Tuesday's Results
19. Luther (1) (8-1)
17 training. He scored five points Minnesota 5 Pittsburgh 1
Montreal 7 California 2
20. Boise State 8-2 )
15 in nine minutes. Bobby Smith St Louis 20etroit 2
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Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Boston
10 5 667
1
Ph i I adelph la
9 6 600
3
New York
8 9 471
311,
7 9 438
Buffalo
Central Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Baltimore
6 9 400 11
Cincinnati
5 8 385
4 10 286
l'
Atlanta
4
12
Cleveland
250 2'?
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct. GB
16
1 .941
Milwaukee
10 5 .667 5
Chicago
7
8
Phoenix
467 8
1
2
Detroit
7 9 438 8/
Pacific Division
W. L. Pct. GB
15
3 .833
Los Angeles
12 6 667 3
Golden State
Seattle
10 6 625 4
Portland
2 12 143 11
Houston
2 16 111 13
Tuesday's Results
Buffalo 102 Cincinnati 98
New York 112 Phoenix 111
Golden State 122 Detroit 101
Baltimore 110 Houston 107
Chicago 95 Seattle 87
Milwaukee 125 Portland 105
Los Angeles 108 Cleveland 90
(Only games scheduled)
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore at Cincinnati
Houston at Philadelphia
Seattle at Atlanta
Phoenix at Boston
(Only games scheduled)

DOAK AND W1STE
NEW YORK (UPI) -The
New York Rangers of the
National Hockey League acquired defenseman Gary Doak
and center Jim Wiste from the
Vancouver Canucks Tuesday in
exchange for left wing Dave
Wayne
wing
Baton, right
Connelly and forward Ron
Stewart.
Ranger General ManagerCoach Emile Francis pointed
out that the average age of four
new Rangers he has acquired
in the last 24 hours "is 2.1 while
the average age of the six
players traded away is 28

"I am delighted to be traded
to a contending club," he said
at his home here.
Life is not easy for a major
league player who is traded
train one club to another.
It seemed perfectly logical,
for example, for the ZS-year-old
Pattin to buy a home three
years ago in this suburb of
Phoenix. After all, the weather
is warmer in winter than in his
native Charleston, Ill., and the
Seattle Pilots were preparing
to move into a new spring
training camp a few blocks
down the road
Pattin could not foresee the
shift to Milwaukee at the time,
but he does not feel the experience hurt him - despite the
disconcerting aspects of having
to move so often from one place
to another and that he has a
wife and a 4-year-old son to
consider.
"It has been tough," he
agreed, "but I learned how to
pitch. You do not get many runs
with a team like Milwaukee
and you cannot afford to make
Pattin also knows he cannot
afford to make many mistakes
in Fenway Park, where the left
field fence is high (30 feet) but
short(315 feet at the foul pole).
It has long been known as paradise for right-handed hitters.
'lam not worried about the
wall," he said.
"There are a lot of line drives
hit off the wall that would be
home runs in other ball parks,"
he philosopht4ed. "The thing is
to keep the ball low.
"Lefthanders offer more
problems for me."
The fact that the right field
pavilion in Fenway is a good
distance from home plate is
therefore reassuring.
Considering the record of the
Milwaukee club, Pattin's mark
of 14 victories and 14 losses
with a 3.16 earned-run record is
exceptional. On balance, he
thinks his performance was
better than 1970, when he was
14-12.
"I think I had much better
stuff than last year," the for-

and obviously thinks a great
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
deal more about the champion
UPI Sports Editor
HOUSTON i UPI) -Muham- who beat him than the man he
mad Ali takes his comeback is facing now.
campaign- into the Astrodome "You come to the fight and
ring tonight super-confident he watch," All invited his audiencan whip two opponents at the ce. "You watch the attendance
same time -the hulking Buster and you watch the people I
Mathis in the opposite corner bring in, and then you decide
and the unseen spirit of who really is the king of
heavyweight champion
Joe boxing. And it isn't Joe Frazier.
"I gave Joe Frazier such a
Frazier.
All, although running to just bad beating the last time he
a touch of fat at 223 pounds, went in the hospital. I been
was a 7-1 favorite to make the running all over the world since
260-pound Mathis, who hasn't then and fighting -beating
fought in
years, his second Jimmy Ellis and now I m
victim since being beaten by gonna beat Mathis. And Frazier, what's he doin'? He's just
Frazier last March.
"It's Buster's last stand," sitting.
trumpeted Ali for the ump- "The next time I meet him
teenth time at his final news (Frazier) is going to be easy. E
conference before the 12-round -Z. I'm gonna beat him the
closed-circuit TV bout starting same way I beat Jimmy Ellis
in the Astrodome at 9:50 p.m. -stick and move, stick and
CST. "Ain't no way he can go move ans stay out of corners.
What do you mean, suppose he
with me."
But All, who insists at 29 he don't let me do that? He can't
now is "right in the middle of help it."
my prime," quickly switches Meanwhile -and there is no
the prefight talk from Mathis to indication yet when a second
Frazier every chance he gets Ali-Frazier fight might be held
-there is the Mathis bout,
!Der California Angel said. Not which will be TV'd to 106
only did he have good stuff, but locations with 500,000 seats in
he was durable - pitching 264 the United States as well as 27
innings -and that undoubtedly foreign countries.
had a lot to do with the trade to
The English TV audience also
Boston.
will see, via satellite, one of the
The 10-player trade reflected
preliminaries on the Astrodome
the Red Sox shortage of pitchmatching Joe Bugner,
card,
shortage
of
ing and the Brewer
former
British Empire heavyhitting. The Bosox also
acquired Tommy Harper as weight champion, against Mike
Boswell of Youngstown, Ohio, a
part of the deal.
"I had no inkling of the young heavyweight managed by
major league baseball pitcher
trade," Pattin said.
"The Brewers needed more Dean Chance.
The card also features as the
power, however, and George
Scott should give that to them." semiwindup a bout between
Scott was the key figure in the Canadian Heavyweight Chamdeal, a man who contributed pion George Chuvalo and
greatly to the Red Sox pennant Houston's veteran heavyweight,
triumph in 1967.
Cleveland Williams.
Dave Bristol, the Milwaukee
Mathis returns to the ring
manager, said in an interview wars at age 27 for the first time
he was high on Pattin and since losing a 12-round decision
Harper - who had led the tearr to Jerry Quarry on March 24,
in home runs in 1969 - but that 1969. After that fight
something had to be done. "1
the big man, who has been
think it was a hell of a trade, or
beset by many personal probwe would not have made it," he
lems, went into seclusion.
said.

During his idleness, his
finances dwindled and now he
returns allegedly with his belief
in himself renewed and a hope
he can earn himself once again
an important spot in the
heavyweight picture.
Mathis' claim to fame is his
three fights with Frazier -two
victories over Smoking Joe as
an amateur and an 11-round
knockout by Frazier in a title
fight in 1968. In that last fight,
Mathis was strong in the early
rounds and still in connection
after 10, but went out in the
11th.
"All I know is Frazier got
$160,000 the time he beat me
and I got trophies the time I
beat him," Mathis said ruefully.
"Mathis is the best man I've
fought, except Frazier," declared All, and then in the next
breath the former champion
revealed how lightly he really
holds big Buster.
"The fight will get eaiser the
longer it goes," All said. "He
has got to tire.. All that weight
ain't gonna help him. There
ain't no way he can keep up
with me.
"I'm gonna beat him the
same way I beat Ellis -in and
out -whoosh, whoosh, smack,
smack. One thing, if I get
inside and hit him and he don't
go, I'm gonna back out of there
quick. I got to watch out that I
don't punch myself out.
"No. I'm not gonna try for
any early knockout. I'm just
gonna try for whatever I can
do.
"I'm the one who livens
everything up. You watch and
see Joe Frazier is just sitting."
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No joke,it holds a half-ton!

UI
Mr Pickup is a tou-g1T)aW.Ifolds
half a ton in a six-foot all-steel bed.
And it's loaded with T.E.E. H.E.E.!
T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for Technical
Engineering Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
T.E.E. refers to the four-speed allsynchromesh stick shift standard on
our Pickup. T.E.E. refers to heavy duty
rear suspension, a torsion bar front,

andan oveihiad cam engine!
H.E.E. refers to comfortable allvinyl upholstery and a 3.speed heater/
defroster, standard.
Why not test drive the number one
selling import truck at your Datsun
dealer? He's the Small Car Expert
who'll show you why T.E.E. H.E.E. is
nothing to snicker over.
Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

DATSUN
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

DEER INCREASE
There are about 30 times as
many deer in the United States
today as there were in 1900. In
1900, there were an estimated
500,000 deer in America. Today
there are close to 16 million

LASSITER-McKINNEY

604 So. 12th Street

Phone /il

OPEN EVENINGS Tit 8 00
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Dope flood continues
despite record hauls
before the drug scourge will begin to give way to control efforts.
On the phis side is the inWASHINGTON - Despite
record seizures of illegal drug creasing impact of enforcement efforts.
shipments, the United States is
.
The U.S. Bureau of Customs
still being inundated by a grow. ing flood of narcotics from the reported in July that it seized
more narcotics entering this
Middle East, Southeast Asia
and other areas including country from abroad in the previous 12 months than it had in
Mexico.
the last eight years.
Recent studies have shed
Valued as high as $500 mil•
some light on the over-all size
of this traffic and some of the lion, the seizures included 937
underlying reasons why, de- pounds of heroin, 360 pounds of
spite progress, there is no drop cocaine, 176,468 pounds of
in the supply of illicit narcotics marijuana and 3,163 pounds of
hashish.
in this country.
The U.S. Bureau of Narcotics
Among the more recent was
and Dangerous Drugs has had
,dan 11-nation examination con
,,equal success, reporting
,HalOducted by Rep. Seymour
seizures in calendar year 1970,
pern, R-N.Y., for the House
here and overseas, of 427
Foreign Affairs Committee this
pounds of heroin worth
P
▪ ear
Halpern returned:ith many $186,240,000 at street prices.
of the same conclusions and This was an increase of more
facts reported by others earlier than 200 per cent.
and already known to the lituThe bureau also interceited
);:', reau of Narcotics and Danger- 197 pounds of cocaine, 17,402
ous Drugs.
pounds of marijuana, 7.2 milBut his report also produced lion dosage units of stimulants,
some new insights into the size 2.4 million dosage units of de• of the traffic - the mathe- pressants and 7.1 million
matics of it - which point up dosage units of hallucinogens.
haw much more must be done
All of these represented masBy JAMES CARY
Copley News Service

Insurance Enforcement Division
Trys To Keep Customer Satisfied
Rs Dose Thompson
State News Bureau

sive increases ranging from 49
per cent to more than 200 per
cent over the previous year's
performances.
In addition, there are the not
insignificant seizures being
made by state and local officers throughout the country.
But despite such improvement, heroin, for example,
keeps coming with no sign of
any drop in supply for American addicts.
To enforcement officers this
indicates the possible existence
of massive heroin reserves already in the country, inadequate disruption of the inflow
and ever growing illegal production of opium in many areas
of the world.
Some of the newer statistics
show why this is possible.
The National Institute of
Mental Health estimates there
are 250,000 heroin addicts in the
United States. John Ingersoll,
director of the Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, places the total at
330,000.
There have also been estimates of up to 60,000 U.S. servicemen in Vietnam who have
used heroin, although this
figure is under challenge as too
high. Rep. Halpern reported,
without giving figures, that
New York City alone had lost
more lives from drug overdoses in the last eight years
than the entire state of New
York has lost to the war in
Vietnam.
It takes an estimated 50 to 60
tons of opium annually to feed
the habits of the U.S. addicts,

In August, this year, Petro's
life and health records revealed
305 cases closed, 187 were
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Call them justified, 53 unjustified, 27 ungame wardens, consumer determinable and 43 were for
protection agents or good guys. information. Total recovery on
But whatever, State Insurance the complaints was $28,816.06
Commissioner Robert Preston is with 125 new files opened.
proud of the work of his en- Dixon's report was similar. In
forcement division.
July and August, he logged 561
As the name implies, the duty disputed claims.
Files were
V
the division is to enforce in- closed on 336 cases, 90 were
surance codes, and protect justified, 134 were general
Kentucky policyholders from inquiries and 113 unjustified.
of
insurance
fraud.
Recoveries totaled $36,838.66.
Like the state consumer
protection agency, the division
-- depends
on
insurance
fl, policyholders to inform them
,when they feel shortchanged or November 14, 1971
istreated in the insurance
!marketplace.
ADULTS 94
The field investigators receive
IL.;complaints daily, ranging from NURSERY 8
'hospitalization to life and health
insurance and fire and casualty
NEWBORN ADMISSION
1,.. to automobile coverage.
Baby Girl Paschall 1Mrs.
. The steady flow of complaints, Denise Paschall), Rt. 1, Farwhich Preston says comes in at a mington.
rate of one every 15 minutes,
; let us know what is going on in the
DISMISSALS
I,field.
16
Mrs. Mary Louise McGraw,
If a particular company or Box 99 Woods
-1
Hall MSU.
t agent is frequently named in Murray, Mrs. Evelyn Harriett
a complete in- Shoemaker, Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss
/
4; complaints,
', vestigation on each inquiry will Venda Jean Gibson,1637W, Olive
.'.:be conducted."
St., Murray, Mrs. Zitell Lorene
way
for Cooper, Rt 1, Hazel, Master
"The easiest
('policyholders to air complaints," Miehael Rhea Hancock, Rt. 2,
• said Thomas Dixon, an in- Cottage Grove, Tenn, Mrs.
in fire and automobile Marjorie Nadine Barnett, Box
insurance,"is to compose a letter 263, Murray.
sr,with the facts. We need the '...7 correct name Iseveral insurance ADULTS 87
7- agencies in the state have similar
titles), the local agent, policy NURSERY 7
-- number and a brief statement of
the complaint.
November 13, 1971
: "If a complaint is valid, don't
",- just let off steam and forget it. A
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
• sworn affidavit may be required Mrs. Bettye Lou Bailey and
evidence of unlawful prac- Baby Girl, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
'' Dixon added.
;-*
0" tices" _:- stressed that neither Carol Ann Hogue and Baby Boy,
rer Preston,
Route 6, Mayfield.
(01,
the division nor the Insurance
Department Cata settle a factual
DISMISSALS
.
dispute.
Mrs. Verna Card, 917 Cold:7- "If it's a case of wItieh party in water Rd., Murray, Master
an automobile accident tad the Jeffrey Foy, Box 114, Lynnville,
- green light, that is for a jiley
William Clayton Nall, 1706 Ryan,
decide, not us." he added. ',.. Murray, Mrs. Clarice Grogan
..
Gus T. Petro, head of the health McDaniel, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
; and life insurance section, rated Ann Pennington McKeel, 100
I- health insurance as number one South 9th, Murray, Albert
1
- .- in complaints. Dixon said that Comity, Si-.. Route 1, Murray.
'automobile inquiries would run a Mrs. Mavis McCreery, Route 5,
close second.
Murray, MTS. AlMeda-Holsapple,
- If the claim is found to be 502 Elm St., Murray,birs. Ristie
gjustified, Preston said, "we Florence Coleman (expired)
r
.request that the insurer take Route 2, Hirzel.
correction action. If he ignores
our request, we can conduct a
o: hearing to determine if his
,- license to sell insurance in
'.. Kentucky should be revoked."
i'
1
About 60 per cent of the health
hare white rhinos have
;.-_ insurance in claims, according to staged such a comeback that n
i'4,4- Petro, are found to be justified. were recently shipped from
automobile juatifIcations run Natal game parks to foreign
somewhat less frequently
zoos. It is estimated that there
p, As a part of the total protection are now more than 1,700 white
r effort an educational program is rhinos.
e
also conducted to inform high
At the beginning of the censchool students about insurance. tury, the Umfolcrzi area in
"We average about 16 schools a Natal was reportedly the only
area where white rhinos could
month." Petro added.
From looking at the files in the be found. Only about 100 of the
• - division, visitors will find a three- animals existed at that time.
inch thick folder, entitled "the
According to statistician-a
:1 good-guy file".
Not only are there letters of employed by Uncle Sam, 178
appreciation-"one lady in million prescriptions for mood
,f Somerset sent a bouquet of changing drugs were filled by
U.S. pharmacies in 4 recent
* flowers while a Covington year,
About 05 per cent were
about
the
poem
: resident wrote a
for sedative drugs:
' division." Petro noted

'
I

Hospital Report

11
t

evestigator
p

1
r,

f

$,
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Rare white rhinos
abound in Natal

U.N. reaches a turning point
By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service

unrestrained joy of a majority
of U. N. delegates when Peking
admitted to the U. N. It is
"This is no time for was
however, to take the
cynicism," observed U. N. hard,
Secretary-General U Thant on President seriously. One
the 26th birthday of the United suspects that White House
Nations. "This is the time when statements and Secretary of
Rogers' hint of
member states of the United State William
down the U. S. conNations should honor their cutting
tribution to the United Nations
pledges and breathe new life
into the principles to which might be a ploy to appease
those on the political right who
they have all subscribed."
are, once again, furious at the
Two
days
after
this Nixon administration.
statement, a majority of U. N.
The fact is that it is highly
members voted to expel
doubtful that Peking would
Taiwan, a founding member of have
been seated and Taiwan
the world organization, and
ousted if the President had not
seat Red China in its place in
announced his intensions to go
clear violation of the U. N. to
Peking, underscored by
charter.
Henry Kissinger's advance trip
"Those of us who profoundly to Communist China during the
believe in the principles of the
U. N. debate on Red China's
charter," Thant had said in the representation. The defeat of
same statement, "are wit- the United States in the United
nessing with infinite sorrow the Nations was deserved and selfgradual erosion of the authority induced.
and prestige of this great
The U. N.'a recent action
organization. . . ."
raises a critical consideration:
President Nixon has expressed profound shock at the

Architects
Give Awards
To 8 Projects

LOUISVILLE, Ky. -Graphic
excitement, beauty in proporcorporate
tioned
space,
enlightenment and massive scale
served with simple designs
keynote the eight projects
receiving awards for "Excellence in Architecture" at the
1971 Kentucky Society of Architects (KSA ) Convention at
Louisville's Seelbach Hotel.
Six architectural firms shared
or more precisely five to six the honors
bestowed at
tons of heroin. It takes 10 tons ceremonies in the "Saint Francis
of opium to make one -ton of its
in the Fields" School Friday Nov.
alkaloid derivative, heroin.
Throughout the world an esti- 12.
The honored designs included
mated 3,000 tons of opium are
produced every year, 1,200 tons an architects' office, an officeprivate
building,
of it for legal medicinal pur- service
terminal,
bus
poses, leaving 1,800 tons of il- residence,
bathhouse and beach, industrial
lien production.
university
building,
Of this total, Turkey pro- arts
duces 100 to 150 illicit tons of classroom stadium and parking
opium, Burma 300 to 600 tons, structure-service building.
The jury, composed of George
Laos 80 to 150 and Thailand 200
tons. This means that Burma, Kassabaum,past president of the
Laos and Thailand, known as American Institute of Architects
the -Golden Triangle," are ac- ,(Alikt, Joseph D Murphy; and
Mo..
countiarslor SOO to 1,5012anazif Il- Wobweit.agimerott. St L
legal opium or 58 ED 73 Weis of all nationally recognized architects, selected the eight
heroin a year.
For present, 75 to 80 per cent projects from 31 entries. The
of the heroin entering the honored projects have been
United States comes from Tur- entered in the AIA's 1972 Honor
key, with no apparent decrease Awards Program.
in volume despite a governThe KSA named the following
ment program there that has awards: Architects' Office,
reduced the number of prov- Lexington, and Office-Operations
inces growing opium from 42 Building,
Lexington,
by
in 1967 to four in 1971. On July 1, Chrisman, Miller & Wallace
1972, all opium production in Architects, Lexington; Industrial
Turkey is to be halted.
Arts Building, Kentucky State
Another 15 per cent of heroin College, Frankfort, by Berry,
used by American addicts Burris and Thompson Architects,
comes from Mexico, and only 5 Frankfort; Greyhound Terminal,
per cent from Southeast Asia Louisville, and Barren River
and other areas of the world. Bathhouse, Barren River Lake
Even if Turkey is successful
State Park,Glasgow, by
next, year in ending illicit
ArrasrnitbrItidd, iUtip and
opium production, no diminishAssociates, Louisville.
ing of the supply in the United
The DeCamp Residence,
States is expected. The traffic
Louisville,
by Design Enfrom Southeast Asia is expected to increase enough to fill vironment Group Architects,
Louisville; The Robert B. Begley
the void quickly.
Physical Education Building,
This is possible because the
International Criminal Police Eastern Kentucky University,
Organization ist poh esti- Richmond,by Hertstern, Schnell,
mates that poll
d customs Campbell, Schadt Associates,
Parking Strucservices are int
ting only 5 Louisville;
to 10 per cent of illicit drug ture-Service Building, Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
shipments.
Stated another way 90 to 95 Green, by Watkins, Burrows and
per cent of the drugs reach Associates, Architects and
Engineers, Lexington.
their destination.
All these statistics juxtaposed indicate what American
enforcement officials are up
against.

Bills To Protect
Policyholders Set

New packaging plastic
will natural -destruct
LNI), :')wt.den
ly destructible plastic foil for
packaging purposes has been
developed by the Swedish comb+
pany Akerlund & Rousing.
ests, show the foil will
ize within eight weeks
Pt'
throu the action of sun, wind,
icraorganisms in
rain a
in the experisoil. It is
th effects on
mental stage
foodstuffs and the-ecology not
yet determined

S leads in number
01 super corporations

State Insurance Commissioner
Robert Preston announced his
department will propose two bills
to the 1972 General Assembly
designed to protect insurance
policyholders.
He made the announcement
while addressing 600 delegates to
the Kentucky Assn. of Independent Agents convention in
Louisville.
He said one bill would establish
a guarantee fund association
capable of "bailing out"
policyholders in the event of a
company going bankrupt.
The other would be a revision of
the Insurance Depart/lents Fair
Access
to
Insurance
Requirements FAIR) plan
under which businesses which
otherwise inight have difficulty
obtaining insurance can get
coverage.
The plan currently exists only
under temporary legislation

The United States leads all
other nations in having the
most corporations earning
$1.000 million or more although
many more have come into existence in Europe.
The United States has 192,
PALM TREE FRUITS
(calmed by Britain with 17, the
Palm
trees live from 60 to 100
Federal Republic of Germany
with 15, France 13, Japan 13, years and bear fruit that runs
the gamut from peanut-sized
- Italy 5, Switzerland 4, ang the
berries to 40-pound double
Netherlands with 1
coconuts

financial officers do not deny
that they have dipped into trust
funds and special accounts to
meet basic and minimal
operating expenses. Countless
countries are behind in paying
their bills; the Soviet Union
owes $120 million.
"In short, 10 years of deficit
and drift," admitted Thant of
his own decade as the U. N.'s
chief officer, "have resulted in
the depletion of its cash
resources to the extent that in
meeting our basic obligations
we are literally living from
hand to mouth. We have, in
fact, reached the stage where
our ability even to continue our
current activities-still less to
undertake new initiatives must be seriously questioned."
What must seriously be
questioned is whether the
United States has come to the
end of its extraordinary
patience. No organization has
enjoyed as much moral,
monetary and public support
from the United Slates as has

Does the U. S. defeat sound a
requiem for the United Nations
or for the United States? _
For a quarter of a century
this country has been the major
financial supporter of the world
organization that has increasingly become a forum for
psychological and propaganda
assaults against the West in
general and the United States
in particular. Taiwan's expulsion
viewed as a U. S.
defeat - must be seen as a
climax to this campaign and as
an important turning point in
the history of the United
Nations.
Should the United States
support, let alone allow
residence on its soil, a forum
that has ended up serving the
cause of Communist and antiAmerican nations' A much
more practical consideration is
the financial mismanagement
of the world organization,
despite the lavish U. S.
financial supit rt. The U. N's

tht United Nations. The move
in Congress to curtail U. N.
funds is largely a token
gesture. The real issue is
whether the United States
should support at all the world
organization with taxpayers'
money and permit it to remain
in America.
The Nixon administration
faces a far more serious issue
with the Taiwan ouster than its
statements
political
threatening reduction in U. S.
financial support leads one to
believe. The defeat in the
United Nations over the
Nationalist Chinese issue
raises a serious credibility'
problem for the United States
as a world power. If we choose
to do nothing about this vicious
and calculated rebuke, the
United States must not be
surprised at further attempts
to humiliate it.
St. John is a CBS Radio
Network "Spectrum" commentator and is seen each
Monday on the ('BS-TN
"Morning News."
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Turkey and Trimmin s
DEL MONTE
303 can

0C3EcfioN SuPnR A Y

Cranberry Sauce

PUMPKINS
41:4

Musselman's Spiced

Applerings39
Sage 8 Onion

19'

Nonesuch

Pkg

Mincemeat39c

8 oz.

Swanson

2 For

Chicken Broth 35'

Stuffing Mix35

No. 21,2 can

HUNT'S

Green Giant

Peaches 39'
ASPARAGUS75' Spiced PRODUCE
SLICED

303 can

reen Beans27

Radishes

27,

303 can

PEAS

Maw

e\e"
Potatoes

)111BLETS12°L49`

Oranges

542 oz.

Dawn Fresh

Apples

Mushroom Sauce 10'

B

rt

ra aS

Presh Co

MEATS

C
ranberries

COnuts

Rump or Sirloin
Tip Roast "
II 119
Prelim or Choice

lb.

Rib Steak

99C

Slab Bacon

49'

Butterboll

1 lb.

RITZ CRACXERS

45*

FLAVOR-KIST

lb.

Sliced

3 for

Asst. Sugar Wafers sr
2

Pr1 R11:

3 pkgs.

"

Pismo Sheik

PIE SHELLS 99(

lb. 59'

Weights: 8-10 lb.-12-14 lb.

Turkeys

4"h-ices

Sweet

Frosty Acres

lb.

Grade "A'

can

49c Desert Topping

49(

Fresh or Frozen

HENS

lb

49/

3-1 lb

Blue Bonnet $100
SWANN'S COUPON

Half or Whole

SAVE 30'

H AMS
WED
nil

2 Giant size
ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 oz. Jar of

m.,STAN1

Heavy Duty
18" Reynolds Wrap

WITHOUT
COUPON
0000
ONLY AT

49' t

Fruits & Peels

JAR ONLY $145 cviii:om

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER ElPtlfr

Shelled
.
4,
#11„

Swann's Mkt E
T!!!!,11-27-1971; 1Mla I I IU

At Swann s Market

\IO OZ.

59c
0E4E BOTTLE

MAXWELL HOUSE"COFFEE

Nov 27 197

For More Juicy Hams, & Turkeys
JJC

Roast-In Bags

Nuts in Shell

79'
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Carson
blends
2 signs
By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service
QUESTION:
TV
personality Johnny Carson - how
would you size him up, based on
a study of his horoscope"
ANSWER: Television's gift
to insomniacs was born on Oct.
23, 1925, in Corning, Iowa.
Johnny is a "cuspite," born
just as the Sun left Ultra and
entered the Zodiac sign of Scorpio This means that his nature
is a subtle blending of these two
highly dissinular signs.
The Libran side of his personality reveals itself in that
lifted eyebrow and delightful
gin. The Scorpio side is sexier
and manifests itself through
spicy comments.
Example: When Mr. Universe told Johnny during a
broadcast, Your body is your
home," Johnny ad-libbed, "My
house is a mess, but I have a
woman that comes in twice a
week."
His defense of such remarks
is typically Scorpion: ''If you
can't say a few sophisticated
things at twelve o'clock at night
without being called dirty,
we're in trouble."
As a teen-age entertainer,
Johnny offered himself to the
public as that intrepid stage
magician, "The Great Carsorn." After doing his stint at
the University of Nebraska, he
moved on to radio and later, his
own TV show, ''Carson's Cellar." Here he was discovered
by comedian Red Skelton,
whose brand of humor is much
like Johnny's. "If you laugh,
it's funny," says Carson.
Born in the first degree of
Scorpio, our subject is always
ready for a good time — or a
scrap. Harry Truman had the
Moon here. This is a man who
subscribes to the slogan, "Keep
your powder dry "
The first horoscope house denotes the man which the world
sees. In Carson's first solar
house, with the &in, we discover Mercury (speech) and
Saturn iFate ).
Both are in fixed, determined
Scorpio. Mercury tells us Johnny is a born showman It is
located where P. 'I Barnum
had the planet Uranus. Saturn
19 with the Rev. Billy Graham's

Sun, in an activist area of the
Zodiac.
The second astral house is
concerned with making money,
and Johnny has made pots of it.
Here he has the planet Venus in
Sagittarius. Kit Carson also
had Venus in this degree. This
describes a man who will
gamble for big stakes, just as
Johnny did a few seasons back,
during his contract battle with
the Network.
If we accept Astrology's dicturn that the Moon represents
the public, then ow- man has an
excellent tie with his viewers.
Moon is in the eminently practical Capricorn. This helps
eliminate fuzzy or wishful
thinking. "Is this good for
me?" becomes the acid test for
everything, from a new contract down to that next spoonful
of dessert. If anything fails to
meet his standards, it will be
discarded.
We may judge that Johnny is
a hard-driven man, not really
understood by his fellow workers. He has Jupiter (Good
Luck) in Capricorn, and he
realizes that hard work must
come before fame.
That he would become famous was forecast by the Moon's
fateful North Node, which is at
the twelve-o'clock-high point of
his chart.
An intense belief in honesty is
shown by Johnny's planet
Uranus, which forms a magnificent Grand Trine aspect in
space with Pluto mass movements and with Saturn r Fate).
This aspect is his ace in the
hole.
Pluto itself is with the fixed
star Sirius; this hinted at his
ties with the Madison Avenue
world of huckstering. Yet, if we
had to select one special planet
which most clearly promised
him wide influence, we would
pick Neptune. Neptune is in
Leo, where Clark Gable had his
Moon, and Goethe his Neptune.
Carson may clown around to
please his viewers, but he
thinks — and feels — deeply.
Moving his planets up to the
1971 birthday, we find that Sun
has moved to 15 degrees of
Sagittarius, a writer's degree_
Johnny should take a hint from
his stars: this would be the perfect year to write or publish
that special book or article. Sun
is blessed this year by his birth
chart Jupiter. In the 12 months
ahead, he can profit much from
the written word.
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Taint

2 FREE TURKEYS 12 lb. to 14 lb.

TEXSUN

TineThods for
erhanitsgivinVvienusi
INSTANT
MAXWELL
HOUSE

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
"Unsweetened 46.0z.
Pink"
can 2/89'

COFFEE

liktz. Jar $
coupon
(with
below)

1 39

ALCOA WRAP
18" Heavy Duty

39$

FRUIT
Dim DRINK
Orange Grape
And
Merry Cherry

to be Given Away each week from now til
Thanksgiving! Drawing each Saturday Afternoon
Register Each Time You Are In The Store
For This Week's Drawing
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!

Last Week's Winners ...
Reuben Moody
Artie Petty

III

!Pe

KRAFT MINIATURE
46 oz can

25;

MARSHMALLOWS

box

Angel Food)

GEISHA

3-lb. Can

Sections, for Salads
11-oz. can
FIRESIDE

CAMPTON YELLOW FREESTONE

Peaches
FIG BARS
35'
BLEACH
ba 49' Ii
PROD
UCE
CRACKERS
35'
CELERY
19'
25' CRANBERRIES
29'
9c
BANANAS..../
STUFFING
ORANGES I(
MIX
fri Doz39it
29' POTATO YAMS
Halves

2-lb. pkg

39' i
3/89(

8-oz. pkg.
20-oz.

MANDARIN
ORANGES

25'

oAlgtss7=
e
il
l
e
e
t
FROSTY SEAS

Tit Ric...Ts
Shortening

25'

CAKE MIX
(- excluding

Thanksgiving

Lrg 16-oz Bag

SWANSDOWN

FISH STICKS
MORTON PUMPKIN & MINCE
PIES

mow

PUREX

3/89

:
2Ca
Lg Nno.

FLAVOR-KIST

GARDEN DELIGHT
2 lb

FRENCH FRIES

bag

29'

PET RITZ

PIE SHELLS
/417kTAli
c ESVEGBLS.

FOP GROWING FAMILIES
FRESH CRISP FLORIDA

1-lb. box

29'
2/39'

PUNCH LAUNDRY

OCEAN SPRAY FRESH

"Knocks Out Dirt
and Stains-

1-Ibb.u nt

FANCY RIPE CHIQUITA

To be sure and not
disappointed, select
your Holiday Poultry
at Parker's ...
a large affection
have
We
of TURKEYS A SIZE FOR
EVERY FAMILY — DUCKS,
GEESE, TURKEY ROAST,
TURKEY BREAST, OYSTERS
for Dressing — at the
LOWEST MARKET PRICE ON SALE TODAY'
Armour
Bryan

Choice Fresh

ALL-MEAT
WIENERS

DRESSED
HENS
5- to 7-1b. an

lb.

39c

12-oz. pkg.

45;

8-oz.
Plastic

1:163Milizocim

49
b$1 19

Cut Any
Thickness

'IF YOU MATCH OUR

QUALITY .

•

PARKER'

•

mu

SPICED APPLE RINGS• With thi,, vG71,di3Obinelycaot
coupon

39'

14-oz. jar

SUPER VALUE PRE-BAKED

39'

18" HEAVY DUTY

ALCOA WRAP
Without this

ROLLS
39'

coupon

L

Only 29
(

_
c:FIAPPLE
,lussomoi JHULt
CAN'T BEAT

INSTANT

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

a.m.

to 9

Parker's Mkt.
10 07

jar

only $1.39

WITH

COUPON

30
\
"
__ _ONE COUPON PIN FAMILY • URI
IIPMES..11-24-71_

Located in Downtown

7

30c

OUR PRICE"

Shopping Center
p.m

6 Days A Week

—

WITH THIS CnUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10-0z. JAR nF

AT

2/39'

trc'"" 11/24/111 MM

Parker's Mkt. có

c save

4PPLc sAuo

YOU

mum.

r

MUSSELMAN'S

'

0

MUSSELMAN'S

Pkg. of 12

First

t

lb

3 lbs. $299

1 lb pkg

Center Cut

FANCY RED SWEET

Bag

Reg.

Sliced Bacon
Pork
;: AEATg hops 69 '
Sirloin Steak

lb.

NEW CROP FLORIDA /

CANNED
HAM

FLAVORITE BRAND

U.S. CHOICE

PEPPERIDGE FARM

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

I

J
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Order Your
PHOTO
And
PERSONALIZED
Christmas
Cards Now.

Ivory Soap
-4e

001111E20231116' Persondl

Se9lee,

4/39C

8-Y
0
/1/

Sae

Value

4
5

Kleenex

Limit ,1

Gleem II
Toothpaste
Family Size

SUPER MA6A)ET7 .51'kiis A60,114) 1

-OFFBEAT DIARY

Here's one wife
with lot of brass
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
My wife wants a brass bed.
Sounds simple. right?
Well, that's because you
don't know my wife. With her,
nothing, but absolutely nothing,
is simple. And that's a fact.
The whole thing started a
year or so ago as she sat up
watching "Love, American
Style" on television. It seems
that if there is a bedroom scene
in that show, there is always a
brass bed rather protninently
displayed.
She nudged me, muttering:
"I want one at those." I said,
"Sure, dear," my head buried
in a magazine. I like detective
dramas, not mushy love stuff.
From that time on, the only
thing in my wife's mind has
been a brass bed. And not just
any brass bed, mind you. It's
got to be gigantic and ornate
and REAL brass. She carries
a magnet around in her purse
when she looks at beds Brass
plate.is magnetic, the real stuff
isn't, the informs me. i
"A brass bed shouldn't cost
too much," she told me over
bacon and eggs one Sunday
morning. "After all, they're
pretty old and not modern or I
anything. There can't be too
much of a market for something like that."
Not much, there isn't.
Finding a brass bed is not a
task for the faint of heart or
weak of limb. The fact is that
there are very few of them to be
had And judging from televi-

sion, must of them have been
grabbed up by the studios as
ProPs.
But my wife is a real trouper.
She's just a little gal— barely 5
foot 2 in her stocking feet — but
she has stamina enough for an
army platoon going into combat. In the last few months she
has gone through every classified section of every newspaper
she can get her hands on and
has wandered through at least
300 antique shops lot- so it
seems to me).
It makes no difference where
she is headed — the grocery
store, the office or out for lunch
with friends — if there is an
antique shop on the way, I'll
give you odds she'll duck in to
check on a brass bed.
It isn't entirely her fault, of
course. Pimed down once as to
how high 1;1 goon the purchase
of a brass bed, I tossed out,
"Oh, about 9100. I guess,"
figuring that was a reasonable
price.
My wife then whipped out a
catalog listing several new
brass beds. The cheapest one
was $650.
"But that includes shipping,"
I was told.
Big deal
So, faced with a 9100 limit,
my poor wife is out right now,
magnet in hand, trying to find
her brass bed. The search is
futile, I am afraid.
But I've got to hand it to her.
She won't give up. I may just
have to raise the ante a bit. I
wonder what she could find for
9125. ..

let us price your next
prescription and prove
that our prices are Low.
Every prescription is
filled just as your
doctor orders 'by our
registered professional
Pharmacists.

Recently I discussed the alarming facts and statistics regarding
the massive use of dope by servicemen.
I was most concerned about what's going to happen when they
come home. My other concern was that the government hasn't got
the guts or the nerve to face up to the alarming facts If the drug
trend continues in our country,then in three to five years from now,
we'll have drug addicts in every department of government.
It was recently written in a West Coast newspaper that 52 per
cent of students attending a major university in Los Angeles admitted their use of marijuana, 40 per cent have tried it more than
50 times. Other forms of drugs weren't mentioned, such as LSD,
heroin, cocaine and barbiturates
It is my opinion that these statistics would be even more alarming if we discussed all forms of drug usage An interesting point to
bring out is this school is a very elite, private university, where
middle-class and high-class families send their children. Another
point is that I feel the school is very representative of many colleges and universities throughout ow' country.
As parents, and just citizens, I'm challenging you to immediately
begin letter-writing campaigns to invite speakers and other individuals who would come and tell you the truth about the alarming
number of our youths hooked on drugs. We no longer have the time
to keep debating whether or not marijuana is habit forming, nor
should we discuss what's worse, dope or liquor.
What we have to realize is that parents, and their children, are
suffering from a feeling of nothing ism ; nothingisrn is a symptom of
national sickness.
I'm certain that the Law enforcement agencies of our country will
attest to the fact that the increased use of drugs will account for an
Rincreased crime rate throughout our country'.
I think that when our young men come home from overseas and
.are addicted to drugs, then get together with the young people at
home who are suffering from the same problem, we're going to
have a disproportionate number of individuals who will be misguided by the fantasies of narcotics. Pardon the expression, but,
"All hell will break loose."
Fortunately for minority America, drugs are expensive So,
great numbers of our children can't afford to buy them.
However, I see very little difference in a white kid dead from an
overdose and a black kid dead from an ovirdose. The sarne is true
in regard to black robber committing a crime in the ghetto and a
white one doing the same in a high-rent district if they're both on
the drug trip.
All in all it's a bad scene. It's a one-way trip. But I feel that if you
and I are colmmitted to waging a struggle against dope, then we can
force the federal government to get off of its "bottom" and take the
Initiative to stop it

73
Ban AntiPerspirant
Deodorant

With each order of 25
or more Photo Greeting
Cards you receive FRE
a Christmas Card
Register Book.

20z
/
91

Jergens Lotion
S119 Value

79
$119 Value

Susan Leigh
Milk Bath

Da Hours - 12-7

Thanks• ivin

5169 Value

STORE
Begley's
Antiseptic
Mouthwash
S109 Value

Center

i

Central S

Quantity Rights Reserved Prices Good Thru 11/ 2 2/71 While Quantities Last

GIFT WRAPPINGS

FURNACE FILTERS

BRU
BRO
BAB
MIX
DES
co(

Gift Wrapping Foil
6 Roll Pack

/,.,••

Femlron
Tablets

•

30 Square Feet
51 29 Value

9

98

- tWOAteritar

Gift Wrapping Paper. .
80 Square Feet
6 Roll Pack
$1 19 Value

3O•0161104""4
,i
-AO
Eel
0114-

58;

Value

Spice Rack
3.98 Value

$299

Kit Cleaner
Wax w/Pad

Si 49 Value
Paper-80 Foil-30
Square Feet

each

$1 69 Value

Gift Wrapping Ribbon
11 Roll Pack
Ultra Ban
AntiPerspirant

94

ultra '

$1 35 Value

ban
5000

LAY AWAY

9R L

,ili,'

Windshield
Washer

83

WRAPPING TISSUE

t
".

For Gift Wrapping
20 Sheets

TECHMATC.

29;

$13
33
Anti-Freeze

69'
Value

Worthall
Thermos Bottle $14
Pint
Si 95 Value

Gillette Techmatic
Band Cartridge
10 s

CC

Pt

Cc

26" Jumbo Wrapping
Paper or Foil

Nation needs
war on drugs
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service

Si 09 Value

LAY AWAY
8 Speed Blender

CE
D(
C(
DI
PC
CI
A

CF
C(

OIL-144

ne-I, FOR atilt+

$21 95 Value

Si 89
Value

CHRISTMAS

1 Johnson 'N
Cotton Swabs

w
0
4

54's

* Toasters
* Mixers
* Hair Dryers

Electric Can
Opener

43C Value

* Tape Recorders
*Billfolds
* Jewelry

16"

27

95
VAHe

w/Sharpner

$888

2 Slice
- — Autontatic Toaste;

Contac
Nasal Spray
$1.39 Value

Visine Eye
Drops
15cc

Si 50 VaIu•

87'

99

B)
C(
CI

C(

966

$10 99$
"r

Value

3 Chart
Pop Corn Popper
SF., 44
V81ko.

$422

CF

CA
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RED&
WHITE

\ggs

Prices Good Thru Nov. 23rd

IT s

Field's Chestnut

Field's

Swift's
Butterball

BACON Ib.49 Sausage
Swift Premium ProTen

Swifts

. Prmin

HAMS 79F Rib Steak$1 09
* FROZEN FOODS *

BRUSSEL SPROUTS 8°
'
BROCCOLI SPEARS s-oz
BABY LIMAS
MIXED VEGETABLES 1G-oz.
DESSERT TOPPING
COCONUT Fresh Grated

COOKIES

MIX
or MATCH

Pet
8-oz.

Keebler Fudge or Vanilla Fluffs

45'
59'

141
/
2-oz.

2/98c
Red 8 White
No. 303 can
PUMPKIN
15c
Red
White
11-0z
COFFEE CREAMER
49c
Gasper
No. 303 Can
CHILI with BEANS
4/S 1"
Field Trial
25 lbs
DOG FOOD CHUNKS
5229
8

Instant

Maxwell

Swift Empire or
Armour Gold Band

We Have _A
FULL SUPPLY of

Turkeys

•DUCKS •GEESE
•CAPONS •HENS

lb

39

*
IL

ENGLISH WALNUTS
MEDIUM EGGS
ORANGES
CELERY

3 { $1°°
Doz. in Bag
Stalk

39'
19'

Qt 59c
TOMATO CATSUP"
10 CALORIE DRESSINGS"z 3/$1"
Twin Bag
POTATO CHIPS Lay's
39('
No. 303 can
Musselman's
APPLE SAUCE
19;
7-oz.
STUFFED OLIVES
57;
Swanson
CHICKEN BROTH
19c
Blue Bonnet
1 lb. 3/$1 00
OLEO
Del Monte
No. 303 can
ENGLISH PEAS
27c
Formula
SIMILAC Infant
29c
SWEET RELISH Paramount
37c
MarsOs

6-oz
COFFEE
99c
15-oz
DOG FOOD
3/27c
POULTRY SEASONINGmccormick 25c
6-oz.
CHOCOLATE CHIPS Nestle
25c
Duly
18 x25
ALUMINUM FOILAk"Heavy
45c
cean
No. 300 can
CRANBERRY SO,C6SEi
29c FRUIT COCKTAIL Del Monte
14-oz.
Godchaux Confectioners
Bakers Angel Flake
45c SUGAR
COCONUT
"se

594p
9

10 lbs. gelA
& up

* PRODUCE

2/69'

Turkeys
5-9 lbs.

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Field's Boneless FastCut_

—where thrndly people
2_tie/
Pu 0

.4

Rags

Gerber Strained

BABY FOOD
9c
28-oz
No Deposit, No Return
4/5 1"
COCA-COLA
160 ct
CHARMIN NAPKINS
25c
No. 303 can
Pride of Illinois
CORN
2/39c
Kraft
Qt.
MAYONNAISE
69c
3 tbs
CRISCO
87c
Jiffy
CAKE MIX & FROSTING 9 oz. 10c

Del Monte

PEACHES
GREEN BEANS

Sliced or Halves

Del Monte

No. 303 can
1-lb.

No. 21
/
2 can

No. 303 can

33c
19c
35c

2/49c
Pride of Illinois
No. 300e can
ASPARAGUS
45c
3-oz.
JELL-0
2/27c
DREAM WHIP TOPPING 2-oz. 29c
12-oz.
CREAM CHEESE Philadelphia
59c
None Such
9-oz
MINCE MEAT
37c

Ford Motor Co. has been in a wide variety of power and
continually updating its hot- luxury configurations. The
selling import Capri, marketed U. S. model with its 1,600 cubic
in the United States by Lincoln- centimeter four-cylinder
engine and Spartan interior
Mercury Division.
First came the 1600, then the was somewhat of a letdown for
2000, and now Ford has un- those who knew what you could
veiled its latest edition, the 2600 get in the European version.
Then a decor package was
V-6.
When the Capri first bowed to made available. And then came
the U. S. motoring public in the 2,000cr engine with its
1969, it had already established overhead cam (the same
quite a reputation for itself in engine used in the Pinto) and
Europe where it was available more power. Coupled to an

automatic transmission, the
C'apri became a comfortable,
relatively fast, good-looking
coupe.
And now the latest version of
the Capri is available and at
last there is some power to go
along with that racy body style.
Power, or the lack of it, has
been one of the shortcomings of
the Capri. But all that is

cubic inches), the V-6 engine
has been the top-of-the-line
offering in Europe for the last
four years.
LOS ANGELES - If you've
And the V-6 Capri goes. The
got something good, leave it
engine is surprisingly flexible
alone.
and is content to run at the high
_ That adage may be apend of the revolutions-perpropriate if you're selling
nunute scale for hours on end
refrigerators or hay balers, but
withoutshowing signs of stress.
if you're in the auto business
Even with an automatic
you are always thinking of
transmission and air conchanged with the V-6. With a
changes
ditioning taking their toll, there
displacement of 2.6 liters (155
In keeping with that premise,
is still plenty of power on tap.
Mother complaint with the
Capri has been the lack of
adequate instrumentation.
CH. i
With the 1600 or 2000 series, the
CH. 12
CH. 29
CH 1
CH. 3
CH. 4
CH. 5
WPSD
KFVS
WDXR
W51 X
WSIL
WSM
WLAC
dash panel consists of a
3:45 Sun. Sem.
6:30 McCoys
700 Today
1000 movie
6:00 Mor. Show 5:45 Journal
6:30 Lalanne
speedometer, fuel gauge and
Show no People,
6:15 Break
7:00 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
CIO News
7:00 Today
9:00 The Hour
7:00 News
amp meter and that's it. The
AM
9:10
Romper
CS
N'Ville
Conceal.
8:30
Sewing
11 : SO
9:00 Dinah
10:00 Consult.
8:00 Kangaroo
Korn. 10:00 Sale Ca). 9:00 Lucy
7:55 Kitc.
12:00 Gourmet
2600 V-6, on the other hand,
9:30 Conceit.
10:30 That Girl
9:00
Lucy
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Sale-Cen. BM Kangaroo
12:30 3 On A Match
11:00 BewitChed
comes to this side of the
9:30
Hillbillies
e
.
Gam
may
Tell-Truth
11:00
Jeopardy
9:00
10
:00
Movie
10:30 Squares
100
11:30 Password
10:00 F•m. Affair
Atlantic pond with that
11:30 W-W-W
1030 That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy 9:30 T or C
2:57 News
12:00 My Child.
10:30 Love-Life
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
panel found as an
11:00 Bewitched
business-like
Movie Game
11:30 WWW
12:30 Make-Deal
11:00 Where Heart
11.30 Flipper
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News
MINI Noon
4.00 Bozo
1:00 Newlyweds
option on the European:Capris.
12:15 Pastor
12:00 My Children 11:25 News
1:00 Our Lives 11:00 Heart Is
5_00 Now Expl.
1:30 Dating
11:30 Search
A tachometer and speedometer
12:30 Romp.
11:30 Search
12•30 Make-Deal
2:30 Doctors
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:00 Farm
Pit 5.30 Bill Dance
2:00 An. World 12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar 1 pe New lyweds
are housed in large circular
2:30 One Life
557 News
12:05
News
1:00 Lives
1 30 Dat.ng
2:30 Promise
112:00
3:00 Love Am.
6:00 Movie
pods directly in front of the
Hosp. 12:20 Weather
12:23 News2:00
Doctors
Gen
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Matinee
12:30 World Turns 7:27 News
driver. Amp, oil, water temWorld
Turns
12:30
2:00
1:30
W
orld
3:30
30 One Life
Car.
Virginian
2
S:00 Cluth
7:30 Theater 21
1:00 Love
Many
1:00 Love Is
2:30 Promise
3 00 Password
perature and fuel gauges are
5:00 Mayberry
6:30 Safaria
1 30 Guiding Light 9:40 News
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
3:30 Love Am.
7:00 Alias S. 8. J. 3:30 Itiews
9:53 Harvey
set in pairs on either side of the
2:00 Sec. Storm
Secret
Storm
2:00
3:30
Jeannie
Popeye
4.00
6:00 News
800 Longstreet
10:00 Creat Feat.
cluster.
Acres 2:30 Edge-Night
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
4 30 Green
6:10 Primus
900 Marshall
10:30 Movie
3:00 Lassie
There are other refinements
7:00 F Wilson 2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone 500 News
10:00 Weather
12:00 Sports
4:00 Virginian
3:00
Goma
Pyle
6:30
Accent
6
30
Nichols
Golddiggers
8 00
1030 Cavell
on the V4 Capri as well. Wider
6:30 Primus
7:00 Wilson
7 . 00 Alias S&J
9:00 D. Martin 3:30 Gilligan
1200 News
7.00 Bearcats
radial tires are used to improve
4:00 movie
8:00 Jim Garner
00 Longstreet
10 00 News
6.00 Movie
9:00 Martin
9 00 Marshall
handling with the more
1030 Tonight - 6:30 Tell-Truth
10
00
News
10 00 Takes Thief
10:00 News
7:00 Bearcats
powerful engine, and the rear
Griffin
10
34
10:30
Tonight
ii
00 News
8:00 Movie
12 00 News
trake area has been increased
11 30 CAvett
10:00 News
.
10:30 Mason
by n per cent to pull the car to
11:30 movie
a stop more quickly.
To tell the V-6 apart from the
1600 and 2000, the newest Capri
has black rocker panels and
PEANUTS
lower back panel. And there is
a "2600 V-6" badge at the rear
of the front wheel openings and
THOWNT I WAS DOiN6
dual exhaust tips.
THE RIGHT THING..>
The V-6 comes as a welcome
:4uldition to the Capri line.
Suggested retail of the 2600 will
be around $3,000, about the
price of a stripped-down
Mustang or a fully loaded Vega
and decidedly more than other
so-called mini-muscle cars like
the Opel Rallye, Toyota Celica
and the Mazda RX-2 with its
BLONDIE
rotary powerpL3nt.
I FI:rUND THE CUTEST DRESS ISN'T TMATLUCKY1',111111111
Looking at past corporate
AT TUDSURYS AND
decisions at Ford, it could just
LLICKY?
TS EXACTLY
be that the V-6 may someday
MY SIZE
find its way into the Pinto, just
as the 1600 and 2000 engines did.
And carry that theory one
step further and you might just
-vieN
find a V-6 Pinto displacing the
Mustang as Ford's pony car in
the years ahead.
In the meantime, it is nice to
know that there is a relatively
inexpensive, good-looking
sporty car to fill the void between the economy cars and
the luxurious V-8 sedans now on
THE PHANTOM
the road.

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *

I NAP fT LICKED, AND

NOW 1'14 NOOVED A6A1NI,

Q

•

FUEL STOP: Check tire
Inflation at least twice a month.
Just a few pounds under or over
recommended pressures can
cut tire life in half.

BEATLE BAILEY

‘.--

K. N., Illinois
A. All paints, no matter how
durable, need at least some
periodic attention. Belt the most
rugged finish I would recommend would be acrylic enamel,
an extremely tough paint that
goes on easily, shines well and
holds up well to the elements.
The least expensive paint job
you will find will use straight
enamel. It holds up well too, but
does dull relatively easily.
Lacquer will give you the bestlooking finish but it also
requires the most maintenance. But if you want to
keep your car looking good, you
will have to pay at least some
attention to it from time to
time.
car - J.

Capri now has power to go with racy body
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service
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GENERAL
I'M ON
LEAV'E, Micv&
BUSLEY MERE
WILL TAKE
OVER FOR
ME

WHEN z MAKE
TI.116 aPEECN
Mtl9T REMEMBER NOT
TO SAY 'WELL" 60
MUCH. rr MAKEE ME
50UND ETUPID

*
*
*
Q. My four-year-old sedan
needs a Lace-lift. The car runs
just flise but the years have
taken their toll on the, body.
Parking-Lit
jockeys have
managed to dent all fenders
and the weather has made the
chrome rust and paint peel. My
question is this. what kind of
paint should be applied? Different shops suggest different
kinds of paint. I need
something durable that doesn't
require a lot of care. I have
better things to do with my

Crossword Puzzle
II-17

THAT'S WHAT
I GET FOR
BARKING UP
THE WRONG
TREE
0
00
°

*
\ I,

0.• f, •
• c• •••••••I
7

LK ABNER
-AN' Al4'1. I
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DOTTER',
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VULGARILLA!!
_

MOST VULGAR CRIT04ER
IN MAW SLOODOVIA!! RATHER
Ti-lAN LISTEN TO MIS
SToRIES, A 41.14TLIMAN
WILL TURN EsACK-

-THE

-ly

Cala_
Cearte-

RIGHT INTO

TH'ARMS 0'
YORE NEAREST
DAUGHTER!!

'Col. Pole' Classified
Is Honored, Ads
Columbians
SERVICES OFFERED

FRANKFORT, Ky. -Citizens
of Kentucky's small towns love to
honor
local
personalities,
products
and
institutions
with special holidays and
festivals and the folks in
Columbia are no exception.
Last Saturday Columbia
citizens celebrated Beanpole Day
in honor of their local philospher
and journalist.
For those who live outside
southcentral Kentucky, Beanpole
is Hudson Willis, homespun
Q. I bought a Japanese
humorist whose weekly column
motorcycle not long ago and
appears
in eight Kentucky and
a
ball,
but
have been having
there is one nagging problem I Tennessee newspapers.
Beanpole's career began in
am having with the bike that I
1950 when Willis invented a
hope you can solve.
The chain keeps getting loose character called "Stringbean"
and makes all kinds of noise while working as an announcer at
and once it even fell off the WAIN radio in Columbia.
When listeners write in,
sprocket. Is this a common
problem with motorcycles or is mistakenly calling Stringbean,
it something I'm doing wrong? Beanpole, the name stuck.
- P. R., Arizona
"My career began as a
A. If your bike is new, it is mistake," Beanpole laughs, -and
normal for the chain to I sometimes think the whole thing
"stretch" somewhat during the has been a mistake."
first few hundred miles. But if
Willis left radio after about six
you have more than that on years but Beanpole had become
your bike it is possibly because so popular that three
years ago
you aren't tightening the ad- the
local paper asked Willis :to
you
properly
or
justment bolts
begin writing a weekly column
aren't oiling the chain. Oiling is
particularly critical - the under the name.
Beanpole's simple humor and
chain must have some form of
lubrication or the grit that unique outlook on life made his
accumulates on the links will column an immediate success.
Now Beanpole has written his
literally grind the chain apart.
Use a good cleaning solvent on own autobiography, ''The Best
the chain, then apply a good- and Worst of Beanpole,'' and
quality chain oil. That should local citizens declared Beanpole
"cure" your mysterious elastic Day to honor his achievement.
"I try to make people laugh
with MY' writing and add ot the
If you have a question about brighter side," Beanpole says. "I
your car, motorcycle or try to stick to everyday life and
recreational vehicle, write to not
write about things I know
Motorways, Copley News Serv- nothing about."
ice, P.O. Box 190, San Diego,
At first Beanpole wrote a
Calif. 92112.
"Dear Abby" type of advice
column but "couldn't cut the
mustard".
Most folks just wrote in asking,
"Bean pole who ever told you
that you could write?" he says.
"They didn't know that it was
Kentucky's coal industry,
accusations like this that made
thanks to a boom in surface me
more determined
to
mining, has surpassed neigh- produce."
boring rival West Virginia to
Now Beanpole, or Col_
become the nation's leading coal he also is called, writes Pole as
about the
producer.
problems which have troubled
U.S. Bureau of Mines statistics and tormented man
through the
show Kentucky produced 106.5
ages.
million tons of coal through Oct.
"You know you are really a
16, or 1.4 million more than West nobody
when you quit your job
Virginia, the nation's leader
after 10 years and it doesn't
since 1931.
create a vacancy„, Beanpole
State coal industry officials
says.
attributed the success to a "Never
leave gravy on your
"spectacular increase in surface shirt for more than
two days," he
mining, whereas West Virginia urges.
"It shows you are messy
keeps losing deep production and
and you haven't changed your
is late in getting into the strip
shirt for a while.
mining business."
"You can stretch the heck out
Other factors also were noted
of the truth," he tells readers,
such as the continuing coal strike
"but watch out for the springwhich has "virtually shut down"
back."
West Virginia mines while afBeanpole also touches upon the
fecting only about 40 per cent of
problems and crises of the
Kentuckyli Production.
-modern
world.
However, all sources agree the
"There is so much air pollution
overriding factor is Kentucky's
today that people are coughing
recent boom in surface miningeven though they are not in
both strip and auger type.
church."
Last year surface mining
Beanpole, who only finished the
yielded 62.7 million of Kentucky's
eighth grade and never before
125.3 million ton total production.
tried to write, produces his
West Virginia's total for the year
column in longhand.
was 144 million tons of which only
"They re-type it for me cause I
27.6 million tons-19 per centmisspell words and all that jazz,"
came from surface mining.
he says.
"The whole thing started out as
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
a joke but has been the greatest
OWOOM 003 thing that ever happened to me,"
GOO 0000D 000 he
says. "The people like it and I
ODUGOU MMEMOO
like doing it."
O003 MO
MOO ONO MOO
NOU EIMOMOMOOM
Heavy street traffic registers a
OM cano MOO DEll noise level of about 70 decibels.
OMOOMOOOR BON
MOO OMB MONO Proper landscaping can reduce
noise by about 60 percent. Plant
30 MOO
MOMMPO COMM parts break up sound waves,
OMO MOOMO 100 change their direction and
QOM 03MOO 101M0
reduce their intensity. Among
17
various types of buffer plantings
32 Turpentine
47 Woody plant
available are hedges, trees,
ingredient
49 Loud lament
34 Withered
52 A month
shrubs, grasses, vines and
36 Separates
(abbr )
combinations of these.
37 Teem
54 Remuneration

State Takes Lead
In Coal Production

CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
N3OP
489-2295.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
BACKHOE OR dozer services
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
753-9807.

TFC

FOR ALL your home additions,
alterations, remodeling, etc.
Free Estimates.Estimates. Phone 753TFC
6123.

WILL DO Interior Painting..1
Phone 753-1484.
NI2C
ii

WILL BABY-SIT with any age'
child while mother works. Phone
753-4075.
NI/3C
INTERIOR PAINTING wanted;
graduate student wants interior._
work. Experienced, references,4
:
Bargain prices. Please call 7534511.
N19P

Elect'
servic

AUCTION SALE
AUCTION
SALE, Friday4i
November 19, at 6:30 p.m., four$
miles west of Murray on Highway
94 at what was formerly Hutchins
Garage.
Folks I have been coinmissioned to sell an extra large
collection of glass, china, antique
furniture and collectors items. I
will not attempt to itemize each
item.
There will be over one hundred
pieces of depression glass of all
colors, also all other kinds of
glass and china. There will
a
ruby red wine pitcher and
glasses, Vaseline glass whiskey
decanter and shot glasses, pitcher and bowl set, old china
potty, plus other good china.
Oak dresser and pie safe,
kitchen cabinet; Jenny Lind beef,
dough tray, bean pot, iron kettle,
skillets, jars, and jugs and many
goody grab boxes.
For information call Otto
Chester's Aection Service, 43S4042, Lynn Grove.
It pays to sell the Chester
way.

be

AUCTION SALE, Saturday/.
November 20th, 1 p.m. rain or
shine at the F. M. Futrell home,
Highway 641 14 mile north ot
Hazel, Kentucky. Will sell f,
bedroom home full of modern
and spotless furniture, 2 real nice
bedroom suites, complete, eleven.
piece dining room suite, cabinet'
full of modern china ware#
dinette set, electric stove and,
refrigerator, deep freeze full of'
food, beautiful T. V., washer and dryer, Rexair vacuum cleaner,
cabinet type sewing machine,
small warm morning heater with
jacket, fans and heaters, deep
fryers, heavy aluminum cookware, odd dishes, 12
and
blankets (some new) lawn set,
porch swing, cabinets,( wood and
tin) canned fruit, electric
matching lamps also a washing
machine and power mower,some .
small tools, trunk, colored glass,
punch bowl set, gun rack I deer
horn) night stand and small
tables. Hole digger, axe, chains,
and small items I no ,,junk).
Mr. Owen Billington, with
Strout Real Estate Agency of
Murray,Ky.,has employed me to
offer this nice two bedroom
home, carport, out building and
approximately two acres of land,
plenty of shade and best location.
Mrs. Futrell's death is reason for
selling home. Mr. Futrell has
right to reject last bid but a
reasonable bid will not be turned
down.
Reasonable
terms
arranged if needed. Phone
Murray 753-3375 for information'
Douglas Shoemaker is in
charge of sale. For the best atConsider gifts which will tend this sale.
N18C
develop a child's interest and
concern for his environment,
such as outdoor gardening kits,
bird feeders, ant farms,
children's nature publications, a
tree to plant, a household plant to
care for, or environmental games
now on the market.
Environmental
survival
is
everyone's concern and the more
we know about it, the better we
can do the job.

3 Aeriform
ACROSS
fluid
Lawful
4 The sweetsop
1
6 Brittle
5 Sufferer from
Hansen',
11 Chatter-disease
12 Swifter
6 Baseball
14 Symbol for
position (abbr.)
silver
7 Sun god
Clan
15
8 Suffix:
17 Weight of
adherent of
India
9 Cease
18 Rodent
Hair of
10
20 Sows
animal
23 Moccasin
11 Nobleman
24 Pertaining to
13 Sped
the ear
16 Athletic group
26 More unusual
19 Striped wild
28 Earth goddess
cat
29 Native of
21 Let fall
Africa
22 Surgical thread 38 Transgresses
57 A state (abbr
25 Choice part
40 Seesaw
58 Saint (abbr )
31 Went by
automobile
Vapor
41
27 Lassoed
60 Prefix
ancient
44
Cares
for
30
More
down
Lampreys
33
7:•."; I
2
3 -4 15 -vv'VS,6
7 $ 47 to
35 Head of
.',.
"Catholic
*
.„Church
.
•
Commemorative
36
re....,
marches
h„4„
07, 1
16 ,..:17.... 17
14
39 Birds'
42 Hebrew month
il 22 .•:":* 23
43Earn
Li17...
T7 S'':•;:„:" 28
45 Food flirolfrom
1•;••'
46 Decay
29
32
41 Renovate
•..'-.,,,,
so Born
51 Sod
''.•.
.'
53 Break
311
0
40 41
16 37
suddenly
-*
55 Symbol for
•
'43
44
f:.7..."
45
42
'''',---„,,......„
tantalum
.-.....
56 Scoffs
42 %Demi
46
49 .:•,
SATELLITE TV
59 Crown
61 Enter a
33
'
.
/.11
31
'.:•:33
34
'''..'"
,
,55
Imp
d satellite techcharge spins!
•• •
nology has r
charges for
62 Craftier
7 30 ,..,.. 30
56
60
a one-how color-ltelast bei,:•::
DOWN
tween New York and Eutepe by
WI ""-------71
17
....?
.
.,,
.......g more than 80 per cent sine"
Envoy
four ii tailedestrire ynellente, Inc
ri
1967
2 TeutOnic deity

33

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 7535933.
N24C

SOld
thru
The

Classified
Ads

Central

BELTONE
hearing aid be
hearing aids.'

DON'T mere]
. Blue Lustri
resoiling. Re
Begley's Drug

RELAX ANL
safe, effectiia
Only $.98 Holle
Store.

FROM WALL
all, on carpet
Lustre. Het
shampooer $
Home of "The
Well."

PEKINGESE
registered,
Reduced price
5583.

OVER 11
TAPES
LEACH'S
Dixieland

NICE CLEAN
stove and r
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antique walnu
other items of
Phone 435-4042

72 AC COME
reel. Good co
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2149.
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23-1
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barns, for
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mice
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FOR SALE
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FOR SALE

WAY

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

NOTICE

NOTICE

FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
Living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. 1 or 2
bedrooms, Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
N23C
753-6609.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

MERE'S A KIND of hush all PUBLIC SALE of real estate,
over this neighborhood. Secluded garage, garden and sports
Sue Blackford
yet convenient to schools and equipment. Selling on the
3-PC. RADIO/PHONO/TAPE COMPACT
shopping. Winds rustle and birds premises at the homeplace of the
Working
At
Is
Now
FM/AM and FM Multiplex Radio
sing in the many trees. 3 bedroom late Mr. Steve Cope, located in
brick, covered patio planned for McCracken County, one mile 200 Watts I.P.P., 4 Rocker Switches
Kingswood Beauty Salon
privacy. Better Hurry!
west of Freemont on the McNeat
BUILT-IN 8-TRACK TAPE CARTRIDGE
-TO COUPLE or one boy only,
Quiet elegance, quietly for sale, Road, one mile north of Hard
PLAYER
- Kingswood Subdivision two bedroom trailer. References
no sign on property, custom 3 Money. Watch for sale markers;
Deluxe Professional Type GARRARD
and deposit required. See
Thursday - Friday and Saturday
bedroom,den and living room day of sale, Saturday, November
Record Changer with Diamond Stylus,
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
each with fireplace, 3 baths and 20, 1971, sale time 11:00 a.m.;
45 RPM spindle
Court after 4:00 pin. No phone
Phone 753-5587 for Appointment
playroom. Beautiful wooded lot. Lunch available.
8 speaker AIR SUSPENSION audio syster
calls. Located at Murray Drive In
Check
with us for this beauty.
Reason for selling; estatei
in 2 enclosures. Dust Cover Included
N19C
Theater entrance.
Charming, cozy cottage on ' settlement complete liquidation;
Speaker Dimens: 11"W. X 18" H. X6 1/2" D.
Ryan. 2. bedrooms, large living Beautiful building site or roan;
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished ORDINANCE NUMBER 546, FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank room, dining
room and kitchen for three lots, 300' on McNeal::
AN
ORDINANCE installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
house in Hazel. Phone Fulton BEING
complete with stove and Road, 298' deep, 2.02 acres.:
Young,753-7333.
N23C DECLARING THE NEED, BILL'S MOBILE Homes will give
refrigerator. Carport with Plenty of shade, well and pump.
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
you the lowest prices, biggest storage area and outside storage Municipal water, lays well arxt
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
trades, lowest down payment, building. Ideal for young couple drains good, all under fence,I;
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO
ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- and longest terms possible. Bill's with small family and income. fence garden and dog pen, garage
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Mobile Homes, 3900 South Call for an appointment today! and other out b buildings. If Youj
t
9131.
ITC TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE
Beltline
Highway, Paducah, Small 3 bedroom house on are looking for a few acres
CITY OF MURRAY, KENKentucky.
N17C beautiful acre in Kirksey only build on, or park a house trailer:
ACCURATELY
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, mu. TUCKY,
or mobile home, don't fail to;
to wall carpet with central heat DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES FLYING TO FLORIDA, Wed- $5,300.00.
Buy farm land now while the attend this sale and buy thisi
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone OF THE TERRITORY WHICH nesday, November 24, coming
753-7850.
TFC CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- back Sunday, 28th or 29th. Round price is down. 100 acres of ex- choice piece of property
Real Estate will sell at 12:00;
cellent land for just $16,500.00.
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO ANtrip $75.00. Prepaid. Phone Call now
FURNISHED APARTMENT in NEX.
and we'll take a look. noon.
753-5721
Dennis Krol,
Shotguns; all
in excellenti
Murray; unfurnished house in
Just old enough-to
be a
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
lv -2C
Hazel. Phone Farmington 382- COMMON COUNCIL OF THE evenings.
bargain. 5 bedrooms, 2 condition and some are collectors1
2299.
fireplaces, full basement on 2 items. L. C. Smith 12 gauges
N17C CITY OF MURRAY, KENacres on Rt. 641 So. Plus large double barrel, Winchester 121
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
BREAKFAST
ANYTIME outside building suitable shop. gauge model 12 with 2 barrel, one
BRICK DUPLEX,two bedroorns,
for
5 a.m. to II p.m.
Commercial frontage on Rt. 641 nickel steel, Remington 12 gauge
air conditioned, electric heat, SECTION I: That it is needful,
ceramic tile bath with shower. necessary and desirable that the
No. - 70 acres priced at $600.00 per automatic 2 barrel, one ribbed;.
TRIANGLE INN
22 rifle, pellet rifle, 38 caliber'
1100.00 per month. Phone 753- following described lands lying
acre.
:
Central Shopping Center
75)453
Phone 753-5865 ,3931.
N17C adjacent and contiguous to the Hazel Rd.
-Your money's worth on Far- automatic pistol and please note
3 bedrooms, large den, gun club members; A complete
LOCI
present boundary limits'of the
TWO BEDROOM apartment for City of Murray, Kentucky, be .FOUR-2 Month old kittens free to living room, with dining area, set of shell loading eqipment,
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
MAN'S BLACK vinyl recliner, four boys or four girls. Air con- annexed to said City of Murray, someone for pets. Phone 753extra large patio and 2 car including shot, shells, powder, all
hearing aid batteries for all make GIRL'S CLOTHES; pantsuits, 815.00.
N17C ditioned, furnished, water fur- Kentucky, and become a part 1202.
N19P carport.
Phone 753-9684.
that is needed.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. NVIC skirts, sweaters, blouses: size 6-8,
Riding lawn. mower, 7 horse'
nished. Phone 753-9741.
NIX thereof, to-wit:
The old girl needs some new
Boy's pants, size 25-27 and 27-30.
BALDWIN
PIANOS
new,
easy
so
and
RUGS,
like
power
organs
CLEAN
) real nice ); power lawn
paint
and
Beginning
fixing
Shirts
a
on
up.
point
at
size
the
It
would do
14. Excellent conDON'T merely brighten carpets.
to do with Blue Lustre. Rent AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1, southwest corner of North 18th for rent or sale. Rent applies to wonders for this brick 4 bedroom, mower, Roto tiller, 4 H.P.,
dition.
Priced
Phone
sell.
to
753. Blue Lustre them. . .no rapid
Piano 11
two bedroom duplex with central Street and College Farm Road; purchase. Lonardo
/
2 story home with full wheelbarrow, tent, watch repair
N18P electric shampooer $1. Big
resoling. Rent shampooer $1. 5121.
N20C heat and air, fully carpeted, with thence west to a point on the Company, across from Post basement. $15,950 will buy this tools, complete set), Lathe and
K.
Begley's Drug Store.
N20C
watch parts, 10 ton hydraulic
outlets for washer and dryer. northeast corner of Carl Poyner Office, Paris, Tennessee. N19C one right now.
jack, battery charger, 6 and 12
Phone 753-9741.
N18C property; thence south to a point
PORTABLE
USED
dishwasher,
a
cute
Like
little
home
of
your
RELAX AND
Country Ham or Country
unwind with
on the southwest corner of PURSE TAKEN from car on own but the cash is short? How volt, blow torch, camera and
safe, effective GoTense tablets. good condition. Dunn's TV &
Bacon on a Biscuit
REAL NICE 10' wide two
Appliance, 118 South 12th. Free
Meadow Wood Subdivision; Pine Street, Murray. If found about a 2 bedroom cottage on stand, film developing equipOnly $.98 Holland Drug
8.25 each or 4 for $.89
bedroom trailer. Private lot.
N19C Irvin with a shag carpet? You ment, picture enlarging equipparking
east td a point on North please contact 753-4669.
then&
in
rear.
NleC
Store.
Married couple. $60.00 per
NI7P
ment,16' V Bow boat, boat trailer
TRIANGLE INN
18th Street; thence north with
can buy it for $10,500.
month.Phone 753.4481.
N17C North 18th Street to the point of
HELP WANTED
and Mercury motor, 5 H.P. , two
753-4953
Hazel Rd.
FROM WALL TO wall, no soil at 1968 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', air
wheel trailer with two sets of
beginning.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue conditioned, with or without
RIDING HORSES kept orr my
bee robbing equipment,
sides,
dryer.
Completely
washer
and
the
it
SECTION
That
is
II:
Member
of
Multiple
Listing.
opportunity
offers
for high inLustre. Rent new electric
farm. Plenty of good pasture ang Intention of City of Murray,
and band tools of all descriptions.
AFGHANS, clean water.
come PLUS regular cash and Phone 753-4342.
shampooer $1. Western Auto, finished. Excellent conditOn. CROCHETED
stables
warm
Good
Available immediately Phone special handmade, any size.
Kentucky, to annex to-.City of vacation bonuses, abundant Associates; Edna Knight, home Garage is full.
Home of "The Wishing
and stalls to stay in. For more
N18C Phone 753-1855, Mrs. Kitty
This is just a partial listing.
Murray, Kentucky, so as to fringe benefits to mature man in phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
N17C 435-4892
Well."
information phone 753-2521. N17C
Donelson.
becoine a part thereof, the Murray, Ky. area. Regardless of phone 753-8958.
N18P
N18C Everything in excellent condition. Any announcement made
territory described in SECTION I experience, air mail A. K. Pate,
TO COUPLE or with one child,
WHITE TOY Poodles, six weeks
hereof.
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box SMALL FARM: good rocation; at auction will take precedence
nice two bedroom small house
old. Phone 753-1246, 503 Olive
business or future investment over printed matter. Make your
ON
FIRST 711,Fort Worth, Texas
with carport. All paneled, hard- ADOPTED
Street.
READING ON THE 28 DAY OF 76101.
N18C wood
One mile East Murray, ap- financial arrangements before
N18P
floors,
washer
and
dryer
*
1302 Chestnut
*
OCTOBER, 1971.
proximately 10 acres pasture. sale day. Be prepared to bid and
outlets. Phone 489-2595.
N18C
ADOPTED ON SECOND ,WHAT DO you want for Hog wire fencing, stables, water. buy. Terms 25 per cent down on
* REGISTERED POINTER bird
:HOMEMADE LASAGNA * dog,one year old. Phone 753FURNISHED APARTMENT, READING ON THE 11 DAY OF Christmas' You can have it. Just Cozy older 7 room house, modern. real estate on day of sale,
3143.
NOVEMBER.
balance on delivery of deed.
N18C modern, also
become an Avon Representative. For appointment call 436on Kentucky Lake,
Reg. '2.25
$1
Possession within 10 days or less.
*
2173.
TFC
Earnings
quickly
pile
up
because
one trailer home,a new furnished
COMMON COUNCIL,
Personal property cash, checks
everyone appreciates the ease
Thurs. and Fri.
CITY OF MURRAY,
SIX OAK dining chairs, FM an- apartment. Low rent through
*
NEW TWO bedroom duplex accepted only with bank letter of
convenience
and
shopping
of
the
winter
months.
Near
New
Contenna,
chest
drawers,
of
anWITH THIS COUPON *
4( tiques, RCA record player,
Avon way. Call now after 7 p.m. apartment, central heat and air, credit or reference on sale day.
cord, Unfurnished house. Phone
KENTUCKY
For further information or
collect
365-9424 or write Mrs. wall to wall carpeting. Low down
****************** mahogany end table, three 8''436-2427 or 436-2323.
N18C
Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2 payment with assumable loan. inspection call Marshall County
By Holmes Ellis, Mayor
ons of ornate fence, walnut
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE;
Box 136A, Princeton, Ky.
N20C Phone 753-2381 or 753-1585. DIC Realty and Auction, 527-9397. We
PEKINGESE PUPPY, AKC
City of Murray, Ky.
AROLIAS
BULL,
139 picture frame,love seat with two electric beat, air conditioned,
extend lo you a most cordial
registered, 12 weeks old. Charolias cows, 134 Charolias matching chairs. Refinished.
EXPERIENCED CUTTERS,
kitchen and laundry appliances ATTEST:
E VIEW cabin on Center invitation to attend this sale and
Reduced price. Phone 753Phone
753-4978.
N19C
markers and spreaders needed idge. Modern,
heifers. Some cows and heifers
furnished. 1506 Henry Street.
two bedroom. invest in this good merchandise.
5583
N18C have calves Will sell any number
for Garment Manufacturing Phone Mayfield,
Administratrix, Mrs. Grace M.
1130.00
per
month.
502-247Call
753-7548
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
Plant in Murray, Kentucky. 737.
of head you want. Phone Estes ONE 55 GALLON aquarium, one after 4:30p.m.
N18C City of Murray, Ky.
N201' Pritchard and Mrs. Georgie
gallon
20
long,
smaller
five
N24C Apply at Standard Textile Co.,
Stockyards, West Vienna,
Sladen. Sale by Marshall County
OVER 100 8-TRACK
Ill East Poplar Street, Murray,
618458-7203, Nights phone 618- aquariums, assorted selection of 12'x50' FURNISHED TRAILER,
Realty and Auction, Auctioneers
IN
MEMORY
TAPES - 12.95 ea. 658-5856.
Kentucky or phone 502-753N17C fish. Call afer 5:00 p.m. 753and Real Estate Brokers. Joel
10 miles north of Murray in
If You
8672.
N19C
4161
N19C In loving memory of Evelyn V. Sullivan, auctioneer, I,ovett
Dexter,
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
good
location.
Smith, who passed away two Building, Benton, Kentucky,
SHOW CASE, a real antique
Reasonable rent. Phone 7534986
Dixieland Shopping Center About seven feet long, glass a PENTA TREATED
years ago, November 17, 1969. Phone 527-9397 or 527-7068.
ITC
days
or
437-4117
nights.
N18C
Call
lumber.
Near shady wall a rose once
around the front, sides and top Resistant to rot and termites.
grew, budded and blossomed in
REAL NICE one bedroom furNICE CLEAN Frigidaire electric Closed in back with slid' Ideal
for boat docks and any
C;od's free light,
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
nished apartment. Phone 753stove and refrigerator; oak wooden doors. Best offer. See a weather exposed
Between 6 00 p.m.
uses. Murray
FOR MAN STORE
Watered and fed by morning November 29 at 10:00 a.m. at the
N184'
6044.
dinette set with four chairs; Ledger and Times. Also have Lumber Co.,
Maple Street,
dew, shedding its sweetness day late Hugh Anderson home, north
antique walnut ki bed and many four modern display islands Murray,Kentucky.
and 7:00 p.m. In The
MANAGER
1TC
and night.
edge of Bell City, Kentucky on
HOUSE TRAILER, 10':55', trio
other items of antique furniture. made of metal in green abd white
Hardware
experience
Evening
As it grew and blossomed fair Highway 97.
bedrooms, electric heat, three
Phone 435-4042.
N18C r•ith adjustable shelves. N3ONC,
If you know your route
desirable. Send resume and tall, slowly rising to loftier This is one of the oldest
7RUMMAGE & GARAGE Sale, miles from Murray. Phone 753boy's number, please call
height,
established residences and best
Nri
72 AC COMBINE with pickup 12'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like Saturday, November 20, 6:30 7856 or 753-2583.
to
him first. If you get nc
came
crevice
It
to
wall,
in
the
collection
of old antique collecreel. Good condition. Priced to new Phone 753.4566 between 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. If cold will be
P
O.
Box 32-T,
results then call John
FIVE ROOM house with running
through which there shone a tors items that I have seen in a
sell. Phone J. C. Russell at 436- a.m.and 5 30p.m.
TFC Inside, 1628 College Farm Road,
Murray,
Kentucky
Pasco , Jr. at the above
water, bath, place for washer and
beam of light.
long time.
-7534787.
N18C
2149.
number during the hours
Onward it crept with added
Miss's good winter clothing, dryer. Also has electric best
There's loads of good old
listed
Plains
SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
CLEANING LADY, one day a strength, with never a thought of
sizes 7-9-10-11-12. Man's coat,size Located at Green
glassware
and china, fancy
Phone
Church.
$50.00
or
month.
fear
pride,
per
transportation.
week.
slacks
have
Must
38,
29-30.
Thursday
size
Many items
Aluminum
NI8C MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low Phone 753-6344 after 5:00 p.m.
It followed the light through the kerosene and Aladdin lamps,
of furniture, the New Book of 4924360.
Ali You Can Eat
crevice length and unfolded itself fancy clawfeet tables, nice old
Knowledge, HI-Fl, pole lamp,
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent N22C
Plates
pictures and frames, old warTRIANGLE INN
on the other side.
many household and utility NEW UNFURNISHED apart- claim service. When you see rile
drobes
pegged together, round
SALESLADY:
PART
dining
time.
ment,
built-in
kitchen,
The
light,
the dew, the
items. Come browse.
N19C
don't think of Insurance, but
23-1/16X35"
Apply at Murray Home & Auto broadening view, were found the oak table and chairs, solid brass
area, living room, one bedroom, when you think of
REDUCE SAFE & fast with
Insurance see
bed, other antiques are wood
Store,Chestnut Street.
N19C same as they were before:
three closets, bath and hall me. Harding Galloway,
.009 Thick
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
Galloway
AUTOS FOR SALE
bedsteads,
tea kettles, dutch
Carpeted throughout. Nicely Insurance and Real
And
it
lost
itself in beauties
Estate
ovens, jars, jugs and churns,
These plates are perfect pills". Holland Drug Store. N17P
.furnished. Adjoins college. All Agency. Phone 753-5842.
new,
breathing
WANT
its
TO
BUY
fragrance
D2C
cast iron mower seats. Also steel
TF9
more and more.
GERT's a gay girl-ready for a 1968 FORD fairlane Fastback, private. Phone 753-8648.
for siding or roofing
WANT TO BUY; logs and
tired
road wagon.
Shall
claim
of
death
cause us to
whirl after cleaning carpets with excellent condition. Phone 753ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- standing timber. Also have for
It would be impossible to list
barns, for placing around Blue Lustre. Rent electric 2411.
grieve
and
make
courage
CARD OF THANKS
our
N18C
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M sale lumber and sawdust.
and describe all of these items.
faint or fall?
I would like to express my Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
bottom of mobile homes shampooer $1 Murray Home &
Nay
let
us
and
faith
hope There will be the average
Auto Store,
N20C 1967 CHEVELLE
TFC Phone 753-4147.
TFC receive: the rose still grows amount of modern usable furSS 396, power sincere appreciation to my many mington, Kentucky.
to keep out the wind
niture and electrical appliances.
steering, brakes and windows. friends for all the cards, gifts,
beyond the wall,
wd snow, and for many GOOD HOSPITAL bed and $995.00 or best offer. Phone 767- and visits that I received during
WANT TO BUY full size canopy
Scattering
fragrance
far and
Also
mattress. Will sell for $60.00. 3721.
blueback
speller,
bed.Phone 753-5937, or 753her uses such aS
N IOC my stay in the hospital.
wide,just as it did in days of yore, McGuthrie First
BREAKFAST 1
Phone 436-5400.
N19P
Thanks to each of you
readers, old
1803.
N18C
Just as it did on the other side, Ray's arithmetic
"building out"
Fred Carroll and Family.1TP
books, and
SPECIAL
1162 CHEVROLET Impala two
just as it will forevermore.
•
many other books and magazines
mice or rats.
USED G.E. Refrigerator, door hardtop, all power, low
WANTED TO RENT
Your memory is as dear today dated back
before the turn of the
-2 Fggs
-Butter
coppertone in excellent condition. mileage, local car. Excellent
as in the hour you passed away. century.
StUDENT
WISHES
rent
to
n
-Hac
-Jelly
Phone 753-8376 for more in- condition. Must see to believe.
Sadly missed and forever loved
Folks t$,s is the last of the good
garage for one month during
-Toast or Biscuits
formation.
by her
N17C Phone 7534924 or 753-1681. N18C
Call at
ones, so be sure and attend. For
Christmas vacation. Phone 753anytime 5 AM. to
Children, David and Lisa Information
6139. ask for Steve.
call Otto Chester's
N2OP
LIKE NEW Maytag ports washer
11 P.M.P
Smith,
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn
CHEVELLE SS 327, turbo
1968
•
and p'orta dryer, avocado),
103 N. 4th St.
WANT TO Rent or lease, farm Parents, Mr and Mrs. Gardie Grove.
automatic. New Firestone white
TRIANGLE INN
$165.00, for both. Save over
It pays to sell the Chester
land..
Phone 7534090 after 5.09- Jones
Excellent
tires.
letter
condition.'
. '
natal Rosa
Murray, Ky. $125-.00. Phone 753-7700
N20C
Sisters, Wilma Calhoon and Way
153-053
pm
Phone 753-3000.
N19C
N18P
N18C
Thelma Grace
ITC

STEREO SALE

Suggested List - $309.95
Our Selling Price - $259.95
Many Models To Choose From'

SAVE
s50°°

We are a Factory Authorized Service Department for
Electrophonic. Other stores sell this brand, but we only
service those we sell.

An

Just A Friendly Reminder
• • • Service Is Important!

TV SERVICE CENTER

*

CAESAR'S

*

Ia *

*

*

Miss Your Paper

OPENING
AVAILABLE

753-7278

1

99'

25 each
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Republican
Governors
Will Confer

CAPITAL TOUCH

Pay Board...
(ConUnued frum Page 1)

Ford's Theater has
historical look of 1865

congressional economic committee Thursday—about the
more economic
time two
indicators are made public.
They are updated figures on
By HORTENSE MYERS
national production, the
total
FRENCH LICK, Ind. (UPI)
By EDWARD NE1LAN
the next scene.''
museum
various
from
product, and
—Some 20 Republican gover- gross national
Copley News Service
The next scene was one of collections.
On
profits.
corporate
latest
nors began arriving here today
WASHINGTON — During shock, confusion and terror The presidential box is
key consumer cost
for a conference at which Friday, the
your visit to the nation's the sharp crack of a pistol, a decorated and furnished as it
will
October
for
index
living
of
President Nixon's current procapital, why not take in a woman's piercing screams, the was the night of April 14, 1865.
public.
dark figure of a man leaping
''Broadway" play?
grams and future plans are be made
'President Lincoln occupied a
after
the
Little was reported
Professional groups, often onto the stage, and someone
major topics, on and off record.
sat in a
session
Tuesday
Board's
Pay
shouting,
"Stop
that
man! He rocker; Mrs. Lincoln
Those tuning up for New York
Vice President Spiro 'T.
chair
at
cane-bottom
straight
"discussed
that
it
other
than
:tins, perform nightly at has shot the president!"
Agnew will meet with the
the president's right; Maj.
methods implementing its poli- historic Ford's Theater.
Within
moments,
panmorning
Thursday
governors
Henry Rathbone was on the
cies pertaining to retroactive
If the name doesn't ring a demonium broke out, the
for a talk described as a
and Clara Harris, Rathsofa,
wage
increases."
audience
stumbling
around
in
bell . . Ford's Theater is the
discussion of key programs of
fiancee, was seated in
bone's
bewilderment,
no
one
wanting
The board initially decided theater where President
the Nixon administration and
an upholstered chair slightly in
what
had
just
octo
believe
was
which
fell
Abraham
Lincoln
any
pay
raises
that
important matters connected
curred. Doctors scrambled front of him.
due during the freeze would not assassinated.
with federal-state relations.
The flags displayed across
quickly into the president's
On
the
evening
of
April
14,
Federal-state relations are be granted on a retroactive
front of the box are also
the
his
examined
wound,
box,
1865, Tom Taylor's celebrated
reproductions, but the framed
somewhat strained in some basis as a general rule. Such
comedy "Our American pronousced it fatal, and helsed
effective
raises
could
become
engraving
of
George
states in which skyrocketing
Cousin" was playing to a full to carry the unconscious leader
Washington is the original used
welfare costs and unresolved this week when the freeze house at Ford's Theater.
street
to
the
the
home
of
across
the
night
of
the
on
emergency employment prob- ended, it said, but affected
In the audience, a young William Petersen.
lems are being blamed by some workers could not expect three woman named Julia Shephard
There, at 7:22 the following assassination.
John Wilkes Booth, the
governors on federal bureau- months of back pay.
panned a hasty note 10 her morning, Abraham L4incoln
assassin, who knew practically
„— There were reports that the father back home'
cracy.
died.
G. board is discussing possible
Indiana Gov. Edgar
Ford's Theater, one of every line in the play, planned
"The president is in yonder
Whitcomb, host for this three- revision of some aspects of the upper right hand private box so Washington's most popular his move for a time when only
day Republican governors' con- question, perhaps including its handsomely decked with silken playhouses, was closed after one actor was on stage and the
ference, devoted his entire application to the nation's 2.2 flags festooned over a pictuse the assassination. Its owner, audience laughing. When
Harry Hawk, in the role of AN..
message to his state legislature million school teachers, some of of Geo •ge Washington. The John T. Ford, planned to open it
Trenchard, uttered the words
wage
the
term
at
whom
started
again
two
months
later,
but
an
daughter
of
lovely
termed
what
he
young
and
this week to
"sockdolagizing old mantrap,"
"the intervention of the federal levels that were in effect the Senator Harris is the only one indignant public forced him to
bullet
of the party we"can see, as the at andon the idea. The federal the Laughter came, the
government through a multi- year before.
was fired, and Lincoln lapsed
Tuesday
the
Capitol
Hill
On
government
soon
purchased
But
we
know
the
rest.
flags
hide
Whitbureaucrats."
tude of
into unconsciousness.
comb said that a 250 per cent Senate Banking Committee, 'Father Abraham' is there, like the theater and remodeled it
Booth
reached
the
use
as
an
office
building.
the
fur
on
legislation
watching
what
inworking
father
a
costs
welfare
increase in
For years it was used as a presidential box from the dress
occurred in Indiana during the administration has requested to terests his children. . .
''How sociable it seems, like center for processing the circle, or first balcony, which is
govern the post-freeze econopast four years.
one
family sitting around their records of Union soldiers and to connected with the theater
newsparefused
to
exempt
my,
Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan.,
parlor
fire . . The American house the Army Medical lobby by a winding staircase,
Republican national chairman, pers, magazines, book publishEntering the narrow pascousin
has just been making Museum.
also will address the Republi- ers, radio and TV stations and love to a young lady who says
A second tragedy occurred sageway behind the box, he
from
Phase
the
movie
industry
can governors Thursday morshe will never marry but for here on June 9, 1893, when the barred the door so that no one
ning. A panel of White House II wage and price controls.
love, yet when her mother and third floor collapsed, killing or else could enter, and waited for
experts on Nixon's economic The administration had op- herself find he has lost his injuring many government the moment to strikr. When
program is to discuss Phasse II posed the exemption on the property they retreat in disgust workers. From that time the that time came, he ent Ted the
ground that other industries
on Friday.
at the left of the stage, while the structure was used for the box, shot the president,
Dole already is deep into would seek similar relief once American cousin goes out at storage
government grappled with Maj. Rathbone,
of
leaped to the stage, and
planning for Nixon's re-election exceptions were granted.
the right. We are waiting for publications.
escaped out the back of the
campaign in 1972, even though The committee did agree,
In 1932, the famous Oldroyd theater.
the President has not yet however, to grant a wage
Booth's movements may be
control exemption to persons
Collection of Lincolniana,
announced he is a candidate.
substandard
income—
containing more than 3,000 retraced through the dress
National GOP political hopes with
items, was moved into the circle, but the presidential box
and those of many governors defined by the government as
about
$3,900
a
year
for
a
family
building and Ford's Theater is not open to visitors.
are intertwined in the 1972
Federal State Market News became the Lincoln Museum.
41111111111/1111111111#1111 11111111111111111111111111441111111141
elections. Gubernatorial choices of four. The House Banking
Service
On Aug. 10, 1933, it was transwill be made in 20 states next Committee had previously
Monday November 15, Mayfield, ferred to the National Park
year, as well as election of agreed to such an exemptiqn.
I
Kentucky
Service.
Rep.
Wilbur
D.
Mills,
D-Ark.,
President, vice president and
Mayfield
Livestock
Market:
1946,
a
number
-Beginning
in
chairman of the House Ways
members of Congress.
Livestock weighed at time of of bills were introduced in
The Republican governors and Means Committee, said in
sale.
Congress to restore Ford's
New
York
Tuesday
that
the
and their families and staffs
Theater to sts original apwill begin arriving here this post-freeze controls will work Cattle this week 739
pearance as of the night of
afternoon in a southern Indiana "if everyone is treated alike" Calves this week 50
April 14, 1665. No action was
s
Price
Board
and
and
the
Pay
spa first made famous by
taken until 1960, however, when
too
not
grant
Commission
do
Great
Dane
s.
Thomas Taggert, a Hoosier
for
appropriated
were
funds
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK:
Democratic leader, in the 189(s. , many exemptions_
is issued
All represented Classes steady. research and architectural
However, French Lick dates
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility study of the building. Final
medicaid card
from the 18th Century when
20.00-22.25, High Yielding in- approval for full restoration did
7, 1964,
until
July
come
not
some French settlers picked a
dividuals up to 23.00, Cutter 18.50when the 88th Congress voted
salt deposit area for a town.
1U P I):
WASHINGTON
20.00, Canner 15.75-18.50.
$2,073,600 for that purpose.
"Mason Lustig" of New
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
three
after
On Feb. 13, 1968—
York City owns a yellow
George Keistler of the over 1,000 lbs. 24.25-26.00
years during which the interior
U.S. Medicaid identificaAND
SLAUGHTER
CALVES
Keistler's Shoe Shop, South 4th
of the building was painstion card, number 5463603Choice
180-240
lbs.
and Sycamore Streets, recently VEALERS:
tit-kingly rebuilt section by
1. He got it in the mail.
underwent surgery at the Baptist vealers 41.00-46.00, Mixed Good section — Ford's Theater was
Mason has some other
((ontinued from Page 1)
characterisdistinguishing
Memorial Hospital, Memphis, and Choice 240-350 lbs. Calves reopened to the public.
Democrats, who will go into the Tenn.
35.00-38.50.
Although some concessions
tics. He eats chopped meat
1972 campaign still under the The Murray man will be
FEEDER STEERS: Choice were made to satisfy modern
and barks
burden of a $9.3 billion debt left hospitalized there for sometime 250-300 lbs. up to 50.50, 300-400 lbs. building and fire cedes, the
This is only natural, because "Mason Lustig- is a
over from 1968.
and would appreciate receiving 37.00-40.00, high Choice up to theater is as accurate
dog — a 5'7-year-old Great
Under the plan, every taxpay- cards and letters from his friends 47.00, 400-500 lbs. 34.00-37.00, 500- historically as it was possible to
Dane
er , would have the option of here. His address is George 600 lbs. 31.00-34.00, package of make it.
Mason's owner is New
avialigi berk-on his 1971 lei Keistler C-0 Baptist Memorial Choice 752 lbs. 32 lbs. 32.00, mixed -7The --fiiiiiiisltitigi—threughout
York attorney Evelyn H
return —to be filed early next Hospital, Room 909, Madison Good and Choice 300-400 lbs. are either original items or true
Lustig. She said she put
year —which would earmark $1 East, Memphis, Tenn. 38100.
34.00-37.00, 400-500 lbs. 32.00-34.00, reproductions based on conher dog in for Medicaid to
temporary
photographs,
of his taxes —$2 for a husband
500-600 lbs. 29.00-32.00, Good 300prove applications are imor
drawings,
and wife's joint return —for a
400 lbs. 32.00-34.00, 400-500 lbs. sketches
properly investigated.
special fund.
30.00-32.00,500-600 lbs. 28.00-30.00 newspaper articles, official
reports,
and
samples
of
Tax experts estimate the fund
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
"AS A TAXPAYER, I
would be large enough to
wanted to see what kind of
250-300 lbs. up to 38.00, 300-400 lbs wallpaper and curtain material
provide the $46 million total for
investigation they'd make,"
32.00-35.00, 400-500 lbs. 30.00-32.00
Debbie Lesbirel and Neetie 500-600 lbs. 28.00-30.00, Mixed God
she said "Based on my exboth parties and for Wallace.
perience. nothing is done."
candidates Bowen, elementary education and Choice 300-400 lbs. 30.00-32.00
If presidential
, Mrs. Lustig said she apchose to finance their cam- majors at Murray State 100-500 lbs. 28.00-30.00, 500-600 lbs.
plied for the coverage last
paigns from the fund, they University, will present a puppet 1600-2800
December to the New York
would be restricted from show at the Calloway Public
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks Department of Social Servspending more than $20.4 Library on Thursday, November
opened
slightly
higher in ices, she listed Mason's age
million total on their cam- 18, from three to four p.m.
as 32, and identified two of
moderate trading today.
paigns.
The show will be based on the
The Dow Jones industrial her other dogs, Bovine and
The Republicans spent at fairy tale, "Hansel and Gretel".
average inched up 0.22 to 818.93 Quanyce. as his son and
estimated $27 million in 1968 Other stories and films will be
minutes after the opening bell, daughter.
be
they
that
electing Nixon. The Democratic shown daring this hour. Children
Asking
and
advances led declines by
By United Press International
made eligible, too, Mrs.
ticket spent an estimated $13 of all ages are invited to attend.
snow pestered the around 50 issues.
Lustig added an urgent apThis is another program by the Rain and
million.
UpS. Steel and Bethlehem peal. "please rush. Children
western portion of the country
If the Republicans, who are library this week to help
/
4 and need
today, but fair, dry weather clinlbed ks apiece to 261
for
dentist
work
in far better financial shape celebrate Children's Book Week.
/
4, respectively, in their school
se••
prevailed elsewhere in the 241
than the Democrats, chose to
group Republic was unchanged
"1 gave answers on the
nation.
finance their campaign in 1972
Rain fell from the Upper at 20, as was Jones & Laughlin application that any fivePATIENT
HOSPITAL
contributions,
private
from
have
should
year -o Id
ississippi Valley across the at 1244.
foregoing the tax money, they
caught." she said
In
the
autos,
Mexico.
General
New
plains
to
Motors
could spend any legal amount. Mrs. Herman (Oina) Fulton of
Soon a reply came from
Showers and thunderstorms surrendered '11 to 76%. AmeriBut the Democrats could still Murray underwent surgery at a
Department
Welfare
the
can
Motors
also gave up 4* to
hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio. Her occurred from eastern Nebrasthat persons under
noting
draw their $20.4 million.
ka to southeastern New Mexico 6%, but Chrysler was steady 65 are excluded from such
The issue was expected to address is Holmes Hospital; Eden
/
4.
with scattered heavy rains. at 261
coverage unless they are
come up for debate today by at Bethesdo, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Du Pont, trading ex-dividend, permanently disabled. She
More than an inch and a half of
would
like
to
those
who
45244,
for
mid-afternoon —and a fight
/
4 to 1391
/
4. Monsanto, was asked for a doctor's
rain fell in a six hour period at dropped 11
deep into the night was send her cards or letters. She will
another weak chemical, eased
verification and told that a
be hospitalized for some time. Concordia, Ken
expected before a final vote.
welfare worker would visit
Snow was the rule from LA to 44.
Among
the oils, Jersey
her for additional informanorthern Minnesota to Montana
MAGAZINE CLUB
tion
PURSE STOLEN
and in the northern and central Standard gained LA to 681
/
4, with
Atlantic Richfield ahead % to
Rockies.
MRS LUSTIG SAID she
'Cecile Applegate of 1606 Sunset The Magazine Club will meet An early season snowstorm 59%, and Standard of Californever obtained the doctor's
Drive, Murray, said her black Friday, November 19, at 2:30 clogged roads in the Rocky nia up Is to 52%. Phillips Inst
statement and was never
/
4. Occidental and
leather purge with a long p.m. at the home of Mrs. John Mountains Tnesday with up to a ti to 281
visited by a welfare workWinter.
Members
are
asked
to
Pennzoil
was
held
stolen betshoulder strap,
unchanged at 121
half foot of snow.
/
4 er
patients
at
bring
gifts
for
/
4, respectively.
ween nine and 9:45 P.m. Tuesday
Heavy snow'warnings were in and 201
said,
Nonetheless, she
Hospital,
State
while at Gleason Hall on North Western
effect today for the mountains Pan Am was unchanged at
the medical identification
card came in the mail
12th Street, according to the Hopkinsville, and to note the of Colorado, New Mexico and 10% in the airlines. TWA
Seymour Halpern
Rep
report made to the Murray Police change in date for this month
central Arizona. Up to six climbed Ls to 357 . MclSonnell
4R-N Y ), who told the sto1
4 to 29% in the
Department at 9:58 p.m.
inches of new snow wers Douglas eased /
ry, called the incident -a
aircrafts, but Boeing gained L4
Tuesday The purse contained
expected in those areas.
WORTH REPEATING
blatant ineptitude in the
temperatures to 15.
$1.50 in cash and a lady's green
morning
Early
Business' It's quite simple
administering of the welwallet with credit cards, driver's It's other people's money.
ranged from 15 at. Pocatello, Westinghouse rose Is to 861
/
4
fare laws" He said he had
among the electronics. RCA
license, and various papers, the
demanded an investigation
-- Alexander Dumas Idaho, to 76 at Corpus Christi
at
33.
held steady
Naval Air Station,. Tex.
police report said.
,by the agencies involved.
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FBI Replaces 'Underwriters
Meet Thursday
Much Of Top
Staff Members
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Federal Bureau of Investigation, working quietly under the
hand of Director J. Edgar
Hoover, has replaced almost
half its top staff in the past few
months.
Among those ousted during
the overhaul was William C.
Sullivan, who was considered at least for a brief period
by most observers as Hoover's
handpicked successor. The
Bureau's No. 3 man, Sullivan
accepted retirement after a
long and apparently bitter fight.
Sullivan was pushing for
changes in the FBI opposed by
Hoover, observers said.
The promotions, demotions
and retirements that occurred
during the shakeup were not
announced. They were noted
only in the FBI Recreation
Association magazine, The Investigator. FBI officials have
declined comment on the
changes.
In late September, Sullivan
was reported by the Washington Post to have been locked
out of his office. The FBI on
Oct. 2 simply announced that
Sullivan had retired. Sullivan,
who was assistant to the
director in charge of investigative
operations,
declined
comment.
The Investigator, in its latest
edition, reports the appointment
of
Alex
Rosen, 66, to
succeed Sellivan. The magazine
carried a small picture
Sullivan in a group of 20
employes who had retired.
Weeks before Sullivan left,
Hoover promoted W. Mark Felt
to a new position of assistant
director-deputy associate director. Felt was pfaced ahead of
-Sullivan in the FBI heirarchy.
Felt thus became No. 3 man
in the FBI, rating behind
Hoover and Associate Director
Clyde A. Tolson, 71.

Members ofthe Western Ky.
Association of Life Underwriters
will meet November 18, at 7:30
a.m. at Joiner Restaurant to hear
their State President speak.
Addressing the Western Ky.
Association of Life Underwriters
will be Addie Evans, State
President, from Owensboro,
Kentucky.
Evans is a lifetime member of
Underwriters
the
Life
Association and has held all offices in his local association and
the Kentucky State Association of
Life Underwriters.
In announcing the meeting at
Joiner's Restaurant at 7:30 a.m.,
Glynn Simpson, President of the
Western Kentucky Association
issues an invitation to all Life
Insurance Agents, Fire &
Casualty Insurance Agents,
Local Business Men, Labor
Leaders, Accountants, Lawyers,
and Trust Officers to attend as
guest of the Undgwriters.
The
Western
Kentucky
Association with a current
membership of 55 leading local
Life Insurance salesmen is one of
over 900 local affiliates of the
National Association of Life
Underwriters.
"Since its formation in 1952, the
Western Ky. Life Underwriters
Association has helped to bring
about a greater understanding
and appreciation of life insurance
and the essentials of the career
life insurance salesmen," a
spokesman said.

Ambassador
Continued from Page 1)
address. He had earlier indicated Communist China would
make a quiet entrance into the
international diplomatic world.
However, his first speech
criticized U.S. policy, demanded U.S. troop withdrawals from
Indochina, Korea and Taiwan,
and promoted revolution in
developing nations.
"Without mutual respect and
a serious attempt to narrow
differences, little can be done
to reduce the turmoil in the
the
meet
and
to
world
aspirations of its peoples. This
will be the approach of the U.S.
government," Bush said.
Bush issued the statement
after a quick trip to Washington
presumably to confer with
President Nixon. Nixon plans to
visit Communist China before
next summer.

Mrs. Cooper
Dies Suddenly
At Her Home
Mrs. Ethel Cooper of 404 South
8th Street, Murray, died suddenly
this morning at 8:40 at her home.
She was 78 years of age.
Survivors are her husband,
Seth Cooper of 404 South 8th
Street, Murray; three daughters,
Mrs. Lora Edwards of Nashville,
Mrs. Ruby Bray of
Tenn.,
Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Lmogene Pittman of Detroit,
Mich.; one brother, Cecil Sills of
New Concord; two grandchildren; three great grandchildren; one great great
grandchild.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete. The Max Churchill
Funeral Home will have charge
of the arranvernents

Lee Ann Langston
Funeral, Thursday

Sam Yorty
Announces

Candidacy
By JACK V. FOX
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Musor Sam Yorty began formal
campaigning today for the
Democratic presidential nomination, saying he can't afford to
dispute all the primaries but
expects to win the voters who
don't want a liberal nominee.
vigorous, 62-year-old
The
mayor announced Tuesday he
was entering the race to give
voters an alternative to- "left
wing Deinmi ats.''
—His main thrust is planned
for the first primary election,
in New Hampshire.
The announcement, expected
for some time as Yorty's
campaign machinery became
ever more open in its workings,
appeared to leave Yorty once
again in a lonely position in his
own party.
He glories in—and encourages
the use of—the term "maverick" applied to him by other
Democrats for his habit of
bucking the party's choices and
directions. He is currently
embroiled in a feud with Party
Chairman Larry O'Brien. He
supported Republican Richard
Nixon in his unsuccessful
campaign against John F.
Kennedy in 1960, saying he
was too
thought ' Kennedy
inexperienced to be president,
and refused to endorse Hubert
Humphrey when Humphrey was
the Democratic nominee in
1968.
Yorty, who says he has found
enough voter support in his
months of pre-announcement
travels to justify his candidacy
admitted his opponents has
some grounds for their criticism that he has no chance of
winning the nomination.
think I can, but I have nc
illusions," he told the announcement news conference Tuesday
"We have a very hard road
ahead. But I do know there are
a great many people in the
Democratic Party who are not
going to vote for a left wing
candidate."
Yorty said he was "trying to
restore responsibility to the
Democratic Party" and would
like te "provide a reasonable
alternative to Mrs Nixon "

Burkeen Rites
Are Thursday

Funeral services for Mrs. Jo
Ann Burkeen of Benton Route
Seven, wife of Rev. Buel (Jiggs)
Lee Ann Langston, still born Burkeen, Baptist minister, who
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. has preached at churches in this
Harold Pat Iltingston of Benton area, will be held Thursday at
ttoute Five,
was born this two p.m. at the Filbeck & Cann
morning at 7:13 at the Benton Funeral Chapel, Benton, with
Municipal Hospital.
Rev. John Stringer and Rev. W.
Funeral services will be held S. Holt officiating. Burial will be
Thursday at two p.m, at the in the Marsha CociabrAanbrY_
cha per
Gardens. •
Benton, with Rev. Otis Jones of- ftrs. Burkeen, age 37, died of
ficiating. Burial will be in the injailles sustained in a car and
Benton Cemetery. Friends may truck collision at the intersection
Chiao, casting his country's call at the Linn Funeral Home, of U. S. 60 and the Smithland
first U.N. vote, went along with Benton.
Cutoff Road, four miles west of
the majority Tuesday in ap- Survivors are her parents, Smithland, on Monday at 6:30
proving a resolution expressing Harold Pat and Patricia p.m.
"grave concern" over Congres- Langston; grandparents, Mr. and Survivors are her husband,
sional action permitting U.S. Mrs. Chancy Langston of Benton pastor of the Corinth Baptist
purchases of chrome from Route Five, Vernon Ramsey of Church in Livingston County,
Rhodesia.
Murray, and
Mrs. Genola three daughters, Mrs. Peggy
The U.N. has put an embargo Ramsey of Dexter Route One; Rounds of Benton, Judy and
on Rhodesian chrome in protest great grandparents, Mrs. Opal Bonnie Burkeen, at home; one
against the country's split with Langston of Paducah, Mr. and son, Danny Ray Burkeen, at
Britain to maintain rule by the Mrs. Delon Ramsey and Mrs. home; parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geneva Dunn, all of Murray.
white minority.
Richard West of Benton; sister,
A bill permitting the purMrs. Russell (Bunk) Larkin of
chases is now awaiting Nixon's
Benton; brother, Paul Wayne
signature.
West of Calvert City; two
Just before Chiao voted "tong
grandchildren.
-yi" (yes) to the resolution, Funeral services for Mrs. The Benton woman was killed
Huang Hua, China's No. 2 man Pearl Osbron are being held when the automobile driven by
in the delegation and the today at one p.m. at the chapel of her husband and a pickup truck
permanent representative to the the Blalock-Coleman Funeral driven by Carl N. Hughes, Lola,
U.N., said his country's vote Home with Rev. John Jones of- collided at the intersection of U.S.
did not imply support for all ficiating.
60 and the Smithland Cutoff
previous resolutions on the Serving as pallbearers are Max Road, four miles west of
Rhodesian question.
Bonner, Randall Boggess, Jerry Smithland.
The statement indicated Com- Boggess, Gary Ezell, Jerry Hart, Lisa Clark, age 11, one of the
munist China will disregard and Trellis McCuiston.
In- six children in the Burkeen car,
whatever past U.N. action it terment will be in the Woodlawn remains in serious condition at
dislikes.
Memorial Gardens, Paducah, the Western Baptist Hospital,
Korean Foreign Minister Kim with the arrangements by the Paducah. Others in the car also
Yong-shik, in a speech in Seoul, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. injured
were Rev. Burkeen,
said U.N. troops still are Mrs. Osbron, age 68, died treated and released, Danny Ray
needed in his country to keep Monday at 12:15 p.m. at the Burkeen, age 16, Bonnie Carol
the peace. He was replying to Mayfield Community Hospital. Burkeen, age 11, Eva
Lois
Chiao's suggestion that ITS. She was born February 25, 1903, Skinner, age 14, of Grand
ftivers
troops be pulled out of the in Calloway County and was the Route One, Wallace
Skinner, age
country.
daughter of the late George eight, and Felicia Magaline
"If Communist China is Bonner and Viola Beach Bonner. Skinner, age eight, all ,
given
interested in seeing peace Survivors
include
two treatment at the Paducah ,
maintained on the Korean daughters, Mrs.
Bill (Verlene) Hospital. Hughes was treated at a
peninsula, it should realize that lime of Murray and Mrs. Eugene Marion hospital.
continued presence of United Geneva) Boggess of Paducah
Nations forces in Korea is Route Three; six grandchildren,
SISTERHOOD CHAPTER
essential," he said.
Mrs. Jerry (Cynthia) Hart of
Communist China was for- Murray,Gary Ezell of Louisville,
Chapter M of the P. E.
mally declared an aggressor in Randall, Jerry, and Debbie Sisterhood will have a
luncheon
Korea by the U.N. —a decision Boggess of Paducah, arid
Mrs. meeting at the home of Mrs.
Chiao hopes to wipe off the Belinda Gibson of Hampton, Va.; Alfred Lindsey on
Saturday,
books.
four great grandchildren
•
November 20, at noon

Mrs. Pearl Osbron
Rites Held Today
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Russian Jews pay high
price for emigration to Israel
By JEANNE KUEBLER
Copley News Service
JERUSALEM — "Yes, there are
some things here we don't like," Esther
said in heavily accented English. "But
they are small things — and we are
finally in OUR country."
Only two months in Israel — after 20
years of trying to leave the Soviet Union
— Esther and her husband Volt speak of
their new home as though they had
lived in Jerusalem for centuries.
Like many of the thousands of Russian Jews arriving in the Jewish state,
the couple paid for their Soviet emigration pet-nut dearly, with several years
of persistent effort, short jail terms,
and the forfeit of much of their worldly
goods
But tlie cost did not deter them, just
as it doesn't stop the other arrivals. And
the doors of emigration from Russia while hardly wide open - have been
definitely, perhaps irrevocably,
(Tacked in the last two years
Israel does not release figures on the
numbers of Russian immigrants, but
Mos4—w occasionally does'
And indications are that the number
coming this year may approximate the
number of inumgrants from the United
States -- which is expected to be about
10,000.
There is no way to forecast the arrivals, Jewish Agency officials point
out. Visas are issued, generally by the
Dutch consulate in Moscow ( IsraeliSoviet diplomatic relations were
broken in 1967) after a Jew finally obtains permission to leave.
The emigrants then make their way
to Vienna either by plane or train,
where they are processed by Israeli officials operating from offices in an old
castle.
Then they are brought on night flights
to Lod Airport by El Al, the Israeli state
airline which keeps a plane available
for this purpose.
Forecasting the arrivals is difficult.
"One night," said an official, "100 arrive in Vienna, the next night 300, the
next night no one comes. We never
know if the plane coming from Moscow
will be bringing anyone or not."
The exodus picked up speed in the

first six months of this year, and after a
brief slowdown in July it began again
with three planeloads often arriving in
a single week. About half of the new
Israelis — they receive papers in Vienna — are taken to absorption centers
where they live for five months while
learning Hebrew, and the other half are
settled in their own flats or with relatives.
And their problems are many,
headed by language and money. Esther
and Volt, both in their forties, are not
typical in one respect. Both translators
in industrial plants, they speak fairly
fluent English, which eases the language problem considerably
Most of the new arrivals speak
neither English nor Yiddish, and -- of
course — no Hebrew. Dealing with the
Israeli bureaucracy while speaking
only Russian has proved a major problem; many have criticized the government for not having Russian-speaking
officials in many offices.
Money of course is another mayor difficulty. Each person wanting to leave
the Soviet Union must pay the equivalent of a thousand dollars for an exit
permit, a considerable sum for a private person.
And he is allowed to bring only about
$100 with him, plus household belongings. Arranging shipment of the latter,
however, is often chancy. Sometimes
the Russian authorities give a family
only 10 days in which to wind up affairs
and leave. Under such circumstances,
some families sell their belongings for
whatever they can get and come almost
empty-handed.
But come they do. And by no means
are they all elderly.
Sources indicate privately that more
than 70 per cent of those arriving in the
first six months of 1971 were under the
age of 49. Israeli officials refer to them
as "third-generation Jews," who grew
up under communism and in most
cases have had no Jewish training nor
even attended a synagogue.
The fact that they retain the feeling of
belonging to a Jewish nation has been
termed by one high official ''a
miracle
Many of them are educated and held

better than average positions. A recent
news report from Moscow revealed that
Communist Party officials are worried"
that unrestricted Jewish emigration
could lead to a "brain drain.," many
Jews are technicians, doctors and scientists.
Immigration from Romania was virtually halted several years because of
the same reason, though Israel and Romania have close trade ties and maintain political contacts.
A second aspect of this "miracle" is
the mystery of just why the Russians
are letting them out.
The Russian Jews themselves say it
is because they finally organized themselves into a movement and obtained
world support for their cause.
, "I applied every year since World
War II," said Esther. "But they would
refuse me and I didn't know what else I
could do."
But beginning in 1969, hundreds of
Jews began to demonstrate actively,
plaguing the authorities with constant
petitions, writing appeals to the United
Nations and to Israeli authorities.
The "Free Soviet Jewry" drive was
assisted to a great degree by the Israeli
government, which began a similar
campaign here and abroad. Many foreign observers here felt at the time the
Israeli drive was an attempt primarily
to embarrass the Soviet Union, which
Jerusalem holds responsible for the
1967 war and for the failure of the Arab
states to make.peace since then.
Whatever the true reason, the dual
campaign has been spectacularly and
rather unexpectedly successful. "The
Russians," said an Israeli newspaper
editor recently, "are in a panic about
their Jewish problem and the fact that
the world is finding out about it."
One aspect of the immigration worries Israeli officials, though nothing is
said publicly about it. That is the possibility that Soviet spies — Jewish or nonJewish — are coming in with genuine
immigrants. Since the younger men go
into the army, the security problem is
potentially gave.
But officials are so amazed at the
turn of events, that this threat is played
down.

Broadway shows net
profit in '11 season
Broadway shows made a
profit of $1.9 million during the
19713-71 season. In the previous
season they lost $750,000.
Broadway productions which
proved to be the biggest moneyspinners were "Hair" and
"Oh! Calcutta!" Losses of well
Over 32.1 million were incurred
by off-Broadway shows.
Religious conference
at Princeton
PRINCETON, N.J. (UPI) —
Five hundred religious scholars
of the world will meet in Princeton Seminary's auditorium on
Oct. 19 to consider "The Syn'thesizing Functi0
T Religion
in Contemporary History." The
one-day conference or world
religions is being sponsored by
The Temple of Understanding
of Washington, D.C. ..

New college leader
for A of G youth
SPRINGFIELD,Mo.(UPI)—
The Assemblies of God Youth
Department has appointed Rev.
C. David Gable, 29, of Fresno,
Calif. as its new college youth
-representatirst---He replaces the Rev. Jerry
Sandidge, who resigned to
launch a similar program among
the college youth on European
university campuses.

KET Network Telecasting Electric Co.
An estimated 62,000 Kentucky average until the fourth glide, CoMpany" faculty.
youngsters in second, third, and but "their reading skills begin to
In dollars, the retention of
fourth grades have reading drop off then because there is reading underachievers probably
problems and are the target much emphasis on social costs the nation's public
"The Electric studies.. and content courses, educational system in excess of
audience for
Company," a new reading series rather than reading skills.
one billion dollars every year,
being telecast on the KET netaccording to a recent report on
work.
Despite Kentucky's youngsters reading disorders by the
These youngsters are among reading at the national average Department of Health, Education
thousands of children in the in the early elementary years, and Welfare.
nation who have reading Miss Mynhier feels that "many of
Unless the causes of failure are
problems, according to projec- these children and the ones with determined
specific
and
tions from the "Children's severe problems can be helped by remedial instruction is provided,
Television Workshop, producers watching the series."
the report indicates, a child
of "Sesame Street" and its big
Producers of the series indicate profits little from repeating the
brother "The Electric Com- that fifty per cent of second same grade.
pany".
graders need additional help with
"The Electric Company" is their reading.
telecast weekdays at 330 p.m.,
New Lutheran
cent
CST., on the KET network's They estimate that 20 per
Directory
transmitter station, located in of third graders and 30 per cent of
NEW YORK (UN) - A
fourth graders have severe
Murray.
newly revised directory of the
problems.
Commenting
that "The reading
congregations of seven LutherElectric Company" will provide Projected on a Kentucky basis, an churches in the United
the
of
31,443
that
means
an "additional reading shot in the this
States has been published. Asgraders
arm to these youngsters," Miss state's 62,847 second
sembled with the aid of comBetsey Mynhier, State Depart- need help; 18,589 of Kentucky's puter precessings- the -4343-page
12,593 of paperback
lists the names, geoment of Education reading 61,959 third graders; and
graders graphical
location, and church
consultant, says the program is the state's 62,968 fourth
reading.
body affiliation of more than
"a good attention getter, helps have difficulty with
Built on a magazine format, 17,500 congregations in the
youngsters learn to listen, and
con- nation.
gets students involved with "The Electric Company"
sketches,
of
caravan
of
a
sist
vocabulary."
minidocumenMiss Mynhier observes that songs, dances,
letters, Best foot forward doesn't apply
some researchers feel that lack taries,—all featuring
and to tires any more. Newer tires
letters,
of vocabulary keep Kentucky combinations of
should be placed on the rear axle
students from making more words.
and according to the Tire Industry
Cosby
Bill
Comedian
progress in reading.
Safety Council. Extensive studies
She says that Kentucky Academy Award Winner Rita show vehicles in accidents more
Electric
"The
on
are
Moreno
children read up to the national
often have worn tires in the rear
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Old post office is reestablished
me a partridge in a pear tree."
By PAUL J. WELS
The other stamp underlines
Copley News Service
A pictorial cancellation the significance of Christmas
featuring an old post office has and depicts a nativity scene by
been authorized for use at the the Italian painter Giorgione.
Smithsonian
The first-day ceremony for
Station,
Washington, D. C. 20013. The the eight-cent vertical stamps,
special cancellation was which will be printed on
authorized Sept. 27 of this year separate sheets, will take place
— the date when the Heads- on Nov. 10, in Washington,
vile, W. Va., post office was D. C., after which they will go
reestablished.
on sale at post offices
The post office, which was throughout the country.
closed in 1914, and left intact
The partridge is. depicted in
with its general store mer- natural colors, perched on a
chandise, was dismantled branch bearing two pears in
board by board and reerected yellow with light green leaves.
in the Smithsonian Institution's The lettering, done in a perMuseum of History and sonal style of the stamp
Technology It will accept mail designer, is in vermilion
from visitors and will offer contrasted against a dark
stamps and philatelic products. green background that runs
Collectors desiring letters through the perforations.
postmarked with the pictorial
The nativity scene is a detail
cancellation may submit self- from Giorgione's "Adoration of
addressed and stamped en- the Shepherds" from the
velopes to Pictorial Can- Samuel H. Kress collection in
cellation, Smithsonian Station, the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, D. C. 20013.
Washington, D. C. The original
painting was done on wood
about 1510 and measures 36
inches by 44 inches. The stamp
Two Christmas postage portrays five figures, Mary,
stamps will be issued this year Joseph, the Christ Child and
providing two colorful choices two shepherds. Gold, yellow,
for use on holiday mail, red, blue, black and brown are
Postmaster General Winton M. combined to produce the
Blount announced.
stamp.
One stamp features "A
The multicolored painting
Partridge in a Pear Tree," covers the central portion of
painted by Jamie Wyeth of the stamp and extends into the
Chadds Ford, Pa. It brings to vertical perforations between
life an old English Christmas the stamps. Across the top, in
ballad, the first words of which
gold is the word -Christmas"
are "On the first day of The numeral "8" below right is
Christmas my true love sent to also in gold, followed by "c" in
LOS ANGELES CPI). A young artist
who contends a loophole in the draft
law forbids the government to draft
anyone until Dec, 28 has won a federal
court injunction delaying his induction
into the military.
In granting the 60-day injunction. U.
S. district court judge Robert J Kelleher noted the argument by Karl S Bohn,
23, Santa Barbara, Cal., "Seems to present a case of national importance "
U. S. attorney Allam Pervam. representing the government, told the judge
the ease could affect about 10.000
young men facing induction in the next
two months.

black. The inscription below,
-Giorgione, ca. 1478-1510
National Gallery of Art U. S.,"
is in black.
All lettering is patterned
after the 1495 typeface
produced under the direction of
the great Venetian printer,
Aldus Manutius. The stamp
was designed and modeled by
Robert J. Jones and Bradbury
Thompson of the bureau.
Two billion stamps will be
printed, 800 million of the
partridge stamp and 1.2 million
of the nativity. Both stamps
will be printed by gravure on
the bureau's Andreotti press.
Collectors may request firstday cancellation of the
Christmas stamps by sending
addressed envelopes together
with proper remittance to
cover the cost of the stamps to
be affixed to Postmaster,
Washington, D. C. 20013. The
outer envelope to the postmaster, should be indorsed
"First-Day Covers 8-cent
Christmas Stamps." Collectors
must indicate the specific
PRISON LIBRARIES
SCARAMEN1'0, Calif. UPI)
—State Attorney General Evelle
J. Younger says attorneys could
help finance expanded prison
law libraries by paying a fee to
use them.
Younger made the suggestion
Thursday in connection with the
U.S. Supreme Court's ruling
that California must provide
more extensive legal libraries
for convicts.

Induction
delay won
on basis
of draft
loophole

The injunction was against Bohn's
Selective Service Board, preventing it
from inducting him for 60 days. The
judge set Dec. 2 as the date of the next
4

stamp desired Combination
requests will be honored.
A close-fitting enclosure of
postal card thickness should be
placed in each envelope and the
flap turned in or sealed.
Collectors should plainly mark
covers in the upper right-hand
corner in pencil to indicate
which stamp and the number of
stamps to be affixed. Remittance should be in money order
on certified check. Cover
_requests must be postmarked
no later than Nov. 10.

The extraordinary
Santa Clause

To check for safe tire trend
depth, place a Lincoln penny
between the grooves. If you can
see the top of Lincoln's head, the
tire is worn too thin.

covers all your
Christmas
spending

Tire inflation pressure should
as the
be watched closely
weather changes. For every 10
degrees variation in temperature, pressure will go up or
down approximately one pound.

Every bank has a Christmas Club. but only the Extraordinary Bank has the Santa Clause to cover all your
Christmas spending.

More than one out of every four
cars on the road has at least one
seriously underinflated tire,
according to a survey made for
the National Bureau of Standards.

Come into the Extraordinary Bank and let us tell you
about all the Christmas Club plans available. Beginning
November 15 and thereafter we'll arrange the amount and
payment schedule that will be most convenient for you.
Then, when your next holiday season begins, we'll have
the money to make Christmas merry and carefree for
you.

Tires should be checked for
proper inflation pressure when
they are cool, before starting out
on a trip. Pressure can increase
several pounds when tires are hot
from driving.

1..et us be the extraordinary Santa Clause that covers all
your Christmas spending. This years Christmas Club
member's checks have been mailed and will be received
shortly.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you
let us.

hearing, to rule on a request by Bohn's
attorney. Don R Bay, for a summary
judgment barring Bohn's induction.
The government was expected to
argue then that the loophole has no
legal standing

The Exintordimir) Ralik

Bohn's case rests on his contention
that a section of the draft law reads.
"No person shall be inducted or ordered into active service without his
consent under this title within 10 days
after the date of its enactment."
President Nixon signed the law Sept
28, meaning that 'nobody can be legally
drafted before Dec. 28, Bohn and his
attorney argue
The injunction granted Bohn affect
only his case, maintaining the status quo,
and does not mean the judge agreed or
disagreed with his argument.
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True Value
Single Unit
Pricing
U.S. Choice

lb can $279
CANNED HAM
ih 5
,
c
FIELD'S SAUSAGE
lb 49C
MATCHLESS BACON
U.S. Choice
RUMP ROAST Boneless lb $ 1 09
lb
Sliced
/
1
4 PORK LOIN
69c
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNA Sliced 69c
LG A

Round STEAK
Smoked, Tenderized

HAMS

SS' 55,
Whole

14-16 lb. avg.

I.G.A.

PUMPKIN
No 303 Can

CAKE
MIX

14

REYNOLD'S WRAP
I.G.A. FANCY OLIVES
FROSTY ACRES FROZEN COCONUT

19-oz. Box

White

25 Roll
No. 10
6-oz.
7-01 pkg.

29'
57'
35'

21;

Yellow - Choc

SWEET 7vo74;
POTATOES Can Al/

Showboat

Del Monte
No 303 Can

PEARS

No-,303-Cafi

Monte

Fruit Cocktail
DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE JUICE
LIPTON TEA BAGS

46-oz can
48's

39'
58'

I.G.A. SWEET MIDGET PICKLES

12-oz

59'

Colonial
BROWN 'N SERVE
Pkg.1
9;
of 12

ROLLS

CELERY

48\

Stalk

HY

RIpe,

BANANAS
•!:

94

27;

I.G.A.

43

ICE MILK
Del Monte

No 21 7 Can

Pumpkin
Pie Mix

39'
49(

Gold Medal

FLOUR

Crisp

334

OCEAN SPRAY
FRESH

SOLD AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!!

lb

39;

20-oz. loaf
28-oz. bot

46-oz. Can

Texsun

12'

2w

PIE SHELLS

Pkg. of 2

20-lb. bag

69'

POTATOES
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS ICA It's the total on the tape that counts!
lb.
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Non-profit landlord
operates nationwide

Black politicians
need one cause

five-bedroom suites in townhouse structures.
Volunteers of America also
operates Kings Row in Houston4
The $2.5 million project is fori
180 low income families who
are required to pay one-fourth
their monthly income with the4
federal government su pple men t-1
ing the rentals to meeLoperatingf
costs.
One of the most unique facilities, McMahon said, is th
Maud Booth Family Center a
the $4.5 million 477-apartment
North Hollywood housing complex in North Hollywood, Calif.
The center provides living quarters for more than 100 families
afflicted by death, desertion or
divorce. Emotional counseling
and job training is given the remaining parent. The center also
provides supervised day care for
pre-school or school age children.
Other VOA Projects are in
operation in Hayward, Calif.,
Oklahoma City, Topeka, and
Wichita, Kans. Under construction or on the planning boards
are developments in North Las
Vegas, Nev., Virginia Beach, Va.,
Kansas'City, Kan.,--Fort Worth,
Pittsburgh, Binghamton. N.Y.,
Lubbock, Texas, and Sunland,
Calif.
"It's not the rent alone that
makes our program so attractive," said McMahon."Our provision for community life seems
to be as worthwhile as our low
rentals."

By DOROTHEA M.BROOKS
rise in Minneapolis for lower
Human behavior is the puzzle
NEW YORK (UPI)- What's middle income persons who are
of - medical science that Dr.
in a name?
over 62 years of age. It consists
pletely out of the districts it alGerald Milner of Perth, Western
Often, some surprising of 208 units, including effiBy VERNON E. BROWN
ready has.
Australia, finds most intriguing.
ciencies and one-bedroom suites.
Copley News Service
In other circles of our comTake the Volunteers of Offices, a lounge and complete
Visition on the Murray State
munity there are those of us
America, for instance. The dining facilities are located on
University campus last week, the
In the black community
national social welfare agency, the first floor of the building.
internationally known research throughout the country, we who are trying to persecute
currently observing its 75th
Construction has started on
psychiatrist said human behavior have witnessed an ever in- presidential hopeful, Sen. Edanniversary, is one of the Sunset Park, a $5 million
is the biggest threat to mankind creasing number of black poli- mund Muskie, for his truthful
country's unsung landlords - apartment and service complex
and the most difficult medical ticians in local, state and fed- response, that a black second
man, on a presidential ticket,
sponsor of a $70 million non- for low income elderly persons
problem to treat.
eral politics.
would not be successful.
profit housing program across in Denver. McMahon says it is
Among the human behavior
We've seen the rise of Shirley
I would like to point out that
The nation for tens of thousands one of the first attempts in the
problems Milner cites are the Chisholm, Democrat from New Shirley Chisholm is telling
the
of persons in low and low nation to offer on a single
abusive use of drugs and alcohol, York. We've witnessed the for- brothers to get off her back bemiddle income families, the site most of the facilities retwo community health problems mation of the black caucus. cause she is a woman. Our midelderly and the handicapped. quired by the aged, including
he is studying closely as he nears Throughout the black com- western flunkies are making
The massive residential hous- recreational,social and shopping
the end of his seven-month world munity, there's an ever in- overtures to the midwestern
ing program, financed locally areas.
creasing
move
by
blacks
to
for- political machines. Our Calitour under the auspices of a
and guaranteed by the Federal
Every unit in the 13-story
Winston Churchill Memorial mulate a complete and total fornia dummies have dug a big
Housing Administration, is one apartment has been designed
ghetto
unity.
It
is
truly
a
great
Trust Travelling Fellowship.
hole and jumped right in it.
of the largest of its kind ever with the handicapped in mind
moment in our lives when as
I think it is about time that
undertaken by a social welfare and there will be ramps beside
"A vast change has taken place
blacks we can witness from all black America
realizes that the
orkanization.
in the role of the physician,"
major stairways and extra wide
segments in our community an very thing we've tried to do
"We plan these housing com- doors for wheelchairs.
in
Milner explains. No longer is overwhelming
empathy toward electing the vast majority of
plexes with total provision for
On the ground floor of the
infectious disease the primary total unity.
politicians, has not happened.
community life," says. General .242-unit apartment, building
enemy of people around --ttle' - -1 will admit, however,
that They've not responded to their
ObViously a lads of fashion
John F. McMahon,commander there will be central kitchen
world. Now the human behavior our community is completely
in chief of the Volunteers of and dining facilities, social and
aspects of community and social divided when it comes to the community. They've not
America and president of the recreational areas, carpentry
diseases pose the greatest path of an action. But, it is created meaningful programs
the ghetto. The vast majority
in
-VOA
National Housing Corp., and metal shops, a crafts room,
threat."
completely together in deciding of them are not examples
for
Washington,D. C.
and an auditorium.
that some kind of action is
the black community to follow.
"Within'each complex," he
The main building will be
He described cardiovascular necessary.
It is my belief that if we are
said,"there are day care centers, connected by a second floor
disease and traffic deaths as
Unfortunately, we have al- to survive in this mixed-up
adult education programs, ath- bridge to a commercial structure
Other good examples. Then he lowed too many burns to be
letic and other recreional fa- with such service businesses as
proved his point by relating elected. The most frightening world, and if as blacks we're to
cilities."
a barber shop, pharmacy, groWhen fashion designer Elsa is that women seldom wear
human
behavior to car- aspect of it all, is that the black succeed in a country where
success has been very difficult, Schuaparelli said in a recent gloves anymore. Now, that's
There are VOA housing COM- cery and clothing stores. Other
diovascular disease
community cannot afford, and
then our first step should be the interview that the girls on the simply not true. I may not be on
plexes completed, under con- services will include complete Natural humidifiers
"Smoking, abusive drinking, does not deserve the politicians
formation of a massive, strong Champs Elysees in Paris look the ten best-dressed list, but let
struction
and on the drawing casework counseling and a
NEW YORK(UPI)- You've
excessive eating and lack of that would use their "have-not political
you, Madame
me tell
organization which
boards in 35 eities across the medical clinic operated by two heard the expression,"A breath
Physical exercise are all human community" for their selfish, only allows admittance of those awful, it made me feel pretty Schiaparelli, I wear gloves.
nation.
local hospitals.
good.
of air." How about a breath of
behavior factors that contribute conceited, misguided selves or brothers and sisters who are
I have a pair of canvas ones I
The first project completed,
The first facility for the water?
I had always pictured those
personal
interest.
to heart disease and other aftotally and completely com- girls as young and beautiful. I wear for refinishing furniture
McMahon said, was Kennedy elderly opened by the VolunA study by Honeywell, proLet me cite some examples:
flictions of a cadiovascular
mitted to one cause.
Homes in Gainesville, Fla., pro- teers, McMahon said, is the ducer of home temperature
imagined them sipping ab- with holes in the ends of every
Shirley Chisholm is out camnature," Milner pointed out.
prove
ought
to
That cause should be an op- sinthe in sidewalk cafes with finger — that
viding housing for 172 families Theodora Home in Seattle, controls,says each person in the
Since leaving his position at paigning for vice president portunity for our children to famous artists just before they how often I wear them. Not
and built at a cost of about • Wash., in operation since 1965,-- home adds three to four pints
when
a
president
has
not
been
Claremont Hospital last May to
grow up in an institution that's lopped off an ear or left their only that, but I have a pair of
$2 million.
with- 200 residents. Here, well- of .water to the air each day
chosen yet. In Ohio, we have
study
free of corruption, and a very
Kennedy Homes has a recrea- appointed rooms, with private through breathing and perspirhealth
community
wives for a hula girl in Boa rubber gloves for occasions
Mayor Carl Stokes campaignfurniture
than
other
tion center, day care center, bath, are shared by two resi- ing. A shower bath yields
strong commitrnent to keep our
problems in several countries, he
Bora.
ing so hard that he forgot to ask
refinishing. I wear them when
community center, a teen-age dents to keep costs down.
country free.
pas been in Singapore, Swit- his white
missing
I
was
I
figured
another half-pint, washing and
folks what he's camprogram, adult education proIn Columbus, Ohio, the $6 rinsing the kitchen floor reSerland, Belgium, France, paigning for.
something because exciting regrouting the sink. I even have
Plants are one of nature's most
never
be
so
I'll
spare
pair
two
gram,
home
management
million
classes
Capital
Park
Apartments
Britain, the Scandinavian
leases about two Pints, an4
In Chicago, we have Jesse effective dust traps. The hairy things don't happen to a woman
and a chapel. It has a tenant is the largest and one of the food preparation for a family'
who is loading sacks of caught unprepared.
countries and the United States. Jackson, who just the other
leaf surfaces clutch falling groceries into the back of a
of
a
true
the
mark
council
Isn't
that
which sets the rules newest of the completed com- of four adds another five pints.
In the United States for the first week made a dynamic, unreparticles from the air and hold station wagon while wearing lady of fashion — to be ready
for its residents.
plexes. Housing 3
families,
time, he has visited New York hearsed pledge of allegiance to
These normal household ac:
them, thereby keeping solid sweat suit and sneakers. I for anything? To be dressed
A family health tenter ser- the facility has one, two,three tivities can be important source*
City, Washington, D.C., and Roy Wilkins, secretary of the
life-style,
vices
the
more
to
matter out of our atmosphere.
her
according
than
800
tenants,
and
four
bedroom
townhouse
figured if Schiaparelli thought
of moisture when the hom4
Bloomington, Ind., already and National Association for the
offering, first aid, immunisa- apartments with rentals from gets uncomfortably dry in
When it rains, the particles are young French women looked without pretense or ostenthe'
plans to go to Los Angeles and Advancement of Colored
tions, health education, and $90 to $155 per month. In the winter, Honeywell says.
washed to the ground. So ef- awful, maybe old American tation? You bet your plumber's
San Francisco after leaving People NAACP), by taking his
counseling, public health nurs- complex are two community
fective are trees as dust catchers ones were at last going to come friend it is.
r
eray. He will wind up his long Martin
ing services in the home.
And if Mme. Schiaparelli has
buildings,a laundry, playground
Luther King medallion, that one of our major cities, Los into their own
Balboa discovered the .Pacirary in Mexico City in late and giving it to Mr.
and adult education areas.
Wilkins.
Well, I was wrong. My brief anything more to say about
Angeles, has to wash its trees
fic Ocean Sept. 25, 1513.
Police
cooperate
vember.
In California, there is a state periodically in a detergent moment of hope was dashed how bad we are all looking
In Houston, the $3.5 million
• r•
Milner, who quips that he is in senator, Mervin Dymally, who
The Gainesville police depart- Yale Village houses more than
solution. In another area, the when I read further to find that these days, I wish she'd keep it
Health
Service drug
Public
the US. "to steal," then quickly was given the task of heading
ment
has cooperated, conduct- 1,000 people. For low and
dust count on a sheltered side of a Madame Schiaparelli thinkt to herself. I never thought I'd
authorities caution that persons
adds, "ideas and information:: the reapportionment of the
ing
classes
in
self-defense
for
girls
on
French
with
identify
families,
middle-income
rents
women
everywhere
look,
in her
planted section was 75 percent
who have trouble with insomnia
'thinks his trip in this-aa tes
state of -Clifornia He 'Is Re lcriter than
omen and in the detection of toe the air conditioned
ar.4.t. Champs Elysese.2t I ds:
"slovenly
a sit/tiler ecuriThrt the . words,
Proving to be the mod Viluable "bright" that he wants to carve
Addiethet.
e have been -aej ly acinertia range from $144 ter One I may become overwhelmed-vitt%
horrible."
windward side Trees holp keep
ewly completed is Loring bedroom units to 5215-Inr- sedatives and come to depend
cused. They are all young and
the black community cornstop in his travels
our air clean
Part of the trouble, she says,
beautiful, and i wear glove,.
on them.
Towers. a $3.5 million high
"Research work and ideas are
here in large measure," he says.
iBut the country is so big and has
iuch a complex structure that it
is extremely difficult to apply
and to judge the effectiveness of
new treatments and preventive
18"x25 ft.
measures."
He sees great possibility in
WE HI SF FiVt 1111- RIGHT
Heavy Duty
using the knowledge and the
—
TO LIMIT OUANTITILS
*Ideas he gains in the United
'States to apply to a smaller and
AFT SIDE OF [HE SOUAHL
Murray
more controlled situation in
i„it.ustralia. He thinks the benefits
of Australian use of American
'innovation will eventually help
both countries, along with other
iarts of the—sferld:
t Milner, who is observing the
tIvorit of both the Murray State
Center for Alcohol Education and
'the National Institute of Mental
Health clinical research center
11.5-oz
1 CAPSULE
on drugs in Lexington while in
SIZE
EVERY
Kentucky, does not favor a
:2 HOURS
prohibition of either alcohol or
drugs.

Any old gloves
are her style
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"Prohibition is not the way to
treat large scale problems of
human behavior," he explains.
"Persuasion on the basis of
scientific information is the
method we must use to convince
;people to change behavior pat•terns."
People now are not well enough
Informed to understand the risks
they are taking with drugs or
alcohol, according to Milner. He
thinks telling people they cannot
use either is not the solution.
"We need to take the panic out
of the situation and to educate
people thoroughly so they understand the rate or risk involved
in their human behavior and so
they will reduce unreasonable
risks to a more acceptable level."
he said.
,
r

MILLION-DOLLAR FIRE
SMITH FALLS, Ont. (UPI ) —
A 24-hour blaze which heavily
damaged a block of the
Idowntown shopping area was
ibrought under control Sunday
after causing about $1 million
lamage
a The fire, which began Saturday afternoon, completely destroyed two stores and caused
water
heavy smoke and
damage to three others, according to a Smith Falls fireman.
He said the blaze began in a
lighting fixture in a clothing
store
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Nixon's summit venture
recalls past failures
By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
—
WASHINGTON
•President Nixon's visit to
::INosco% might come under the
::heading
-unfinished
of
Ausiness."
In 1960, the Eisenhower.
.Nixon administration was
.poised for a venture into the
Russian capital. Then came the
ill-fated U-2 incident, the
collapse of a Big Four summit
meeting and cancellation of the
Moscow visit
In the fast-paced decade that
followed there was little time
for speculation on what might
have been, although admirers
Dwight
of
President
. Eisenhower believe he might
have influenced the Russian
. course in Vietnam, Berlin, the
: missile race and other areas.
:
Mr. Nixon may have won.dered,lod, on the effect of a'
successful 1960 summit might
'have had on his race that year
'against the late John F. Ken•nedy.
However, President Nixon
faces an altogether different
world equation. The Soviets
have achieved nuclear parity,
even superiority in some
weapons areas. They have
developed a global navy,
pushed their sphere of influence into most of the Arab
world, generated a real or
illusionary air of delente in
Western Europe, signed a
. friendship treaty with India to
'offset their feud with ComImunist China and solidified
!their hegemony over Eastern
Europe.

have been favorable_ Allied
European governments are
particularly satisfied. Many
had been concerned that Mr.
Nixon's trip to Communist
China might bring on icy
suspicions in U. S.-Soviet
relations.
But the President is confronted with a paradox at
home. Misgivings over his
mission to Moscow appear
concentrated on the political
right, among many of the same
conservatives who pressed for
his election in 1968 as a man
with unmatched foreign policy
credentials, a man who could
well represent U. S. interests in
any confrontation with Communist leaders.
The misgivings reflect not so
much on Mr..Nixon himself, but
on the disappointing American
record of summitry. The name
"Yalta" still haunts the
memory of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt. Potsdam proved
a disillusionment for President
Gen.
Truman
Harry
Eisenhower's 'talks with
Soviet leaders at Geneva
and Camp David failed to bring
any basic change in Russian
policy. Some historians trace
the Berlin Wall and the Cuban
missile crisis to Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev's 1961
Vienna meeting with Kennedy.
Continued Russian nuclear
programs and continuing
Russian military assistance to'
North Vietnam, Egypt, Syria,
Algeria, etc., long ago dispelled
the "spirit of Glassboro" that
was evoked after President
Lyndon Johnson's 1967 meeting
with Soviet _Premier Alexei
Kosygm in that New, Jersey
town

First reactions to the
resident's announcement

Group will skip football game,
wants 'more challenging music'

President Johnson suffered
the added sting of having to
cancel a scheduled Moscow
visit late in the summer of 1968
when Russian troops invaded
Czechoslovakia
Instead of announcing his
trip. Johnson suddenly faced
moves
Russian
possible
and
Romania
against
Yugoslavia and was forced to
against
Moscow
warn
•'unleashing the dogs of war" in
Europe.
Now President Nixon is
preparing for an unparalleled
personal
in
adventure
diplomacy.
-There is nothing wrong with
summitry, if it is used to impress an adversary with your
toughness," said one conservative Republican senator.
-If this is the President's
purpose, I wish him well. But
experience in
_ American
.
summitry is so bad thiit it
requires an .act of faith' to
really indorse such a mission."
Mr. Nixon is obviously
thinking in concrete, not just
philosophical terms.
The President has hinted
broadly g strategic arms
agreements with the Soviets.
He has spoken of possible
accords in the Middle East.
Indochina will obviously be on
any agenda, as well as a
possible East-West European
security conference.
All these areas promise to be
the subject of intense scrutiny
in the months ahead.

-They say it is educationally marginal to troop
around the grass and play the simpler music.— he
added.
The decision of the band not to play was the
result of what Fitzgerald called a "campus civil war"
between the musicians and student government.
Earlier this week, the student body voted to bar
the band from even coming to the game and asked
the board for $85 to share in the cost of importing a
high school band to play.
The request was turned down

Church returning
to liveliness
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
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fledgling religion.
They discovered not only that
balloons are allowed in church
as a symbol of a new
which
with
festiveness
Christians are celebrating their
worship of Jesus Christ but that
traditional formalized orders of
'service are slowly being eroded
by swinging new approaches
that sometimes put the pastor
more in the role of a
cheerleader than a leader of
prayer.
In one of a series of reports
on the new look in worship,
published by Presbyterian
Life, the official monthly of the
United Presbyterians, the Rev.
Horace T. Allen Jr., director of
worship and music for the
denomination's Board of
Christian Education, said that
one of the most interesting
phenomena in the church today
is a growing interest in creative
worship.
"Christianity is not just a
personal affair as with some
Eastern religions which are
increasingly turning up in
Western culture these days,"
he said. "Christianity is the
child of Judaism. In consequence it refuses to ignore
culture, society and human
needs.
"It is not simply, or even
initially, a personal thing
"It is a 'people,' a 'community,' a family (which
regularly gathers around a
table an institution, a 'body.'
What it does, therefore — sing,
pray, preach, witness, serve —
it does inescapably in the world
of society and politics"
Allen regards worship as the
Christian community's festive
celebration of the Resurrection
of Jesus. It was for that reason
that the early Christians
selected Sunday instead of the
traditional Saturday as the
sabbath; to them the first day
of the week symbolized the

Dor,*
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Students Reap Benefits
of School Building Fund Boost
The past few years have been eventful ones for Kentucky's schools,
Reports of
thrusting them once again into the forefront of public discussion.
times
many
bad,
the
emphasized
often
this education-oriented activity
shutting out the good. While campus turmoil and school controversy created
Gov.
headlines, state government moved quietly to assure quality education.
Louie B. Nunn's action doubling the state's capital outlay (building money)
for education from $600 to $1200 per every 27 Kentucky students,
provided local school districts a fihancial capacity in excess of $250 million
for new and improved school facilities.
Many of the buildings funded through this boost exhibit innovative
architectural and educational qualities, as the view from above an entrance
to the Allen County High School,left, or the class area, lower left, in the
Owen County Elementary. Below, students help frame the outer linear
•
.molds of the Jessamine County Junior High facility.

NEW YORK — Why aren't
Surveys show that tires are balloons allowed in church'
With that question, the
involved in less than one percent
of all highway accidents WTI, 4Jnited Presbyterian Church in
U. S. A has examined the
the
than half the tires involved ars
conduct of church services,
bald.
discovering what is new, what
is old, what is appropriate and
A light rain or drizzle, what is right and wrong about
espeically after a dry spell, will what goes on every Sunday
produce a thin, greasy film which morning in its worship sermakes a road a prime skidding vices.
surface.
The denomination's officials
found that after hundreds of
Manufacturers routinely years in Dullsville, the church
perform more than 40 separate is not merely coming to life, it
tests and measurements on tires is beginning to return to the
before they are submitted for kind of liveliness it enjoyed
when Christianity was a
Federal safety inspection.

COSTA MESA, CAL. (UPI): The 27-member band
at Orange Coast Community College won't be at the
school's homecoming football game tomorrow night.
The band has "reached the age where they
prefer to play more catjenging music." II S
Fitzgerald, the college ,de, told the board of
trustees.
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Didn't get away
LANSING, Mich.(UPI) - A
Michigan record of nearly four
years was broken Sept. 26
when Harvey Huttas of Buffalo
Grove, III., landed a steelhead
weighing 22 pounds 6 ounces
while fishing in lake Michigan
off Manistee. The fish was three
ounces heavier than the old
mark.
The prize fish was 35 inches
long with a 234-inch girth and
was hooked on a Green Boss
artificial lure in 50 feet of
water.
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Allen said, early Christians
considered worship to be a
"celebration" that included
reading and interpretation of
the Old and New Testaments
and eating and drinking
together as a way of "experiencing and renewing God's
new covenant with all men."
Tracing the history of worship, he noted that when
Christianity became the official religion of the Roman
Empire in the 4th Century,
-these exciting and somewhat
spontaneous gatherings"
became formal and ritualized.
The use of the traditional Latin
language made reading and
preaching unintelligible to
rwst
tilethe centuries it has
Peigi)
Trou
been difficult for Christians to
celebrate the Resurrection
each Sunday because of the

adherence to certain ritoals so
set that an adult who has not
attended church in 20 or 30
years can walk into most
services today and find little
changed from his childhood.
It is Allen's conviction that it
is riot enough for a weekly
religious ceremony to be
designed to make people "feel
good" or -try harder." Rather,
he feels, it is essential for the
individual to bring as much of
his life to worship as he can,
making Sunday morning an
occasion on which he can feel
and express his cares, fears,
frustrations and joys. One way
to encourage such expression is
the opening of prayer to all, not

just to the pastor in the pulpit.
Moreover. Allen believes that
hymns and songs should express all of this, which means
that new songs have to be
added to the tried — and tired
— old ones.
In addition to being festive,
worship should involve the
participation of all, Allen
noted, adding:
"We reveal how little we
understand this by our attitude
toward the 'pastoral prayer,' in
which we try to 'piggyback' on
the piety and prayer of the
preacher. The purpose of one
person leading others in prayer
is to assist all of them to pray
together "

Studs should only be installed
when tires are new, the Tire
Industry Safety Council advises.
Dirt accumulates in the pin holes
of used tires, causing improper
seating.
Don't drive on snow tires In
warm weather months, the Tire
Industry Safety Council warns
There is a very high heat buildup
in these deep-tread, extra dutlii
tires, causing tread to wear
rapidly.
Tires removed for storage
should be placed flat in a cool,
dry area,away from sunlight and
electrical equipment.

AGES OF DRIVERS INVOLVED IN FATAL CRASHES
IN US DURING 1969
Age Group

Number of Drivers

Percent of Total

Under 20

10,400

14.7%

2O24

13,600

19.3%

25 29

8,400

11.9%

30 34

7,300

10.3%

35.39

5,450

7.7%

40-44

5,450

7.7%

45-49

5,000

7.1%

50-54

3,900

5.5%

55.59

3,200

4.5%

60 64

2,700

65 69

2,050

2.9%

70-74

1,550

2.2%

75 & Over

1,700

2.4%

TOTALS

60,300

•

100.00%

Statistics and Information
Gathered by
THE KENTUCKY TRAFFIC SAFETY COORDINATING COMMITTEE

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY

Reg. Box
$1.25 Value
3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
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DISCOUNT DREG UM
There is something about an
Aqua Velva Man'

•
These are just a few of the over 5000 items in
our stores that are Totally Discounted! Why not
"gobble up" a few of them?
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shave cream

for storage

it in a cool,
isunlight and

oz. Size

3-oz. Tube
4-oz. Jar
4-oz. Bottle

Regular '1.19 Value

di&

NEW!

ANTI PERSPIRANT

ial

Soothes chapped tkin. Temporary relief from pain of miner burns and anger,

OUR LOW,
LOW PRICE
69' Value

Value ;)
9-Oz. Size

3.5

Regular
5 1.39 Value

BRECK

Get Several At
This Low Price!

BRECK
BASIC TEXTURE
SHAMPOO

(All Types)

The Very Latest
In Hair Color

Regular
1.19 Value

7-oz. Size

Instant Hair Foam

Regular '1.59

SINAREST

Only)

TABLETS

BlittCft..ST•ddld nO•dd dm
MANI COLO.

NOW
ONLY

6 5 oz. Size

For a softer you!

Regular
79' Value
-

Reg.
'1.39 Value

4,oz. Size
69' Value

2.5-oz.

Say-Rite's
Low, Low
Say-Rite has a Complete Stock of Laurel Cards for ThanksgivingI Price
With these low, tow prices
and the Christmas Season. We also have a great line of Table
Hair Care Items now is a
Decorations, Napkins,Paper Plates and Many Beautiful Candles. on
g ood time to lay in a supply.
20 Tablets

Po I

BRECK
Creme
Rinse

Aided*

Pond's Talc

t
.

7

Regular 98
Value

Why Pay More?

7-oz. Size

000•

L

11
/
4-oz. Size
Regular 79'
4

Clear and Clear 0
in the bottle w
11
and on
your hair!

CREME RINSE

oz.

89 Value

soas

'1'121

HAIR
TONIC

314-oz. Size

CONDITIONER
FOR LONG
HAIR
4-oz. Size

GREAT
BODY

Recommended by many
doctors for fast temporary
relief of minor pain

404

'Ivor Dan
dam assailant
?4 ATMS

VASELINE

NEW!

LONG and
SILKY

PURE PETROLEUM JELLY

To Be Really Sure!
1.79 A6

rod,

1.25 Values

WHY PAY MORE?
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Murray
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request t
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$18,674,45
fiscal yea

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET
We Reserve The Right To Limit
(LIMIT: 3 DOZ.)

Extra Lean
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

i/4 LOIN

PK. CHOPS

FRYERS

Brundige

b 57

FRESH

SLICED SLAB
3 Lbs. or More

BACON

'.b 59'G
Fresh round Beef 1b65

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

PORK LIVER

lb.

35

Southern Belle Fully Cooked

3

4p-Rkogsfl

00
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Hyde Park

4

Bread

FOLGER'S
— ALL GRINDS

20-0z.
Size

COFFEE

Pride of Illinois

Salad Dressing

Morton
1-Lb. Can
(With Coupon Below)

The F
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are hard
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16 OUNCE

GREEN

No 30
8-Bot
Ctn.

.5-Lb.
Bag

COUPONLimit 1 Per Family

COUPON
Limit 1 per f;01,11 ,

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

Gt. Size

DRIVE

59'

Expires 11-23-71
Good only at Storey's

PANCAKE MIX

OXYDOL
Expires 11-23-71
Good only at Storey's

69'

Expires 11-23-71
Good only at Storey's

funk:n, 1,,
xn1rPs I 1 21 71
Good only at Storey's

PHASE III
SOAP 2/29

Expires

11-23-71
Bath st7r
Good Onl At Store s

COUPON
limit I per family
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xpires 11-23-71
Good Only At Storry;
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